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Well, here we are again! So quickly the days fly by! How would you care to start today? I personally am
unsure as to what we shall discuss now. We have spoken of LOVE and we shall keep on speaking of
it I
guess. It all FEELS a bit odd as to where we go from here and what our mission is!
We would enjoy stating quite clearly that our mission is to help you understand who you are! This has
the rippling effect of lifting the planet Earth into a Higher resourceful level which will have you ALL
KNOWING that LIFE … LIFE IN ALL ITS GLORY … gets a whole lot better than you currently think it can be.
We have watched energies deplete over the last weeks of your time. Some have felt the need to retreat
into a corner. They have a need to put a blanket over their head and never again emerge …
so strong
was their disappointment of ‘nothing’ taking place on the date that they had focused ‘their life’ upon.
Others have exceeded all expectation of themselves and are experiencing a NEW EARTH. It is THEY
themselves that have CHANGED into the next phase of themselves and they are receiving so much joy
and wonder from every moment of thought.
There are those too … we would say … much like yourself Blossom … who are in between the two. Do you
see dearest ones … how … THIS TRANSFORMATION IS YOUR OWN PRIVATE JOURNEY?
And yet it is very much a global overall ONE!
Indeed this is so. Yet it is through each individual ‘doing their bit’ that makes the whole turn around …
turn around!
We desire only to uplift. We are aware that many consider US to be the cause of their anxiety … of their
disappointed point of view. They put ALL their hope and TRUST into US. From our perspective nothing
that we have said has changed direction. ALL that we have offered to you has come from our Greater
Knowledge of what is to be/what can be/what will be.
Did we not say to you ‘Expect the unexpected’? And now that which you did not expect has arrived … it
is up to each one as to HOW THEY CHOOSE to accept WHAT IS!
It is deep within your BEINGS dearest ones that you can find the TRUTH of what took place. For we say to
you … something HUGE DID transpire on the said date that so many of you relied upon.
When one tastes the most glorious of cakes … it is many ingredients that allow the taste to arrive. Yet
… what is it that perhaps makes that cake different from most? An ingredient that others have not
used before. One that has not been in ‘the mix’ before. We say to you in our TRUTH … you have a new
ingredient in your ‘mix’. Some are simply unaware of it, for they did not see it being added into the bowl.
Yes … the cake tastes nice … but then it always did. For some they simply at this time refuse to think
that this added ingredient could be so subtle. They choose to think that it is not there at all.
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Yet … there are those that KNOW! They did not see the ingredient being added either … And yet they
allow themselves to accept THE FACT that something NEW has been added. And it is this ‘something’ that
makes ALL THE DIFFERENCE. SO VERY DIFFERENT from the way things tasted before. As this cake is eaten
and digested … it is then that the real affect shall begin to shine. Be patient with yourselves dearest
ones. All in good time.
Mmm! I don’t think that last statement will go down too well with many!
Yet we would suggest that one looks at it in its TRUTH.
Being patient is something those of us down here FEEL we have done a lot of … and some have lost the will
to carry on.
To carry on what?
To carry on believing.
In what?
In you.
Yet we are not here for a popularity contest dearest ones. Those whose patience has run dry and
through the process have decided we are of no use to them are simply choosing to take another path
at this time.
Yes … I get that … but surely one is wanting more people to ‘get your messages’ as opposed to having
those that were once so keen ... turn away
Blossom … it matters not to us how another chooses to walk their journey. All we desire is that they find
the LOVE within themselves in order to create the world that everyone desires to live in. We cannot ‘Take
hold’ of another’s ambitions and dreams and expect them to always ‘Do it our way’. That would certainly
not be of our choosing.
We desire for a soul to find their own TRUTH through whatever way ‘Floats their boat’.
Yet … surely … it is desirable for more and more to be ‘tuned into you’?
Why?
Because then we can manifest our union with greater ease … and more quickly.
Yet … what we are doing is … what we are doing.
In the same way you choose to continue to communicate with us … we continue to communicate with
you … because we FEEL it is beneficial to the whole … to the upliftment of mankind and indeed your
planet. We cannot control the outcome of anything. Each individual is in control of their own outcome.
This NEW WAY shall become more and more apparent to each as they allow themselves to flow with the
NEW ENERGIES.
Some may FEEL that this CHANGE … this form of Enlightenment only happened to a select few. This we
would say is not how it was. We would say that each one … no matter what stage of your journey you are
upon/within … received a GREATER LIGHT energy into their BEING.
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Just because it did not come the way one ‘expected’ does not mean it did not happen. Yet until one is fully
complete in their distinction between the old and the new … they will take a little time to discover their
new reality. Yet … discover it they will.
Little by little one will notice the subtleties that are occurring. One will recognise that they no longer
are concerned with trivialities that once consumed them. They are FEELING the bigger picture ... simply
by complying with the FEELING … the KNOWING … that a CHANGE has occurred … within them. Inside of
themselves.
There is a combination of ‘seeing’ and ‘understanding’ that is moving one into a place of ‘Peace’.
For those who were so bitterly disappointed … indeed disillusioned … we continue to have our ‘scouts’
seek them out and offer them upliftment of their very soul. Their dismay is purely temporary … for those
who KNOW LIGHT cannot turn away from it … not for long.
What we consider to be of most importance is not that you desire to ‘merge with us’ … although we say
without hesitation this shall come about when all is in place.
What we desire is that you open your hearts to an even Greater Awareness ... of WHAT IS. For within that
awareness you discover WHO YOU ARE. Once this is accomplished there shall be little need for anything
we say to enhance your journey … for you shall have all knowledge at your fingertips.
OK … speaking of journeys … A little matter I would like to bring up with you. Last year I mentioned that I
was going to England to visit my mother for the first time in almost 9 years. You made the comment that
by then, (this Feb) there may not be the need to even buy a ticket. It was received in the energy
of a
little ‘tongue in cheek’, yet … clearly ... it is blatantly obvious that we are nowhere near that form
of
advanced transportation. So … that leaves me confused as to why you would say that? … and in
all
honesty ... makes me question the ‘quality’ of my work with you. I’ll be interested to see how you answer
this.
Dearest Blossom. How we respect your desire for TRUTH. At the time when this was discussed we
considered it important for the expectation of NEW WAYS to remain in ones focus. May we say here … we
did not say if we recall that this would definitely be the case. Did you believe that it was?
No.
Then what you believed you have created. We are aware that you are not altogether convinced of
our reply.
Don’t get me wrong I am a number one fan of ‘thought creating reality’ … Yet for me … I could not see
that happening within the time frame … assuming we are talking of teleportation .
We wonder then how many FELT the same as you. How many thought ‘well I doubt that … but let’s just
wait and see’.
Hmm! I am beginning to FEEL where this is going.
UPWARDS! Do you not see that it is NOT UP TO US to bring these things about? … IT IS UP TO YOU!
You mean by creating the thought of ‘teleportation’ in our mind?
Exactly! Yet is it not that you are waiting for us to come and show you how it is done?
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Well yes …. I can’t even ride a bike that well!
Keep with us on this matter for it is of importance. YES … without a shadow of a doubt we have the
means … the technology … the where with all … to be exactly where we desire to be in an instant … and
for us … we also have the ability to ‘be there’ in whatever form we choose to ‘appear’. As much as this
is an incredible phenomenon to you ... it is very much matter of fact to us. For like anything ... when
one understands the workings of … the ‘how’ … then it no longer seems an impossibility. Yet … for you
personally Blossom … you do KNOW that this is possible. Is this not so?
Sure. Yet no idea HOW it is accomplished.
How often do you visualise yourself teleporting to a particular destination?
Hardly ever … eh … never! I made a joke about it when on my trip to The States due to the craziness of
customs etc.
So you admit to not having it within your possible radar?
Oh ... as I say ... I know it is possible , yet I don’t give it much thought ... if any! So you are saying then … that
all these things that we think YOU are to bring with you concerning ‘out there technology’ ... has to be
visualised in thought by us first and foremost.
Of course. All these things that you are hoping for HAVE TO BECOME A REALITY IN YOUR MIND. NOT A HOPE
… A KNOWING.
Yet … thousands of us … if not millions … I have no idea about numbers … think of YOU coming to join us in
our reality … and I have to say … I SEE NO SHIPS.
Yet many do! The more of you that create our reunion … the quicker it shall come about. What we are
about to say you may find rather odd.
And that’s new and different because ... ?
We ask of you to let go of HOPE.
Yep. That is new and different.
HOPE is something that you really WANT to happen. It gives one the FEELING of a CHANGE for the better
does it not?’
Indeed … so what on Earth do you mean?
We mean that we wish you to let go … for instance ... of THE HOPE … that we are coming and shall reunite
as a family. We ask you to CHANGE HOPE INTO KNOWING that we are coming to reunite as a family.
THERE IS A VAST DIFFERENCE … A WORLD APART …. from HOPING AND KNOWING. Do you see?
Yes I do. So after all we have been through … not to play at the heart strings and complain … it is not of
that … but how do we CHANGE that HOPING into a KNOWING?
By visiting s deeper part of yourself. By letting go of all expectations of WHAT MAYBE … and simply
allowing the WHAT WILL BE … TO BE … WHEN IT IS!
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I do understand what you are saying. I have had this conversation recently … that no matter how much we
seem to ‘FEEL let down’ through our own choosing of course … there is still this DEEP KNOWING that THE
EVENT … the ‘You having a cup of tea with me’ … will ONE DAY BE a reality.
Yes … we accept this KNOWING … yet may we question as to how much of a HOPE is also involved?
Well, for me … if we let go of hope …
And replace it with KNOWING …
Yep! I got it. Truly I just got it. Thank you … I will definitely work towards that ... yet surely it is not a matter
of convincing oneself.
Not at all. It is a matter of transferring what one hoped for into … getting it!
How?
By going to the deepest place within where all information is stored and ‘pulling out the file’ of that
which you choose to create. When you revise this file you will recall its TRUTH and no longer ‘hope’ for
‘such and such’ to be a way of your world … once you KNOW it … you can create it.
And do we get that deep inside ourselves by meditating?
Of course … and by many other methods… Joy… Love … Laughter … Service … Giving … Receiving … shall
we continue?
Nope … I get the gist.
The happier you choose to be … the easier and the sooner you KNOW!
Thanks chaps /chapesses! I’ll certainly do my best. Like with all your wisdom offered, I FEEL it is to be
received on a deeper level of ourselves … Not sure how to do that … other than just ‘ask it to be’.
We have so much more to say over time should you desire.
Oh indeed I do … and I think I can speak for many. In Love and thanks to you.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 2

13 January 2013
Hello my friends.
We welcome you into this conversation with much Love. We have been monitoring energies upon
different sections of your planet and we have concluded that there appear to be extreme differences
throughout. Naturally we take into account the war zone factors and those places that reside in Peace.
Yet this is not of the energy we speak.
We support ALL life and we consider that which is of both High energy and that which is of a lower level
to BE that which we desire to continue to uplift.
We appreciate too that many of you have fallen by the way side … as perhaps one would say?
Yes … I have had many letters from people who FEEL that nothing took place … No Ascension ... and they FEEL
all hope/knowing is lost! It certainly is a VERY SUBTLE DIFFERENCE WITHIN and I can perfectly understand how
many cannot FEEL anything at all.
Yet … the difference is there. Allow for a moment … your thoughts to settle into a KNOWING. Take a few
deep breaths and KNOW that the path you and all upon your planet ….. along WITH your planet … are
on is an ever increasing journey upward. To a ‘place’ where things that you are aware of that no longer
serve you NOW in the place where you are … shall NOT rise up alongside you … they cannot.
I very rarely listen to the news, yet this morning it so happened to be within hearing distance. Not
very tuneful to the ears or the soul and certainly one would … if they chose … question if anything
happened at all. For little seems to have changed and the same miserable media mentality resides
... feeding us all with more and more doom and gloom. Trying to put things in perspective … it seems
a long long way away when we will be in a place where all this misery has left Mother Earth and we
laugh and play in a world of plenty.
What we ask you to do is to hold on steadfastly to your KNOWING. You thought we were to give you the
word ‘faith’ did you not Blossom? Yet you are now moving on into a place within yourself that does not
require ‘faith’. It requires … as we spoke of in our last communication … KNOWING.
In order for you and your planet to move forward YOU HAVE TO KNOW.
YOU HAVE TO KNOW that you came to BE HERE in order TO KNOW. For if you do not KNOW … how can you
walk into the next phase? It is within your KNOWING THAT ALL IS WELL that enables the plan to fall into
place. If you still remain in the position of hoping and having faith … a part of you is still telling yourself
that you are unsure of all that is taking place.
I AM!!!
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Yet we say differently.
YOU DO KNOW BLOSSOM …. AS DO A VAST ENERGY BODY OF THOSE UPON YOUR PLANET. YOU KNOW IT ALL.
I can accept that as TRUTH … somewhere inside me I accept that … Yet what is the point of KNOWING it all
… if we can’t remember what we KNOW?
You will.
When? You are asking us to do it now. You have asked us to do this since we began six years ago …
WHEN and more to the point HOW?
Would you not say that you KNOW a great deal more now than you did six years ago?
Without question!!
And so … this is how it works. As you grow with knowledge of who you are … by becoming who you are …
you then begin to KNOW who you are … and when you KNOW who you are … you KNOW everything.
So … this process … just goes on and on at its own pace?
NO … at YOUR pace!
YOU CHOOSE. YOU CHOOSE IT ALL. YOU CHOOSE HOW YOU WANT EVERYTHING TO BE.
Well … we want everything to be hunky-dory … and it’s not.
Yet it will be when enough of you choose to make it so.
So you are talking about our pace as a collective pace, not as an individual one?
They are one and the same.
How so? Here is me … just little ol’ me … doing the best I can to FEEL my way through into a Higher place
because that is the only path my soul desires. There are many thousands … perhaps millions like me …
WE ARE CHOOSING TO KNOW … yet I cannot say … I DO. I don’t KNOW what we need to KNOW. Not the
kind of KNOWING I FEEL you are talking about.
WHICH IS?
KNOWING who I AM … not fully.
Yet you do ... because you are you … therefore … of course you KNOW yourself. Your predicament is that
you FEEL you do not KNOW the fullness of yourself and you FEEL you should.
Well, yes. Isn’t this what you are asking us to KNOW
It is. And you are asking us how to go about getting to KNOW this YOU?
We say … we have been teaching/advising you of this all along. Gradually bit by bit …we have been ‘feeding’
you ‘morsels’ of YOURSELVES! It is not suitable to be given the entire loaf! Your entirety could not survive
in this planet at the energetic level that it currently resides. Yet as the energies rise … along with the
energies of the return of the TRUTH of Mother Earth … so too you are able to ‘receive’ more of yourself and
with that receiving … ‘in gratitude’ … more of your TRUE self … that KNOWING OF WHO YOU ARE ... is able
to settle within this human body form that you are ‘appearing’ to BE.
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So then … that makes me think that we have to wait for those Higher energies to come to us … the
way you have put it … so we can’t get on with our ‘KNOWING’ until more of that KNOWING is offered
to us … in order for us to remember who we are . I’m not putting it very well, yet do you see what I am
saying?
The more the desire to BE that KNOWING … the easier that KNOWING finds where it is being directed to.
Since THE CHANGE on the given date when many felt such disarray and disappointment … the HIGHER
ENERGIES/KNOWLEDGE entered into your very air that you breathe. (For want of an explanatory term).
Now … some choose to breathe unaware of the gift of life that breathing brings … they take it for
granted and carry along their merry way. They do not have appreciation. They do not have acceptance.
They simply take EVERYTHING for granted.
Now … there are also those … who choose to ACKNOWLEDGE this Higher level that has entered in. They
choose to give thanks for each breath they take. They accept that a Higher part of who they are
is
now available and that by the very KNOWING of this … the CHANGE slowly … yet oh so very surely …
‘does its thing.’
Have you yourself not had moments of this acknowledgement whilst amongst the company of others
…FEELING that same LOVE for All as opposed to ‘before’ having different reference points of the level of
LOVE that you FEEL for individuals?
Yes. That is True. I have ‘had moments’ of experiencing an acceptance and a deep LOVE for ALL …
even those who really trigger me! A deeper understanding of KNOWING that we are all on the same
path yet at different stages of it … and it is so very warming to the heart. Yet these are not ‘full time’
FEELINGS … I am assuming you are about to say ‘Yet they will be’.
Perhaps you would like our job? We smile with you … yet naturally we do not consider this to be a job.
We consider this to be an assignment of LOVE. A PLEASURE. A JOY.
So … before moving on … Basically you are saying to KEEP ON KEEPING ON … because ALL THIS … whatever
THIS is … will GRADUALLY present itself in a way that we ‘GET IT’? Dear me ! I can’t help but FEEL we have
been here before … and yet … inside me … this all FEELS perfectly alright. It seems to make sense within
me. If it didn’t … believe me I don’t think I would be knocking on your door asking if you wanted to
come out to play. It is interesting how many write in with their viewpoint about YOU.
Some LOVE you, some FEEL you are conning us all. Some our fed up to the back teeth of you going on and
on about LOVE. HAH! That really makes me smile. They want you to answer questions that they cannot.
They want to know this and that about this and that. Yet … you are not interested in answering these kind
of things are you?
Not for any other reasoning than the fact that these things regarding ‘this and that’ are vast universal
projects. Some matters are simply incomprehensible.
Oooh! I wouldn’t underestimate the incredible mind of the human!
We wouldn’t dream of doing so. Yet we would suggest for you not to underestimate the vast detail and
intricacies of the matters we are speaking of.
OUR MISSION HAS NOT CHANGED!
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We say to you over and over again and shall continue to say … for as long as there are those who choose
to listen …
WE COME IN LOVE.
WE COME TO REMIND YOU OF LOVE … ON A DEEPER LEVEL THAN THAT IN WHICH YOU ‘THINK’ YOU RESIDE.
WE WISH TO UNITE ONCE AGAIN WITH OUR FAMILY.
WE WISH FOR YOUR WORLD TO RETURN TO THE LAND THAT IT ONCE WAS … WHEN WE COULD VISIT WITHOUT
ATTACK.
WE WISH TO LOOK INTO YOUR EYES AND FEEL YOUR HEARTS BURST WITH THE FEELING OF UNDENIABLE TRUTH THAT
WE ARE ALL ONE.
WE COME TO SERVE THE WHOLE. WE COME TO ASSIST
WE COME TO SPEND TIME IN THE COMPANY OF FRIENDS.
We could continue in this fashion for days and days …
Yet we KNOW! So … basically at this juncture ... for those of us ‘keeping on’ … it’s ‘business as usual’?
Yet we would say … it is far from usual. FEEL IT!
Take more time to FEEL the ‘unusual!’ Take more time! For we do not have the desire to convince you
that a great change occurred … we have the desire that you recognise for yourselves that this was so.
Without doubt … without question … as time as you KNOW it ticks on … you will look back on yesteryear
and say ‘My goodness me. How things have changed’.
I am sure we will. Yet being here in the NOW … sometimes it feels as exciting as watching paint dry!
Yet the result is always so refreshing when it is complete. A whole new FEEL to the place wouldn’t you
say?
Indeed. Point taken. Hey Ho and on we go!
Always we watch over you.
Love ya! In gratitude …. As I climb the next rung of the ladder!
In order to see a different/Higher perspective.
And gain a broader view! In Love and thanks till next time.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

20 January 2013
Here we are again then! Hello my friends. Straight to the point … Someone wrote in to ask something
regarding ‘A COURSE IN MIRACLES’ where there is mention of ‘The Teachers of Teachers’ and wondered if
this was you as you say you are the Overseers of the Overseers. Are you the afore mentioned?
Welcome to all. We would advise that we are not.
Oh well … That’s that then. Thanks. Bye! Would you care to elaborate … as it isn’t all that clear who you
are. You just say the Overseers of the Overseers … any more info you would care to share at all?
We sincerely desire to lift your vibration. We deeply KNOW that this shall be done through the
knowledge that each one of you holds within yourselves. We indeed overlook/oversee ALL that is put
forth regarding matters in … not just your world … but many.
So are you saying you are like a High Council and what you say goes?
In the realms in which we reside there is not the same agenda as is applied in your Earthly terms of
‘ruling the roost.’ In that … decisions made are a general consensus for the overall benefit of mankind
… in this instance.
I am picking up a little difficulty in you trying to express what you wish to say.
This is correct dear friend. From where we ‘stand’ … with all respect for where you ‘stand’ … there is a
vast difference in vibrational energies of understanding. Therefore it is sometimes difficult to portray
to you how things are for us … regarding matters for you. We have expressed so many times before that
words are often inadequate to portray that which we wish to share with you … and much of this has to
do with the difference in vibration … which also interferes with the difference in understanding.
At this moment I am getting a visual of being in the presence ‘somewhere’ of “LIGHT BEINGS” … for
want of a better word and I am presuming this is you. I see myself just there and nothing being said …
just a FEELING of KNOWING … No words needed.
And this is the very reason why so much is misconstrued. Much of which we say is taken on board and
for this we are grateful. Yet much ‘goes to seed’ because of the resonance in which any one given soul
resides within themselves.
This is a bit odd. For I can FEEL your presence so strongly today and it’s sort of interfering with words
because of the said ‘FEELING’.
Yet this is our exact desire dearest soul. We ask that now … within your BEINGS to FEEL our presence. We
have asked you let go of hope and replace it with the KNOWING. In the same way we ask now that you
FEEL us … WITH YOU … because WE ARE. And through this FEELING you will ‘GET ‘the ‘KNOWING’.
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Ok. Yet many write in wishing they had the contact with you that I have. They talk to you in their
minds and long to be heard by you and for you to reply. So I would imagine that those people that are
reading this now would say … ‘but we have been trying and you don’t listen!’
And we would reply in fullness of our being … ‘we do hear and we do listen.’ The fact that you do not
‘receive’ our reply is not an easy matter to describe. Some are more susceptible to being on the receiving
end. Shall we say their ‘wiring’ is more finally tuned for this purpose at this stage?
And some would say ‘That’s not fair!’
And some would accept the different positions of many souls and the roles that they play at this
time. We say to you in all fairness … that in your future days each one that so chooses shall be able
to communicate with those of a Higher vibration. Yet one must appreciate also that it is up to the
individual to keep on track in their mission to uplift themselves and all … in order to be able to do so.
Please be aware we are not stating that one MUST. It is not for us to dictate to another what they MUST
do. We merely offer guidance to show you the easiest way home. Some choose the more difficult path
and it is certainly not our position to interfere. However … dearest souls … we desire you to KNOW of
the rewards of walking home. You … all of you that have volunteered to be here to see this through ...
HAD to be the strongest of the strong … and many times you feel so weak.
YOU ARE NOT.
You have placed yourselves in a situation that has at times almost drained your very life force from you.
You have so courageously chosen to be of a vibration that continually tries to drag you under … and
sometimes you feel you have lost the will to pull yourselves out of the mud and up onto safer territory.
This which you have chosen to do … FOR THE SAKE OF MANKIND shall not go unrewarded. We do not mean
that one does it for the rewards … not in that sense. We mean that the FEELING of the GREATEST LOVE
WITHIN THE SELF shall be returned to you a thousand fold for ALL the effort you have put into this enormously
complicated …. yet DIVINE PLAN.
When it is complete and you find yourselves in this position of KNOWING the TRUTH of it all and why you
volunteered … the very fact that you were part of it and gave of your all to it … will be reward in itself.
Take a few deep breaths at this point now dear friends … take a pause now from reading our words and
breathe deeply for a few moments ... And in those moments KNOW … that this so called ‘uphill struggle’
… is no such thing . It is that which you committed to a long time ago in order to lift this planet of YOURS
into its rightful position once again.
Yet … even though you say ‘The Change’ has taken place … it still … more often than not … for me anyway
… can FEEL like an ongoing battle to stay cheery. When it shouldn’t have to be a struggle … it should be of
great ease shouldn’t it … by now?
You say this is how it is for you. Yet are you not struggling Blossom with lower energies that are presented
to you in the form of other souls displaying their ego as a male peacock would?
Oh indeed. Nicely put. I cannot remember a time when so many people have pushed my buttons
… and I thought I was supposed to have become a more understanding BEING since the said
‘Change’ … yet I find myself so short fused with quite a lot of people and at times wonder where the
‘understanding patient Blossom’ disappeared to … and indeed when she shall return !
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Yet we would interpret this quite differently. Can you not therefore establish quite clearly those that are
not of the same vibration as you?
That’s what I am saying … and yet instead of being able to simply send them Golden Rays to assist
them to get to a Higher frequency … that I felt I used to do … I find myself … once alone … verbalising
very distinctly that which I Truly think which I could not possibly say to their face. It is so unlike me … yet
happening a lot. I am not happy with me for behaving so … as I say … where has my ‘understanding’
gone?
The reason not only you … yet many … are being triggered so ... is because the degree of vibration is so
much more obvious to the soul that it can strike a frequency of such discord … This is leading on into a
‘segregation of souls’.
Yet for a long time now my best mate and I have a laugh about how few friends we choose to have in
our circle for this very reason … so this isn’t necessarily news is it?
It is new in its ‘discerning process’. For it has now become so much more obvious.
Yet you know … one can FEEL a bit ‘up themselves’ if you’ll excuse the expression … because sometimes it
can FEEL a bit ‘snobby’ … maybe that’s not the right word … yet it just doesn’t always FEEL right that one
doesn’t want to spend time with certain people because we are not on the same wave length . Shouldn’t
I be more tolerant? You see? That in itself sounds so like I think I am ‘holier than thou’ … and that FEELS
wrong.
What one would do well to understand is that ‘The Change’ is now working its magic …oh so very subtly
behind the scenes. The disturbances that it is causing to the soul self can be disturbing indeed! That
is why it must be so gradual and subtle … See how this is affecting you? … Imagine if it was a MIGHTY
CHANGE IN ONE BLAST … it would set many of you into a place of such confusion that one could ‘lose
their marbles altogether’… as you would say in your world.
This FEELING of ‘difference’ … this point of ‘difference’ … shall settle. Did not your dear friend White
Cloud speak of a shift taking place as a jar of sand being shaken up** … It takes time for it all to settle
again … each grain in a new place with a new perspective ... a new outlook … settling next to a
different grain of sand from that which it was used to?
Yes … I remember that one well. I find it so helpful.
We remind you of this because we KNOW how helpful! The sand is settling … the water is still a little
murky … yet settling it is.
And as usual … once it has settled … it won’t’ be very long before another one!!
WARRIORS OF LIGHT … SOULS OF THE LIGHT…
DEEP WITHIN YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE … YOU KNOW WHY YOU ARE HERE …
THAT IS WHY YOU CARRY ON.
Allow that KNOWING to see you through. We are aware by the energy LIGHTFLOW how much of a strain
this can be for you at times.
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YET KNOW THIS
THE DAY WILL COME WHEN AS ONE YOU WILL FEEL THE KNOWING.
For what you KNOW now … even though you think you don’t … will be KNOWN on a level that will be
apparent and transparent. Imagine now that FEELING … Keep imagining that FEELING when all around
your globe the heart beat is in rhythm with the beat of your Mother Earth and you literally FEEL that
heart as ONE heart.
It shall be a synchronistic natural happening and the Wave of Love that shall be sent out and FELT will
measurably change the vibration and lift everything into another shift!
YOU KNOW THAT ALL YOU DESIRE IS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS. YOU KNOW THIS.
ALL THAT YOU DESIRE IS JUST A BREATH AWAY.
Yes and we keep on keeping on. It seems the best thing to do! For me I find it so comforting to know that
there are so many that FEEL the same as I do. Some do, some don’t. It matters not … Yet I have to say that
KNOWING that I am not alone in all of this … KNOWING that others struggle with it all as I do sometimes …
gives me the encouragement to carry on … because if they can … I can. WE ARE WARRIORS OF LIGHT INDEED. I AM
SO VERY PROUD TO BE PART OF THIS BROTHER/SISTERHOOD OF LOVE.
Let’s face it folks … we ‘aint doing bad considering the task we undertook.
KNOW our Light and Love strength is pouring down upon you. We do all we can to uplift even though
much is incognito at this time … for this is the way it must be … for now.
Remain in your Light dearest friends … allow it to shine within you … filling you with a FEELING of
upliftment and DIVINE LOVE.
WE LOVE YOU.
And we Love you. In Love and thanks. xxx
** This is the excerpt that White Cloud spoke of regarding shifts . Taken from Walking in the Light and The
Love.
When a change is taking place it is necessary for this turmoil and the stirring up of all things so that the
shift can take place. If you can imagine sand on the bottom of the jug, if this whirlwind did not take
place the sand would stay the same. All the grains of sand would remain next to the same grain of
sand that it has been next to for a long time. With this stirring up it makes the sand rise. If you look into
the jug for a while it is cloudy and murky and not attractive to the eye at all. When the whirlpool begins
to slow down because it has reached its peak, then how differently all the little grains of sand settle. They
settle next to a different grain of sand. My friends, do you not see that all this sand has always been part
of the same group in the same jug? Now because of the change required, when it is settled it is still part of
the same group, except that it has somebody new to talk to so life isn’t so boring looking out of the same
piece of glass!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

28 January 2013
Welcome my friends. Well, in Truth I could blurb on about challenges that myself and many, it seems,
are experiencing … and we are talking real corkers!! I could make jokes about Ascension? What ****
Ascension? … but we would be going over the same ground as our last communication. So I thought
I
would steer away from all that and change the energy to a few questions that someone wrote in about …
which as you know is unusual for ‘us ‘ to do. Is that ok with you?
We would consider that which you decide this day to be most appropriate for the whole at this time.
Fire away … as one would say.
Jolly Dee! They asked “Do people look basically the same on other planets, except perhaps for details
such as skin colour or size of body limbs?’
We would say that there are variables of species. Some would be unrecognisable to the human form and
many would appear to be considerably distasteful in their ‘regalia’ of covering. On the other hand there
are those whose radiance is purely Light form … some whose rainbow colours would astound.
There are those whose appearance would certainly repulse … There are some whose appearance is very
like your own.
In this Universe alone there are so many species. Creators are always creating! If you were to consider
how many different species you are able to view on planet Earth alone ... imagine then … if you can …
the vast amount there must be in ALL THAT IS.
Thanks for that. To continue on in that vein … ‘Are civilizations on other planets mostly more spiritually
advanced, or less advanced, than our own?’
Now there is a question to ponder upon. Life itself continues to evolve. New life is always being created
as new planets emerge from depths of nothingness. Therefore it is not generally possible to answer this.
There are indeed many who are greatly advanced from that of your planet Earth. In the millions.
What? The millions?
Indeed. Perhaps you are naïve dearest Blossom of the magnitude of the ‘ISness’?
Clearly I am!! Pray continue.
It is beyond words once again to try to explain that which you have asked. For you on Earth sometimes
look up at the stars and FEEL in awe of all that you can see … let alone having any idea of all that you
cannot see.
Yet consider this … ALL … ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING IS YOU ... Because YOU are part of it all.
So would you say that a part of my Higher self is part of a Being of Light on some planet as well as part
of some monstrous looking giant ant on another?
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… You are hesitating with your answer?
Because of trying to put such a complex matter into simple ‘yes or no’ form. Let us try.
You are ONE energy. There is only ONE energy. Yet there are vibrational levels of that ONE energy. So
it may be that your segment of self that is YOU that you KNOW NOW here on Earth … is on a Higher
vibration of say … a species of consciousLESS giant ants.
ConsiousLESS? Is there such a planet of such living things? … Are they living if they have no consciousNESS?
Far out … that leads into what is consciousNESS? Let alone … consciousLESS! … Oh hello … brain blowout
coming up!
We do not find that it serves to blow your brains out! Yet we find it serves to do our upmost to assist in
ones inquiries to a certain degree … depending on subject matter.
So when you ask is there such a thing as consciousLESS Beings on a planet we would answer … There is
everything that is possible going on … and keep in mind there is nothing that is impossible.
Let us try and keep to the matter asked. Your aim … if you like … is to reach the Highest level of Love
there is. You came from it … You are it … yet ‘The game’ …
I always FEEL odd when you call our existence ‘a game’ or ‘experiment’ yet I do ‘Get it’.
To continue … ‘The Game’ takes from you all that you are ... in order to get back to it .
Remind me not to put it on my Christmas list. I mean really … what is the point? Were some Higher Beings
just bored one day and thought “I know … let’s create a planet where the Beings upon it can’t remember
who they are and blindly they have to find their way back home?’
You were created in order to be an expression of THE CREATOR. From the aspect of the creators of the
Human Being … as you know from past communications … you were an experiment of free will …
Which you say went up the Swanee!!
And due to this … we offer you the paddle! For we cannot sit by and watch your planet … nor the Beings
upon it … destroy itself. This has happened before and it serves not the whole plan.
Which is?
To bring you home.
I daren’t ask … and then what? … for fear of human combustion occurring!! Back to … am I part of the
Light Being and the Giant ant?
Of course … yet that which you CHOOSE to experience at one given time within your consciousness is
that which at that given time you FEEL you are.
Understand that another part of your Higher self is allowing an aspect of itself to experience something
completely different … yet it is still part of you … still part of your Higher self.
So would you say our Higher self is the part of us that is our God self? ... GULP!
No.
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Oh! I thought you were going to say yes. What then … if you are able to express in words … is the
difference between our Higher self and our God self?
Your Higher self is accessible to you … from you …. Your God self IS YOU.
Mmm … is there a rocket scientist in the house? If my Higher self is accessible TO me … FROM me …. And
my God self IS me … Eh … der??
Your God self is YOUR essence. Each one of you here on Earth … every living thing IS GOD. GOD has TO BE
in EVERYTHING for without GOD nothing would exist
I need to say here that my interpretation of GOD is LOVE ENERGY.
Your Higher self however is a more tangible aspect … yet we use that word’ tangible’ in comparison to
the God aspect. Dearest one’s ... it is so very complicated … for there can be the Higher soul self
and there can then be also the Group Higher self … There are so many many many levels of existence
within all the many many levels of LOVE ENERGY.
To be honest … without reading all this back … I am not really sure if we are any further forward or
not on the matter. Yet I will continue. ‘ Is spiritual advancement necessarily a function of technological
advancement?’
No. As you will KNOW from matters upon your Earth plane. It would depend entirely upon whose hands
the ‘blueprint’ for such technological advancement falls into. We can sense that your brain is almost
about to blow Blossom?
Well we usually do the hour so ... happy to go for another ten minutes .
May we suggest then that we ‘Lighten up’ the load for that time?
Sure … that would suit me fine … Lighten away!
Dearest friends … our brothers /sisters/family. KNOW of this in your heart . Many of you are
experiencing great contrasts within that which you KNOW as Love and that which is presenting itself
very differently from that KNOWING.
Watch yourselves as you ‘come through into the other side’. For all that you are experiencing on a deep
level of your soul is your guidance radar and ...
IT IS LEADING YOU OVER THE BRIDGE.
Whoa … That’s so good to hear.
Are you not yourself Blossom … challenging the fact that anything actually happened on the Dec 21st
date as we have expressed to you?
Indeed … indeed. And one more for the very bumpy road … indeed!
In these times of self-doubt and when your heart cries … and your minds confusion takes over …
STOP! Close your eyes … breath … see the Golden Light within you … See it surround your Being … Breath
again … in this Golden Light of Love … this Light of who you are … And KNOW … LOVE.
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KNOW that all promises … imaginings and dreams of a NEW WORLD … A GOLDEN AGE … are at your
fingertips … KEEP ON KEEPING ON.
If I had a dollar for the times I‘ve said that lately … yet it’s all I know to do.
YOU WILL KNOW ‘The promised Land’ … for it is yours. KNOW IT … KNOW IT … KNOW IT.
This KNOWING is the KEY. This KNOWING is what allows you to ‘get there’. And each and every one of you
… in your own time … shall arrive.
Phew ! Thanks for today …Thanks for it all. In a word … THANKS! In Love and Light.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

5 February 2013
Hello … and as White Cloud always begins … A very warm welcome to you my friends! Without
question these new energies are playing havoc when mixing with the old! Yet I do clearly see now what
is happening regarding removing the old that keeps hitting you in the face until you do. Within me
there is a KNOWING that the Divine Plan is working out just fine as we prepare to burst forth through
into the New Earth ... into the glorious sunshine. Care to comment?
Welcome to all. Indeed this is very much what is taking place. As one is aligning the self with a Higher
aspect of the self it is necessary to let go of that which no longer serves. Many times have we expressed
this, yet when it is taking place ... it is not nearly so pleasant to experience as when simply reading the
words.
On the other hand … let us say that when this HAS taken place … the words in which we have expressed
NEW LIFE and a NEW AGE … will be so much more pleasant to experience than when just reading the
words! This you have to look forward to.
Yet at the same time … if you so choose YOU CAN HAVE IT NOW!
For this which we speak of is a FEELING. You can choose within this moment to experience the KNOWING
and the LOVING that IS YOU … or you can choose to indulge in the lower vibrations that are clawing at
your heart … holding on for dear life for they have remained with you for so long that they will do their
upmost to stay. Yet YOU KNOW they cannot. It is not the easiest of tasks to let go of circumstances ...
or indeed souls ... that you have outgrown and yet it is a necessity if one desires to progress. In fact we
would say not only is it necessary … it is essential!
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The more you recognise your NEW SELF … the more you KNOW that the old has to go … and as ‘the
switch’ is taking place it can leave ones energies swimming around aimlessly unsure of what is what .
AGAIN WE STRESS THE FACT … GO BY YOUR FEELINGS.
What makes you FEEL GOOD?
I Truly am FEELING such a mixture of emotions, yet I DO FEEL/KNOW on a level that is new to me that ‘a
change is coming’.
A Change has already come dearest Blossom. The Change has shifted much that was cemented
within your world and released it from bonds of darkness. Yet it is for you to accept and realise that as
these negative aspects that were deeply rooted are released from your Earth’s atmosphere … they are
bound to have an effect as they mingle with the new … on their way out .
Yet this has been happening with every shift we have been told of ... has it not?
Of course.
Will there be a time when there are no more shifts?
No. Yet understand that as you and your planet rise into Higher vibrations … one will experience LOVE
on a greater level of itself for the self. Leaving behind that which has done its duty and allow it to
dissolve. So ‘shifts’ in days ahead … as one emerges into THE GOLDEN AGE will not be unpleasant for
there will come a time when there is nothing unpleasant to be left behind. One will just continue to
move on up into a Higher understanding of the self. Which can only bring joy.
People of Earth … For those of you who are experiencing the FEELING of BEING LOST within thoughts of
what is actually taking place … FEELINGS of ‘has anything taken place?’ … FEELINGS of ‘Losing hope and
faith’ … we ask you to search deep inside of yourself and KNOW …
THAT INDEED THE HIGHEST TRANSFORMATION IS OCCURRING RIGHT NOW! RIGHT HERE AND NOW!
You wanted change upon your planet did you not? And you have it ... yet many of you are choosing
to push it aside because it is not how you expected it to be. Did we not say to you to expect the
unexpected?
Yes. We accept all that. Yet … for many of us THE CHANGE we were ‘expecting’ … involved assistance
regarding healing the planet, healing souls upon it, new technology in which to do so … a sign of some
sort for us to KNOW we are not nutters …. You know that kind of thing! … and yet it is interesting to see
that so far … there is none of that … yet there is this change within side of us … a BIG CHANGE … if we
choose to recognise it and stick with it!
And therefore dearest friends … do you not see? Do you not get it? Do you still have your eyes closed?
This change as you recognise ‘THE DIFFERENCE’ within yourself ... is exactly that! Exactly all these things
that you thought THE CHANGE would be. For as YOU unfold … as YOU become … as YOU lift yourselves up
… as YOU let go of old … as YOU KNOW WHO YOU ARE … ALL THESE THINGS THAT YOU LONG FOR …
YOU will bring about.
I am assuming that we WILL bring this about … even to go as far as ‘meeting you ‘ or at least having a
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massive display of craft etc … due to US raising the vibration enough for it to happen? Much has been
spoken of by others about this. Yet to be honest … why then give us all the promises in the past when YOU
KNEW we were not yet of the correct vibration for it to take place?
There is the simple understanding of NOW and the misunderstanding of TIME. We do not live in time. We
live in NOW and we KNOW what is to come about and what IS TO BE.
Yet … just before Dec 21st and at other times your words to us have reached a peak as if something
is
about to take place … and we all get so excited … and then … whoop! … It all dies down again … and once
more we carry on as normal … that to me doesn’t make sense.
To us … it makes total sense. For the ‘hype’ that we build up concerning many things is OUR TRUTH of what
actually is to happen.
Well … ok … yet … for instance … before Christmas you talked a lot about THE EVENT … THE HAPPENING
… You talked about it over and over … and it came across to us that it was about to happen any minute
… i.e. Dec 21st . NOW … you hardly mention it at all. That’s the kind of thing I mean. That’s what I don’t
understand … and I am not alone in this I am sure.
Dearest Blossom … dear ALL … It is our desire to get you ‘hyped up’ as you say … for when you are ‘hyped
up’ about anything … you are raising your own vibration. Imagine what the affect is en masse when you
are all getting hyped up together. Imagine how the vibration of yourselves as ONE is lifting the planet
and your consciousness.
Yes … yet then … when nothing transpires … surely that does not serve ... for indeed … do we not all
come crashing down again … bringing everything around us with it?
Not at all.
How so? Is not that like two steps up, five back?
We would not consider this so. For within each rise and fall … your strength …your KNOWING… becomes
more deeply seated with inside your heart.
I’m not so sure about that. Many would say that it becomes less!
We would question that. For yes … one may question it all … and one may indeed have moments
of losing that which they know to be Truth … yet only for such a short moment in ones BEING . Yet
would you not say Blossom that you always come bouncing back … with a stronger placement of that
KNOWING within your heart?
I guess as time has gone on … after all these years … after all we’ve been through … my KNOWING
that one day ‘all this’ will make sense and that I will be so so so so satisfied within myself that I kept on
hanging on … if at times only by a thread … will make it all just Tickety Boo!
Imagine this … Imagine that in your sleep this following night … you dreamt that you were in a class
room ‘somewhere’ … There were many in this room that were familiar to you … Some on a very close
level … others just familiar faces … Some not familiar yet you knew them. You were then instructed of
what was to take place whilst you were living an existence upon Planet Earth at this auspicious time. As
you were informed of happenings … ones excitement grew.
One’s KNOWINGNESS that one simply had to BE ON EARTH ... TO BE THERE … TO BE PART OF THIS GREAT
CHANGE … filled ones Being with such honour and LOVE .
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As you sit there … being informed of THIS DIVINE PLAN … you cannot wait to get to it. Think about this .
THINK ABOUT THIS FEELING OF BEING CHOSEN OUT OF SO MANY TO BE ON EARTH AT THIS TIME.
YOU … THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG!!!
Then … you get to the part of this dream … where you are told that ALL THIS YOU HAVE JUST BEEN TOLD
… YOU WILL NOT RECALL. Do you suddenly decide to back out? Do you decide that you are not the one
for the job? NOT AT ALL! You are not fazed by this information at all ... For you KNOW it is part of the plan!!!
You are then told … that as each ‘phase’ reveals itself to you … your recall … your remembrance shall
return … And that YOU SHALL RECOGNISE THIS KNOWING BY THE LOVE YOU FEEL INSIDE YOURSELF. For it is
drawing you ever closer to the LOVE that YOU KNOW there in that class room within that dream. YOU
ARE SHOWN THE DIVINE OUTCOME .
As you are told of this … THE BRIGHTEST LOVELIGHT encompasses the room. No longer can you see those
familiar faces … you can see nothing … for YOU ARE THAT LOVELIGHT and in that instant YOU UNDERSTAND
EVERYTHING!
You FEEL those familiar faces because they are you. In that moment of EVERYTHING … EVERYTHING IS
KNOWN.
The Light dissipates and you are back in the classroom. Remembering an experience that shall remain
within you … and shall reveal itself to you … when the DIVINE PLAN plans to.
You awake in the morning from a beautiful sleep. You KNOW you had a dream … like many … you can’t
quite grasp it all … just vague images and FEELINGS here and there.
And now our most Beloved Family … we say to you with deep LOVE and KNOWING: THIS WAS NOT A
DREAM!
We choose to finish here this day … It may seem a little abruptly … yet we KNOW the significance of such
a decision.
WE LOVE YOU!
And we LOVE YOU. In Love and thanks!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

13 February 2013
Good morning! I could do with some reassurance to be honest. Is it just me? I TRULY didn’t realise I had so
little patience or tolerance. Nothing seems to be changing … it seems to be getting worse and it doesn’t
feel good! What’s going on? Can you tell us in a little more detail than our last communication?
Warmest greetings to all. You are FEELING uncomfortable with your discomfort are you not? Yet it is to
be recognised that although it may be seemingly that one is out of sorts … one is actually moving deeper
into the correctness of who they TRULY are.
So … it doesn’t really FEEL like this is anger from old patterns that needs to come out … it FEELS different
… would I say ‘fresh anger’? How stupid does that sound?
And yet we would say it is not anger at all.
Well my ranting and raving to an empty room or car certainly FEELS like anger … definitely lack of
tolerance. It’s like I hardly recognise myself … or certainly not this part of me.
Let us unfold these twists and turns in a manner that is suited to your requirements. Firstly … that which
you deem as anger is a dissipation of energies that conflict with the way you TRULY are. You would do
well to understand that indeed a HUGE SHIFT took place within the self and the planet on the said date
before your Yule Tide and although many tended to disagree … at that time … now perhaps one can FEEL
and recognise that this was in fact so. Do you FEEL the same as you did before Blossom?
No … yet I can’t say I FEEL brighter necessarily.
Tell us how you do FEEL?
Odd! Distinctly odd! Neither one thing or t ’other . Just ODD! Unsure of who I am NOW. I had grown to
like the old me and not so sure that I like the new me.
You wanted to say ‘middle me’ did you not?
Yes. Even odder!
Yet this is exactly what you are experiencing … The middle man! You are in place between the old and
the new. This is why so many of you are misplacing your energies and FEELING so out of alignment with
the TRUTH of who you are.
YOU ARE MOVING INTO THE NEW WORLD that has been created by you. Yet, it would not be agreeable on
all accounts to find yourself suddenly plonked there. It would not be the easiest way for you to adjust
and although you are FEELING ‘ODD’ at that which you are going through to get there … get there you
shall. It is quite difficult to describe in Earthy terms … as many things … as you know … often are .
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Imagine it to be a transitional period. A time when you simply are floating in a sea of ‘unknown’. You
cannot get out … and you FEEL you are being tossed and turned by the flow of the water. Yet it seems
more at these times that there is no particular direction of that flow.
More like I am in a washing machine!
We shall then take that train of thought. The cycle shall end and what is the outcome? Everything has
been cleansed!
So are we going through a cleansing then?
Definitely.
All well and good. Yet as stated last time we spoke … there is always a cleanse going on … how many
cycles do we need in order to get the stains out?
Would you not say that you KNOW in your heart that this is it? This is THE CHANGE. This is the final rinse ...
so to speak.
Well, I would definitely like to think that. Inside me I FEEL like we are onto something BIG. As much as ‘soon
‘ has now become a swearword … I DO FEEL that we are embarking on a new reality and it is literally around
the corner. Yet … around the corner could mean a century away!
Dearest family … our friends upon the Earth. Take hold of your KNOWING. Let us look at things in a
‘clearer Light’.
YOU KNOW you came to Earth for a reason.
YOU KNOW you have purpose… and that purpose is far more than removing karma or ‘simply’ advancing
the soul self.
YOU KNOW THAT INSIDE OF YOU.
We then, as a consciousness … have worked with you for many years of your BEING, which we would say
means we have also worked with everyone who chooses to read and connect with that which we have to
say.
ALL that we have said has been working towards THIS TIME NOW. THIS TIME THAT YOU ARE IN.
Many felt cheated and disappointed … many allowed the fact that due to ‘NOTHING apparent
happening’ that there was no happening at all.
THIS WAS NOT SO.
We have brought you IN LOVE TO THIS PLACE OF UNDERSTANDING WITHIN YOURSELF.
There was A HAPPENING. A CHANGE. You are experiencing the aftermath of that transformative date.
You have stayed with us throughout because you KNOW that you are following YOUR TRUTH. So all that
you think may be around the corner … IS .
Yes, but on whose time line? … You don’t have one!!!
On the timeline of TRUTH … if the souls of EARTH allow it to be.
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You see … this is where the frustration comes in. Here are many of us … millions perhaps …. who all sat in
that classroom you spoke of … and we KNOW we are doing our best. We KNOW we can manifest a world
of LOVE and HARMONY … We KNOW you will present yourselves to us … We KNOW we will get disclosure.
We are doing are utmost to awaken those sleeping … I don’t think we can go at a quicker pace than we
are … yet if we are to wait until another million or so are ready … well indeed that could take a few more
life times … and many who have waited for so long … many souls who are at the
latter end of life, FEEL
disillusioned for they may not be here to see it through ... Not only see it through
… but see it!!! I mean really … How long must we wait?
This is exactly what we are trying to tell you Blossom. Can you not FEEL a power within you that is rising
up inside? These FEELINGS you are experiencing that you call ‘anger’ … may be interpreted as something
quite different.
Do tell.
Maybe it is the fact that this is YOU … the real YOU… expressing the fact that you will stand for it no
more. That you will no longer tolerate the old and that the FEELING you are experiencing at such depth
is merely a ‘time to move on out’ recognition.
NOW is the time when many of you shall FEEL such conflict between the old and new … and this is up to
you to dispel all that you can no longer settle for. Your reasoning behind the scenes is telling you that
you are no longer prepared to put up with aspects of this third dimension for it simply does not resonate
with the vibration that you are becoming.
You are not of it yet … hence the whirlpool FEELINGS of not KNOWING where one stands. Not being
grounded. The FEELING of not having ones feet firmly on the ground.
Would we be so bold to say that at the moment there is no ground for one to step on! Not yet! It is there
awaiting you … and you will surely KNOW when you get there. We would say you are in no man’s land
at this stage of the journey. Yet it is an important part of the journey none the less.
You cannot expect to apprehend all that is taking place. The more you accept that this is part of the plan
the more you can willingly move through it. You are not following blindly dear ones. You SEE so clearly …
if you just allow each phase to shine its Light in order to move you into the next one.
I see what you are saying, and I will do my best. It just FEELS wrong to be so out of sorts for so long. I feel
like I have become this ‘out of sorts person’ as opposed to just being out of sorts for a while.
Yet that is all it is. A time of transition. As you recognise that which you do not want within your Being,
you can clearly choose to have only that which you do want. The difficulty that many may come across is
accepting that much they thought they were on a par with … they no longer are … and that may mean
the letting go of those they never imagined they may have to let go of. It is not only regarding souls … it
is IN ALL that no longer resonates with the YOU that you are moving into. How can you allow yourself
to move into a Higher vibration of self if you want to take with you that which cannot and is not ready
for the vibration that YOU are moving into? It cannot work that way. For there is nothing that can reside
in a Higher vibration if it is not accomplished enough to do so. You can choose to remain in a lower one
… if you are not quite ready to let go … and if so … then there shall be continual discomfort and conflict
within the soul self … for one is not adhering to the TRUTH of the self.
You have each embarked upon the longest journey … a never ending journey … and this we tell you as
TRUTH … there is not one that shall not make it home … and perhaps the journey shall then begin again
… or continue down a different path … yet onwards always shall it evolve.
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It is not your responsibility to make sure everyone continues to walk at a pace that suits you. Each
individual has its own agenda and own choice in the matter.
ALLOW THAT TO BE.
Let go of those FEELINGS of ‘gloom and doom’ for those who appear to be much further back on the
track than yourself. They are where they are because that is where they are meant to be. It is not your
business.
Yet … didn’t we come to waken them …. Therefore is it not our business?
BY BEING YOU … BY BEING WHO YOU KNOW YOU ARE … YOU ARE DOING WHAT YOU CAME TO DO.
Those who choose to wake our doing so … yet there is a balance needed of those asleep and those not …
at this time . Yet this is far too complex to go into at this point of today’s communication.
As often suggested … we ask you now to take in a few deep breaths …and ask yourselves … do you
KNOW you are on the verge of breakthrough?
Well … I just did that … and the answer was an overwhelming YES! Things are changing … TRUTHS WILL OUT.
I mean The Pope has just resigned for goodness sake … have you a quick comment on that?
NO. We have a longer one! This is just the beginning of much that is to be revealed. There is a procedure
to follow in order for people to be able accept the TRUTH of the lies that have been cast. This soul has
not suddenly made this decision. This has been forced upon the religious group that this soul stands for.
Keep your eyes and ears open … He is not to be the one and only that shall suddenly step down from a
prominent position ….
And the walls came tumbling down.
That’s it. That sentence was my nod that time is up. Thank you so much. As you know I am away in
England for a month. (How I wish you could step in and transport me! ) If we manage to get together
during that time … that would be great …. If not … so be it.
Our Love and uplifting energy goes with you .
Thank you
It goes with you all … wherever you may be. We are just a thought away.
In Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

26 March 2013
WOW! It seems so long since we spoke and I feel like I have been on an enormous trip, both mentally
and emotionally whilst away these last five weeks. I haven’t been following any worldly goings on so
I shall be keen to know what you would like to talk about. Definitely FEELING some strong High lifting
energies about … very comforting and encouraging. So … are you there?
Indeed we are and happy to be conversing with you once again. We have moved into a HIGHER place
of residence for now.
Can’t let that one slip by … meaning?
Meaning … oh inquisitive one … that for now whilst energies are settling ... those of us who reside within
Higher energies are allowing ourselves to do so. As your planet is experiencing this newness … we too
allow ourselves to be where we belong. It is indeed comforting to sit well within ones special ground and
know that one is at home.
So where are we then regarding what is happening for us and where do you fit in?
What is happening for you depends very much on what one chooses to BE? It really is as simple as that.
You will discover wonders of the self and how quickly these wonders attract to you … should you so
decide to have them. That is the way it is. If you decide to be of joy and allow it to be … then joy you shall
have. If it is of a moaning groaning disposition then as always that shall be what you are offered.
It is up to you. The difference being NOW that it is almost instant … depending on your vibration in
fullness of yourself. Take time to breathe deeply whenever you think about it and be aware that during
those breaths you are connecting up with who you are .
YOU CANNOT BE DISCONNECTED … yet at times it may FEEL this way.
Yes ... I felt that way when I was in England. My soul felt so far away from home, both my Earthly one and
spiritual one. I felt in some respects … I had taken a few steps sideways and was unsure of who I was! Still
not really sure to be honest and haven’t fully stepped back on track … but I am getting there.
This is all part of the way things are moving. One is reassessing who they have been in order to become
who they Truly are. If one does not revisit how can they see how far they have come? We would suggest
to you all … that you keep on in the KNOWING that indeed things are moving forward splendidly . Can
you not FEEL this Blossom?
I certainly can feel a difference now home … in me … and the Universe seems to be shooting out all
kinds of opportunities that are raising me Higher.
And this is the way it shall be. It shall keep on doing so. So many of you are ready now. You waited
so long and some felt disappointed when a mighty warrior of some form did not present itself in
whichever aspect one was hoping for. Yet NOW you are NOTICING that although THE CHANGE was
not as you imagined ... indeed there was a VAST CHANGE.
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Some of you will have eased into it more astutely than others. It matters not the pace in which you
engage in your new self. That is up to you … yet it is of importance that you KNOW it is happening and
FEEL the energies around you … becoming part of you .
You may find also a little turbulence! The contrast of recognising in full that which serves and that which
does not. Be Light hearted in this process … for beating oneself up within the mind is not of value … or
service.
And how is life with you then? What have you been up to?
We have nurtured new avenues of service.
Such as?
Experimenting with progressive undertakings that will in time make transitions smoother as one comes
across them.
Ok … with all respect … may I just let you know that many people ask me why you can’t just say it how it
is? I mean … that last sentence of yours … does and yet doesn’t really answer my question. Why is it you
are unable to give a straight forward answer? It would probably satisfy many minds if you were to do so .
That which you said could mean a thousand things.
That which we said is exactly what we have been doing . We have tried all we can to explain to you that
we are existing in different dimensions. The way we ‘behave’ is far from your thoughts. Because we are
different. The progress of yourselves and your planet is part of our mission.
WE LOVE YOU. Yet ‘our ways’ are far more advanced in all aspects that it really is not conducive to even
try to put what we are actually doing into basic facts. It simply is not possible.
So … are you physically active? Or do you sit and ‘Om’ all day? I would just like to get a broader picture
of who you are and how you spend your days. We have known each other for so long now … surely we can
establish that?
We do not have days to spend. As you know time does not exist for us. Therefore we are not sticking to a
timetable and living in the way that you do with night and day and appointments and timeframes.
WE ARE! …. BEING WHO WE ARE.
And … who are you?
Life!
Whoa! Nice answer. Please continue on that note.
We are Life ... In all its forms . We can ‘pop in’ to an experience and be any form of life … should we need
information on a particular source.
Struth. That’s huge. You certainly must be very ‘aware’ and advanced to be able to do that. So you …
your ‘band’ … THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT … that I communicate with ... are not as many see or imagine
‘galactic friends’ … as in quite humanoid , catlike … whatever species one may be within the galactic
Federation. You are?
Life!
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I’ve tried to get an answer from you before as to what your True form is … You have mentioned you
can take on form to suit … yet I hadn’t looked at it in the way you described it just now. So … YOU …
when not taking the form of something else … when you slip into something more comfortable …
what guise is it? Or is it not a guise but the real form of who you are?
We would express that slipping into who we are in our True form is that of Light. This is our most
comfortable understanding of ourselves.
And do you actually reside in a vast ship?
That is an enormous complex matter … yet we shall give it our best shot … as you would say .
We do not HAVE to reside in a ship. We actually do not have to reside anywhere. As Light we can be
anywhere and everywhere and … Nowhere. Yet … Being of this Light Energy … we desire to be of service .
Therefore we are able to transform ourselves into that which is most applicable to a given situation.
Let us talk about our ships. These vessels that some have perceived in your skies are a True
representative of what they are … as you see it. Yet … come aboard …and one would be blown away by
the material of such a vessel and indeed more so … the workings of. Understand also that as with your
transportation … you have many different makes of cars, bikes, planes etc. … there is no one certain
‘type’. Allow the prospect also that these vessels can change their form in an instant. Because it is
energy we are working with …. Living with.
WE ARE ENERGY OURSELVES and we KNOW how to blend with it and use it to our advantage.
Do you eat or sleep. You… your merry band?
We have no need. We do not have bodies that need sustenance or need of rest.
So … any hobbies?
Emanating Light.
Nice!
May we add here that it is of such joy to us to see the advancement that is occurring within your world.
IT REALLY IS CHANGING.
YOU … EACH ONE OF YOU ARE CHANGING.
You ARE in a NEW TIME. Yet it is just the beginning. Remember in a good moment ... how exhilarated and
excited you FEEL about who you are becoming and what your service is … and then remember that you
are taking your first baby steps. Imagine then … dearest friends of ours … and we are honoured to call
you so … that which lies ahead when you have learned to hop skip and run!
THE JOY THE JOY THE JOY!
MOST OF ALL ... BE AWARE OF THE LOVE THAT IS YOU. THE YOU THAT IS LOVE.
And imagine the BLISS as you FEEL this Higher level of LOVE in every moment. YOU are becoming the
TRUTH of yourself and you are now able to catch glimpses of what this may possibly entail. Far greater
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than your wildest imaginings. Far more to LIVE FOR than you ever dreamt. For it is only as you lift
yourselves Higher … then you are able to FEEL that which is beyond. With every level to which you evolve
into … you can FEEL the next few levels awaiting you above that.
IT JUST GETS BETTER AND BETTER.
THIS WE PROMISE YOU.
KNOW THIS!
That which you came to achieve … that which you volunteered to do … that which you came for … your
purpose … your passion … is commencing. Follow your hearts and follow your dreams. For by living
out your dreams in your reality and LOVING EVERY MINUTE of BEING IN IT … your hearts and minds and
FEELINGS of KNOWING that you are FULFILLING the reason for which you came to this planet … shall
continue to allow what was planned … to BE.
SO WONDERFUL IN ITS WORKINGS. SO PERFECT. SO EASY!
Everything shall become easier dearest ones. Life was not designed to be a struggle and yet it has
presented itself as such … due to the offset of dark energies that could not grasp what was there for the
giving!
IT … LIFE … is not as you have been shown it to be. YOU KNOW WHAT LIFE IS. FOR YOU ARE IT.
You KNOW inside of you the FEELING of TRUTH and LOVELIGHT that is You . And as you return to
yourselves … you remember … and as you remember … you let go of the old that was destined to be
released and you welcome in THE NEW.
IT IS HERE.
THE NEW WORLD IS HERE.
You bring it in or push it away. Yet so many of you are bringing it in … that the energy that is being
created is rubbing off onto those who sleep. Like a fairy mist that wafts over one’s senses and gradually
they open their eyes and SEE how things REALLY are.
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS AS HIGH AS IS COMFORTABLE. MERGE AND SETTLE WITHIN THE HIGHER ENERGIES. RELAX
AND ENJOY THAT WHICH IS RIGHTFULLY YOURS. LIFE!
Wilco. Roger over and out. A pleasure to be back in your company my friends. In Love and thanks.
The pleasure is all ours
Oh I don’t think so!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

7 April 2013
Hello my friends. To be honest, I am not quite sure how this will go. Yet the house is quiet for a few hours
and it would be lovely to connect up with you. Anyone home?
Dearest Blossom … firstly we would like to address the fact that one’s responsibility lies within the self
for the self. We who are not of Earth ... register the energies emanating from souls individually and as a
whole. We discover in these times that there is a mixture of both high and low. Yet … take into account
... these energies are ONE. Therefore ... the lower ones mingle and merge with Higher to create perhaps
… a middle! Many of you are finding these days that you are experiencing all three. Sometimes in the
same minute of your time.
Correct! It can be quite disturbing. Except when the Higher energy is predominant within … Those
moments are glorious! Yet … how strange to find oneself in the depths now and then … yet KNOWING that
it won’t remain. This Ascension thing is quite different from what we had thought or expected.
And yet … This Ascension thing is exactly how you are choosing to create it.
What? Even with our ‘downers’? I thought that was more to do with the Higher energies that are
coming in and causing disturbance as the lower ones leave.
Remember this at ALL times. YOU create this New World. This we have always spoken of. Energy is a
form that can be changed and rearranged. Yet it needs strength of mind and character in order to ‘come
out on top’. This is why the warriors of Light were chosen to Be. You … each one of you that has inside of
them … this strength. This power to overcome the lower vibrations that are fighting for ‘your lives’!
Many of you are felling disheartened ... as ‘where you are’ is not where you expected yourselves to
be.
Well, I guess it’s because we didn’t have any warning of what to expect. All that was spoken of was this
beautiful New World that we were walking into . Don’t misunderstand me. I KNOW we are on our way.
I have a deeper KNOWING now … even though I find myself a little misunderstood! Yet … being here on
Earth at this time sure is a roller coaster! Sometimes I find myself looking up at the stars and saying to
you ‘ You come down and try it !’
And we hear you. Yet we cannot. That is not our position. Yet we can do our utmost to try to assist. WE
KNOW WHERE YOU ARE HEADED!
WE KNOW THAT ALL IS WELL.
WE KNOW THAT THE PLAN IS FULL STEAM AHEAD! … and we ask that in YOUR BEING … the core of that which
is YOU … YOU ACCEPT THIS … and therefore KNOW it also.
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And somewhere inside me … I do accept that. There just seems little evidence … on the outside.
Yet it is on the inside that we are interested in. For it is from the inside that the outside is created . Let
go dearest friends of that which appears to be. Bring in … that which you KNOW to be TRUTH.
When each individual recognises ‘their TRUE self’ … which is that KNOWING deep within … then we ask
you to hold onto that … even when the roller coaster is going full speed into the dipped track … hold on
to the KNOWING that … in your world of duality … the lower you go … the higher you shall then rise.
Which is a bit of a concern then. For every time I rise Higher … does that mean my next low will be even
lower to oppose the amazing High I have just experienced?
NO. It does not mean this. For this is where your strength of character comes in. Yes there is the
opposite in ALL things. This is the law of your planet. Yet you … as Light Beings encompassing a human
body came here to change that. For this ‘time’ of duality is being left behind. It has served its purpose.
The more you embody your ‘Lighter’ self … in these times … the less one shall fall into the ‘darkness’. Yet
it is up to you … to take control.
And this is why I say … ‘come down and try it’. What with all that is ‘showered upon us’ in the way of
negative and harmful chemicals in order to keep control of us … sometimes one feels weak with it all. I am
not always sure that I KNOW WHO my True self is and how life would be … let alone implement it.
Yet we would say otherwise. Within each one of you is your DIVINE BEING. A spark of your DIVINE
TRUE SELF. There is not one chemical or poison or lower vibrational input that your Higher self cannot
counteract. How can it?
YOUR DIVINE SELF IS LIGHT.
Without your human form … when you are free from that … YOU ARE LIGHT. THAT IS WHO YOU ARE. Do not
allow thoughts of ‘This is simply too hard’ … to overtake thoughts of ‘This is just so easy’!
We are aware Blossom of your thoughts regarding a new project to be constructed with your friend with
whom you laugh so much … and it is entitled?
CHANGE YOUR ATTITUDE LUV!
Precisely! And do you think this is just a whim? Of course not. For this is what it is all about. The smooth
path into this New World is all about THAT.
CHANGING YOUR ATTITUDE to/in ALL things … Find the joy in ALL things ... Find the LIGHT in ALL things. THIS IS
WHAT YOU ALL WANT IS IT NOT?
Indeedy! Yet we humans ‘struggle’ with this regarding many issues.
CHANGE YOUR ATTITUDE LUV!
One is not always in the mood to find the strength to do so.
Yet that does not mean that it cannot be done.
Dearest souls … do not be disheartened. There is so much that lies ahead in Joy and Laughter and the
LIGHTEST of energies.
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We have spoken to you before regarding the fact that when you all volunteered … you KNEW this would
be the score. You KNEW what you were letting yourselves in for. You KNEW why you came and why you
volunteered and why you agreed. Because you KNEW you had the strength to complete your mission.
NOTHING HAS CHANGED.
Complete your mission you shall. YOU ARE!
All that you are experiencing is just part of it. When you KNOW this … when you accept this … then it is
much easier to say ... ‘Ok … got it!’. In the KNOWING that you KNOW! Therefore ... the acceptance allows
the flowing of.
Do you not Blossom … even when in the ‘dip’ ... find a few smiles and laughter within yourself at the way
you are feeling … for it is so ‘not you’?
Yes I do.
This is what we mean. You are recognising the ‘journey’. The necessary journey. This section of the
pathway that ‘is the letting go of the old ways’… the ‘old you’ ... And the ‘old you’ won’t give up without a
fight.
Why not? If it KNOWS that it is for my own good?
Because the ‘old you’ was trapped inside a world that was controlling you! NOW … in this middle section
… this intermediate plain … the new you is emerging.
The simplest analogy is that of a caterpillar. It felt ‘at home’ being who it was. It was all it knew. It did
what it did in that phase of its life/existence. Then … THINGS CHANGED! It suddenly finds itself in a
‘different phase’ of itself. It may not know what exactly is taking place … but none the less… there it is
… in this next phase of itself. All it can do is ‘be there’. .. Not knowing where exactly it is going next ... or
indeed what/who it is going to turn into . Yet with ACCEPTANCE AND PATIENCE in the KNOWING that ALL
IS AS SHOULD BE … before long … when all is in correct alignment with all … with some movement and
effort required …. It emerges into the most beautiful winged Being … that can fly!!!!!!
A TOTAL TRANSFORMATION. THE OLD INTO THE NEW.
Yet … shall we say … the soul being one and the same … for it always was ... is and shall be.
Thank you for that. These words of encouragement from you certainly help me and many it seems. I’d
like to ‘shift’ the energy now if I may. Last time you spoke of yourselves as ‘WE ARE’. Someone asked if this
meant that you are therefore the ‘I AM’ presence or energy.
Yet you know we shall reply that you are all the I AM energy. EVERYTHING IS.
We speak about your Higher selves. We speak of different levels of vibration. That is all everything is
composed of … a certain level of vibration. So we would say to you that ‘our level of vibration’ is within
a LIGHTNESS that is of … how shall we say … High calibre. We have not had the ‘density’ experience of
Earth. This can cause havoc with ones ‘level’ … on or off planet.
Can you elaborate on that?
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The density of Earth that was established can ‘stain’ one’s Being. It can seep into ones Being and leave its
mark. When a soul leaves the Earthly coil into freedom of the self-soul … it can take quite a bit of healing
in order for one to be cleansed of these ‘markings’. These ‘markings’ were not originally intended … yet
through man’s conscious choices … this is the way it became.
However … THIS IS ALL CHANGING.
THIS NEW WORLD ON EARTH ... IN ITS HIGHER VIBRATION SHALL NOT BE THIS WAY. FOR YOU ARE ALL WALKING
INTO A NEW WORLD.
One that cannot mark or stain the Being … for there shall be nothing within it that is of that vibration.
There shall be nothing that has the desire to do so.
LIFT UP YOUR BEINGS. LIFT UP YOUR THOUGHTS LIFT UP YOUR VIBRATION!
Do not feel defeated because one of our Mother ships has not hovered over a major prominent building!!
THIS IS ALL TO COME.
YOU KNOW THIS.
CONTINUE ON OUR DEAREST BROTHERS AND SISTERS OF LIGHT .
March on valiantly in the KNOWING that all this is to come and will do so.
In the mean while … STRENGTHEN UP ... LIGHT UP … YOURSELVES AND THE WHOLE. WE ARE WITH YOU.
...
Yet I think you’ve just left ! Are you still about?
...
Many thanks until next time. Onwards upwards and sometimes … sideways!!!!!!!!!!!! Ah ha … 11.11am. Nice
timing!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

17 April 2013
Good morning! Well I have certainly found my mind to be in some miserable places lately … yet today
FEELS so much better , so I thought it best to pop in for a chat whilst the going’s good. Someone asked
if we would have integration with you within our life time … (don’t know if they were 75 or 15 … guess
that could make a difference) yet you surely get the gist ?
Welcome to you and your more chirpy persona. We would answer your question with a definite
‘yes’. Over these next few years the changes that you are all to encounter will be widespread and
phenomenal. The more the soul merges with the Higher vibrations the more quickly ‘plans’ can come
about.
Yet … do we not have to wait for a certain percentage of ‘man’ to wake up? So many feel that they
are being held back because of this.
Yet as the energies rise and remain … so many more WILL wake up. There are many more now that
have chosen to. Especially since the month of Dec last year. They FEEL an urge to express themselves
differently and matters that were once ‘off the radar’ are beginning to interest them and each in their
own time shall ‘come around’.
What one must accept is the duality pull. It is in its heightened position at this stage and hence many
are feeling so ‘pulled apart’ … so out of sorts. We would suggest ‘going with the flow’. Neither fight it or
deny it … just accept it. Keep within your soulself the Knowledge that this is part of the plan. We would
also suggest that there are matters that concern all regarding the cementing of certain ways into their
BEING.
What ways do you speak of?
Ways of mastery. Ways of diligence. Ways of taking back control. The more you assist yourselves in
harbouring within your Being the ways that are of LIGHT … the ways of TRUTH … the ways that MAKE
YOU FEEL GOOD … the ways THAT MAKE YOU KNOW YOU ARE ON TRACK … then the stronger your SELF
becomes and in these NEW TIMES … these NEW ENERGIES … you will find by doing so … that you are
reaching stars that felt so out of reach.
As you learn and accept the integration of the Higher energies of yourself ‘moving in’ … you will certainly
be astounded at ‘WHO YOU HAVE BECOME’.
I understand what you are saying. At the moment I am very aware that what I am ‘putting myself
through’ is all for a reason and that when I come out the other side … I will have become the soul that
I am creating through these experiences. There is such a KNOWING that we are moving up … yet the
signs seem to be pointing in the other direction … on the surface.
And that is exactly right Blossom. All that you are experiencing … all that many of you are experiencing
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… is TRULY only surface stuff.
Really? … Try telling my face that! For that which I have been experiencing of late seems really deep
… some ‘dark night of the soul’ stuff going on … it doesn’t FEEL at all like it is surface.
We would suggest that it has ‘come’ from deep within and is having its final display of ‘holding on’.
Yet it has a pretty deep grasp!
Not at all. Because of where it comes from … your mindset FEELS as if it is of the deepest networking.
Networking? Not sure I get the use of that word.
Because dearest soul …
THIS IS A TIME WHEN YOU ARE RELEASING ALL THAT NO LONGER SERVES. Is it not so that much has
accumulated over time regarding issues and feelings and put downs that have deeply scarred?
I guess so. Yet I feel, as do many … that we have dealt with much of these ‘traumas’…for want of a
better word.
And you have! Let us put it this way. You may have dealt with them on a deep level and they removed
themselves from the deepest place within … to the outer rim if you like . They ‘play around’ now and
then … and it can take you by surprise … for you thought you had let them go.
This is what we mean by networking. For it is as if each of ones ‘misdemeanours’ … each ‘trait’ or
experience that left a scar to be dealt with … is now on the surface and hanging on for dear life. It is as if
they are ‘networking’ amongst themselves in order to ‘gather strength’ for they know they are on their
way out … for good.
This is why so many of you are FEELING as you do. The Higher energies that are entering your
atmosphere and indeed your BEINGS is STRICTLY making it quite clear they have ‘served their purpose’
and that it is now time to leave. It is up to the individual as to how long they desire the ‘splitting of ways’
to prolong.
What suggestions do you have to speed the process up?
As we stated earlier.
ANCHOR INTO YOUR BEINGS THAT WHICH YOU KNOW SERVES.
You not only came to this planet to be of service to the planet … but to be of service to yourselves TO
SERVE YOURSELF IS TO SERVE THE WHOLE.
You can FEEL inside of you THE CHANGE … and as with ALL CHANGE … there is an interim period. It is full of
swirling whirlwinds and one knows not … once caught up in it … where one is going to be put down.
All we ask is that you hang on to the KNOWING that lies within you. That KNOWING … that although can
sometimes confuse ‘the surface stuff’ … on the other hand … fits like a glove!
As time passes … you will ‘see for yourselves’ the changes. They will become apparent/transparent. It
will not be as it is now.
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IT WILL BE SO VERY MUCH EASIER … to understand.
Understand what?
Where you are. Where you are going. Where you have come from.
Dearest souls you have come so very far already. If you could only have the means as humans to ‘look
back’ and see how far you have come.
Yet I wonder if we could … would we … as a consciousness … not be totally ashamed?
No. For you would UNDERSTAND the why’s.
The whys of war and famine and hatred? Only today a bomb exploded in America … one could think
‘Ascension … yeah right!’
Yes … you would understand the ‘why’s’ of these things. You would see the journey you have travelled
(and you shall ) … as the bigger picture. There is nothing that takes place that does not have a purpose.
That’s a bit hard to comprehend.
And yet it is so … one season following another. Each action has consequence which leads onto
another action. Where that takes you ... as each action adds on to each consequence ... is how you
learn to BECOME WHO YOU ARE.
We speak again … that ‘ALL IS AS SHOULD BE ‘ … and ‘ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS.’
I accept this ... yet could you … in order to assist … give us a prime example?
We are showing you a spinning top. When it is motionless … it ‘appears’ to you to be ‘one thing’. Yet set
that same top into motion and it ‘appears to be’ another. It’s the same thing , yet appearing as two
totally different things depending on its action .
How would one KNOW which is the TRUTH of it . Which ‘appearance’ is the one it is not ?
Neither .
Here we go! Where’s the Valium??
You see … it is appearing to be both … for it is both … the issue is … which ‘action’ is the one that takes
precedence. A spinning top is KNOWN to spin … that is its function … yet when motionless it is still
KNOWN as a spinning top.
Sorry ... but I have no idea what you are talking about . It doesn’t really make a ‘good example’ of the
question I asked.
Oh yes it does.
Then please can you explain to me … for I can’t see it.
Precisely. You can’t see it … all is not as it ‘see- ms’.
To be honest … I might have to leave that there … maybe other people reading may get your analogy
… but the more I pursue it the more I am losing the link … as my confusion is blurring the lines. I have
learned to do this over the years … otherwise nothing comes through and then I get frustrated.
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We shall leave that ‘article’ there then as you suggest … yet we KNOW it makes sense.
Jolly good . May be the penny will drop for me later.
Dearest souls … do not lose sight of your goals. There is despondency in the air … yet it is you that can
dissipate it . You that can release yourselves from it.
YOU ARE NOT ITS SLAVE!
TAKE CONTROL.
BE IN CONTROL.
REGAIN CONTROL.
For when you do … as you do … your strength, knowledge and understanding returns. KEEP ON KEEPING
ON.
We offer you encouragement …
Speak to us in your hours of all moods. Connect with us. In years gone by on your planet … one could
not have conceived of communication by a telephone … look how far that has advanced for you can
now speak face to face via a screen . So … KNOW that it is not long now before we can connect in
whichever way is most suitable to start with … and we would say this is by telepathy … for now .
Many are so keen to speak with us and receive information … do not get despondent … Again we say ALL
IS AS SHOULD BE … and ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS.
Best not pick that little puppy up again today!
YOU ARE LOVE.
IF THAT WAS ALL YOU KNEW AND NOTHING ELSE … YOU WOULD KNOW IT ALL.
End of session I feel. Thanks guys. It’s good to keep in touch through these times … however bumpy!
FEEL OUR LOVE FOR EACH ONE … WE ARE TRULY BUT A BREATH AWAY
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

24 April 2013
Good morning to you. Quite a few people write in asking me if I can ask you about how to connect up
with you, their guides and angels. I know we have addressed this before and we know the best thing
to do is meditate. Yet I wonder if it is possible for you to go into more detail, as I know many find it
frustrating and feel that no contact is made.
What a wonderful world you live in. Is it not that you can ‘see’ … actually ‘see’ the depth of the beauty
that is there in a way that was not possible before?
I know what you mean … There seems to be a different energy in the air and indeed the stars in the
night sky and the peace surrounding it are noticeably different.
Then this is how we would suggest aiding the self to connect with those not of your Earth. Let us try as
best we can to give you pointers towards that which you have asked. When one is in a peaceful state of
mind … the energy that emanates from their Being is one that is more compatible with the energy that
one is desiring to connect with. When one is of a stressed disposition the ‘lines’ become blocked and
distortion interferes.
We know that many put themselves in a peaceful state in order to connect up and yet still feel that ‘no
one is home’. Yet we are. What one must accept is that there is ‘no distance’ between us … it is not as if
one is in Australia and the other in England. As we have said before ‘We are but a breath away’. What is
between us however is a mass amount of energy fields! We would liken them to ‘scribble patterns’ and
the more ‘tangled’ the scribble the less likely for the connection to be clear.
These patterns of your energy need to be as ‘flowing’ as possible. So we would suggest that one
visualises this to be so. The best way of course would be ‘straight up’. To imagine first of all, a beam of
Light coming down from above into the crown of your head. And connecting straight to the heart. Once
circulating there … then allow it to fill the body . When this is done … imagine the energy that has been
created to then ‘zoom’ straight back up to connect with the ‘space’ from whence it came.
What we desire to express is that … ‘upstairs’ as you so often call it Blossom … is a vast landscape , yet it
is not that YOU need to find the path which leads to the soul, guide, angel , Light Being that you wish to
connect with. Shall we put it that your thought arrives ‘upstairs’ … perhaps in the waiting room and the
energy that is directed to the one that one wishes to connect with … is immediately ‘felt’ by that energy
involved.
There is NEVER a time when a BEING whether once from Earth or elsewhere would ‘turn away’ a ‘call’. Is
it not sometimes that one on your telephones is unable to hear clearly … or there is interference on the
line? The connection was made … yet due to ‘energy’ surges … or lack of … it is not always possible for
the connection to be as one would like.
What we wish you to know is that ALL thoughts are FELT.
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Many are feeling desperate to make that connection with us. The connection … just by having the
thought ... is made.
I understand this … yet there is frustration for those who feel they are not being received.
Then they must let go of this frustration for it only offers more of the same and ‘crossed lines’ can occur.
Can you clarify ‘crossed lines’? In which term do you mean that?
In the sense that the souls on Earth trying to connect ‘up’ … when FEELING there is no response, begins to
‘lose TRUST in themselves’. If they were to get a thought through … they question as to whether or not it
was ‘their’ thought … or that from ‘elsewhere’.
For those who have the need to contact other realms … it really is advisable to firstly expect nothing
other than the FEELING OF LOVE that is being sent to them.
As you know … TRULY experiencing LOVE in any form is far more impactful than any written or spoken
word. For when accepting of the LOVE that is offered … an enormous amount of energy … and knowledge
… is ‘downloaded’ within that surge of LOVE.
All souls are part of the whole. WE ARE ONE. Therefore one cannot NOT connect with ‘others’ … for they
ARE others.
There is a connection … a matrix … that binds us all. We are all part of this matrix. There is not one living
thing on your planet or any other that is not connected to the ONE ... which is YOU.
For those who are desperate to speak with us or others … we would implore you to let go of that
desperation. For this is not of use to that which you are trying to achieve.
Does it Truly matter whether or not you ‘speak’ directly with us? For each of you KNOWS ALL that we have
to say within the soulself. It is far more advisable to connect up with ones ‘Higher self’ … for in doing so,
you are connecting up ‘with us all’ anyway.
Then perhaps we could pursue some pointers on that . We understand of meditation and the breath
… is there anything else you could offer so that one could come out of a session and REALLY feel they
have connected with that Higher part of themselves.
Firstly it is the intention … and the reason behind the desire to do so.
You are questioning are you not that there would be another desire than to ‘improve’ the aspect of the
soulself that is upon the Earth? You would be surprised.
What do you mean?
In that there are some … who have an intention to connect only for gain of self in a manner that is not
for the Highest good.
Really? I would have thought they had little connection … and sort of went elsewhere asking for that.
Surely the Higher self is one of great power and Love and could not offer anything other than which
is best for the soulself , and therefore I do not see the point of one connecting up for reasons that do
not befit the self and the whole.
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We did not say that they get the answers they want. For the Higher part of the soul IS only LOVE.
There are many souls who have not yet evolved in a fashion that many enlightened Beings have. So
you would be surprised how and what they ask to take place.
Yet let us continue … in a Lighter vein. There cannot be a disconnection between the Higher self and
the aspect that is upon Earth. It may FEEL like it at times , yet the chord cannot be snapped … until
one leaves the Earthly coil and no longer has the physical body that ‘houses’ the soul. Then the Earthly
connection is severed and one’s connection is ‘automatically’ in touch with the TRUE self. One’s TRUE
KNOWING.
It is a good idea … after deep breathing for a while to say to the self a few times … “I KNOW WHO I AM, I
KNOW WHO I AM’.
It is also … that when in meditation … and finding yourself in the place where you are ‘nowhere’ and
‘nothing’ is happening other than peace and swirling mists … that the deepest connection is made. The
conversations taking place when not a word is heard … are of the upmost clarity.
This is why we remind you over and over again of the importance of your ‘quiet time’. The most suitable
time to do this … is when it suits you of course. Yet we would suggest possibilities of considering sunrise
and sunset.
The most deepest conversation is held when HEART TO HEART connections are felt. It is ‘heart talk’ that we
are interested in. That FEELING that cannot be expressed in words is of the most valuable of all.
When your heart ‘gives out’ all the LOVE that is inside it … on a constant flowing outpour to ALL … to
EVERYTHING … when you allow yourselves to BE LOVE. Then Truly you would FEEL contact with us … with
your guides … with ALL BEINGS.
We find it difficult to put into words! Yet we will keep trying.
When you are ‘in the zone’ … when you are ‘on top of the world’ … when you are ‘oozing joy’ and an
‘energy of laughter’ … when WHO YOU ARE FEELS the KNOWINGNESS of the wonder of BEING alive … THIS IS
YOUR TRUE EXPRESSION OF SELF.
This is when you can literally FEEL your connection with ALL.
So , we do not wish to disappoint , yet we would say to you that it is far better to have the desire to be
happy and KNOW THYSELF … rather than have the ‘need’ to be in touch with us or those of our kind.
Regarding your guides and angels ... KNOW that each one of you has many. Just because they are not
chatter boxes certainly does not mean they are not there.
Simply by saying ‘hello’ to them … the connection is made.
Do not be despondent because some folk are able to have conversations or get signs or ‘see’ their guides/
friends. This does not make them any more ‘spiritual’ than you. No-one is more spiritual than anyone else
… for ultimately you are all spirit.
Simply KNOW that they have chosen to be with you to assist and guide whenever they can. When you
have a brilliant idea drop in … or you feel ‘guided’ to take a certain action … how do you know that
this is from you or your helper … your assistant?
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Dearest ones ... it TRULY matters not.
WHAT MATTERS IS THAT YOU FIND HAPPINESS.
You are all seeking happiness … for when it is found … Truly found … and we do not mean a ‘now and
then happiness’ … but one of permanency … THEN you are in touch with the most important BEING of
all. YOURSELF … and who are you? … EVERYONE!
Thank you my friends. How blessed are you?? … I’ve hardly interrupted at all today !!!
Let go of all concerns and offer them to the Highest understanding of LOVE . Give worries and fears no
time in your daily lives. They have no place and seek only to confuse.
When you KNOW that you are here to express yourself … your True self … you KNOW that it is your
responsibility … yours alone … to BE THE BEST THAT YOU CAN BE.
THAT IS WHAT YOU CAME TO DO … TO BE THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
This was your choice … You were not told to come … you asked … because you KNEW you had the
credentials to fill the position.
By BEING THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … PURELY AND SIMPLY … YOU ARE DOING HERE WHAT YOU CAME TO DO …
CHANGE THE WORLD.
And … YOU ARE DOING SO. WE LOVE YOU.
And we Love you. Thank you . WHAH! It’s 11.11 again.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

3 May 2013
Hello there my friends. What would you choose to speak of today?
Warm greetings to you dearest lady and to all of those who chose to read these words. We would like to
express our gratitude to you all for taking the time to read that which we have to say. Each one of you
shall receive them quite differently … for each one of you are upon your own level of understanding.
Therefore the depth unto which your soul and mind will accept that which we say … depends entirely on
‘where you are at’ within your souls disposition.
Yes, it is interesting how when one writes in … how they may or may not have perceived the latest
channelling.
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Yet … to each one there is relevance … for they are designed in this fashion. It would not serve to be able
to reach only those of a certain attainment within themselves and not assist those who are not yet of
that Higher level. This is why we ‘appear’ to keep it simple … and yet there are many layers within that
which we say … should one so choose to look in to them.
For instance … should it be that we say that ‘The circle of life continues on throughout eternity’ … that in
itself is a hugely profound statement. Yet what does it mean to you?
It means … simply … that life goes on … after we leave this human form and forever more.
Yet you Blossom … just leave it at that and accept it.
Not a lot else I can do!
Yet there is. You see, for another they may consider this statement in a much deeper format …
contributing thoughts and wonderings far beyond that which you do by accepting it. Naturally … we
are not and would not be saying you are wrong to accept and another is right to ponder deeply … yet
what we are saying is that each one of you ‘ticks’ differently … how else would you be such an amazing
individual?
One cannot be inside another’s head. It simply is not possible. So you do not necessarily know how one is
thinking about about something … even though they have expressed themselves and you think you do!
You do not know how another perceives the colour red. You think they will see it exactly the same as you
… yet maybe they do not … for they are not you.
Then consider that maybe the entire world looks completely different to another depending on what
they are thinking and their attitude toward what they are seeing. You could possibly consider that
although one is living on the same planet … due to one’s perception of it … one could be living within
many different planets … because each individual soul creates their own reality of the world that they
are living in.
Yet, would it be for those ‘on the same page’ … ‘the same vibration’ … that they are living in the
same perceived world as each other? … For they have the same perspective on things and seem to
understand each other.
Not necessarily. Another’s’ world will include you … and your world include them … yet your perception
of each other … may be different from how you think they see you. For they cannot see you as you see
you … for they can only see you from their eyes and senses.
This is why we give to you the importance of LOVING YOURSELF! That is what matters whilst you are here.
And Loving others of course.
Indeed … yet it is the responsibility of the individual to Love themselves and not rely upon others Loving
them in order to FEEL GOOD. You cannot FEEL GOOD if you do not Love yourself . By Loving yourself you
ARE Loving others , because your ‘ natural energy’ … by Loving yourself … automatically goes out to ‘THE
ALL’ … therefore LOVING THE ALL.
Could you please … as ‘kindergarten-ish’ as it may seem for some … give us some tips on LOVING
OURSELVES? Sometimes with in this density it is not always easy.
OH YES IT IS!
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When ones infant keeps you up all night … when your toddler misbehaves in your eyes … do you not still
Love them?
Of course!
Yet when you … any of you … do not ‘come up to scratch’ … how you punish yourself. Ridiculously so
for some! Love every bit of you …as you would Love your own child. Yes … you may get annoyed at your
childs behaviour … yet it does not interfere with your UNCONDITIONAL LOVE for them.
YOU NEED TO LOVE YOURSELVES UNCONDITIONALLY … which means …. LOVE YOURSELF WITHOUT ANY
CONDITIONS!
We do not mean of course … not to strive to be the best you can be. Yet make not your striving ‘out
of your league’. Do not look at another and say ‘ I wish I could be more like them’ … What you need
to say is ‘ I wish I could be more like me’. For you cannot be like another … You can be inspired by
another … yet you cannot be like them … for you simply are not them.
Step by step brothers and sisters. Step by step do you become ever closer to the TRUTH of who you are.
Even when you think you have stepped sideways or backwards … you are still making progress.
Yet what of the saying/feeling ‘one step forwards, three steps back?’ Where is the progression in that?
There is great progression in that. When a student has to remain in a grade and repeat the
curriculum
… they are reinforcing that which they already know.
They are taking more time than some … because although the seed was planted … it was one that
maybe needed special nurturing … one that needed more time to work out that ‘particular term’ … that
particular issue shall we say. Therefore by revisiting it … when one had thought they had ‘moved on’ …
and should be ‘beyond it’ … they are there to ‘deal with it’ in a more thorough manner .
One can only gain by feeling they are three steps back … because when they once again take the step
forwards … they may find they are walking a different path from before and the new one takes them
much further … in a shorter space of time … and certainly does not have any ‘snakes’ to slide down …
yet only ladders to climb.
Thanks for that.
Be kind to yourselves.
LOVE YOURSELVES.
You are here to learn amongst many other things. This may confuse … yet we would say …
ALTHOUGH YOU ARE LOVE … YOU HAVE COME HERE TO LEARN TO LOVE.
Is it not that we have come to remember Love?
This is why we said …. ‘This may confuse’!
Ahha! OOPS! Do carry on ...
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THERE IS ONLY LOVE.
This we have spoken of many times. Everything that exists is an expression of Love. EVERYTHING!
And the expression of itself is depicted according to the vibration of energy that it is residing upon/
within at any given time. We will ‘try’ to give an apt example.
The invention of the telephone … look at its first attempts … the first creation of it … it was created
‘through’ a certain vibration . Now look at the communication systems you have today … IT HAS
EVOLVED into a further expression of the telephone! It is on a Higher vibration … It has moved up
… It has moved on! Yet … was there not much learning involved in the creation of the more modern
technology? We wonder if that resonates with you in order to get our point across.
YOU CAME HERE ON A CERTAIN VIBRATION OF YOURSELF AND INTO A CERTAIN VIBRATION OF THE PLANET.
You are learning much about Love through your own experiences … EVEN THOUGH YOU ARE LOVE!
You are finding out more about it! AS YOU GROW … YOU GROW!
BE THE MAGNIFICENT HUMAN BEINGS THAT YOU ARE.
OH DEAREST ONES IF YOU ONLY KNEW WHAT YOU ARE CAPABLE OF .
Shall we ever?
Indeed. Yet it shall come as you grow … and as FREEDOM is given unto you …
That is a day I shall look forward to!!!! Sometimes I FEEL so trapped in the system … and yet at other times
... my soul can FEEL free. Will we ever know in my life time TRUE FREEDOM? A world of freedom … a world
that is not controlled ?
We are certainly TRUSTING so!
The plans that have been conjured to keep you down … to keep you at bay … by those who have
selfish agendas cannot continue .
THEY WILL NOT CONTINUE.
THE PLANS THAT HAVE BEEN CREATED TO LIFT YOU UP … TO ALLOW YOUR HEARTS TO SOAR SHALL TAKE PRECEDENCE.
THIS IS DECREED.
I’ll happily go along with that!
IT IS FOR YOU TO KNOW OF THIS.
KNOW THAT THE LIGHT SHINES EVER BRIGHTLY. KNOW THE DARKNESS IS DISSIPATING … QUICKLY. KNOW
WE ARE WITH YOU … YOU ARE NEVER ALONE. KNOW WHAT YOU KNOW.
SEEK OUT TRUTH THROUGH HOW SOMETHING/ANYTHING MAKES YOU FEEL.
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TRUST YOURSELVES … TRUST YOUR FEELINGS FOR ‘IN TRUTH’ THEY ARE YOUR RADAR … THEY CANNOT LIE TO YOU.
Lift yourselves up Higher and Higher into the Glory of who you are … YOU ARE MAGNIFICENT! …TRULY!
And you’re not so bad yourselves!!!! Thanks for today … in Love Light and Golden Rays.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

10 May 2013
Hello again ‘up there’! I know you are aware of the amazing Galactic Channellings translator team.
Many say they feel you are with them as they translate. They have asked if they may ask you a few
questions and it would be my pleasure to be able to do something in return for all that they do for
‘US.’
Good morning to you and each one. Indeed this is agreeable and we shall do our upmost to answer
precisely ... to avoid confusion.
Great. Thank you. The first question concerns the experience of specific changes in our physical bodies
or any symptoms that may associate with our bodies during the ascension and the speeding of the
vibrative frequency, and if you can give us any advice about the symptoms and how to treat them?
Well, we would address the matter by saying this. Your bodies as you know are your temples. They are
your housing for this life experience. Throughout time much has been laden upon these bodies ...
causing them to have to overwork and be underpaid! That which your body requires is not found in fast
foods and fizzy drinks. It is not found in addictions of varied sorts … it is found in nature. It is grown from
within Mother Earth. It is sourced from trees … yet we feel we are telling many that which they already
know.
Yes indeed your bodies are changing to that of a LIGHTER energy. The LIGHTER side of you. We would ask
that you ‘listen’ to what your body is telling you … for it knows what is best ... yet many tend to pass
these whispers by. One has become so conditioned to that which does not suit and therefore
accustomed to that which does not serve when it comes to your temple. One chooses ease over sense at
times. There is choice of course and that is down to each individual. We do not judge and therefore it is
interesting to see those who recognise the response to the ‘natural intaking’ in order to gain the fullest
from this magnificently designed home in which your soul lives.
Many changes have been taking place within for a long while. The reaction to these changes may
consist of headaches, lethargy, aches and pains, neck aches ( for it is lengthening) … and much
more . Yet do not take it upon oneself to feel … ‘Oh I need do nothing about it, these are ‘ascension
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symptoms’ for again … if you take the time to give ‘pure nourishment’ to the self you will find that much
of these ailments disappear.
You ask how they can be treated? … LOVE … by thinking thoughts of pure LOVE. These are not life
threatening ailments … they are quite the opposite and really in Truth … not as ‘serious’ and debilitating
as many make them out to be. The process of change can sometime be a little uncomfortable ... yet
none of these ‘symptoms’ are ‘putting one out ‘ to a degree that leaves them incapacitated. Much that
is taking place within is so gradual that you haven’t even noticed!
You are having some upgrading work done for your benefit and the newness that it brings will have you
FEELING so much Lighter. You will find a Lightness of step and a freeing movement that … all we can say
… feels different.
The pace in which you accept this adjustment is entirely up to you. You cannot go against it and you will
find that more and more you desire to change eating habits as you allow the natural function of the new
you to fall into place.
Of course we would say that meditation can assist in seeing you through this … yet in all Truth we do
not see it as a major issue. It is a major change indeed, but much of which many feel during this physical
change may be due to some other matter ... yet ‘blamed’ on the ‘Ascension symptoms’.
Interesting indeed!
Dear friends … think of a snail … it carries its home on its back. You have the human form in which
your soul can reside. The more you take care of the human form the more your soul rejoices. Much
is common sense. You may look at an iced bun and yearn for it … yet that is ‘sugar control … sugar
conditioning’ … to the mind. Your soul however ... if given the choice would much prefer a juicy apple
from a tree ... yet that unfortunately in ‘your time’ is not so easily accessible.
Yet it shall be. More and more of you are becoming aware of treating your bodies as they should be.
You are looking into matters that do not serve and changing your habits. This is most pleasing … for to
become conscious of that which you put in you, certainly will show and glow on the outside as you begin
to recognise the difference.
These new bodies will not be able to accept the toxins and they will let you know when presented with
them. Sometimes in a manner which helps you to recognise that a particular food simply no longer suits
and will ‘reject’ it.
To finish on that matter we would say that the best way for you to adjust is to ‘’listen’. Know when it is
time to rest. Know when it is time to play . Know when it is time for sustenance and know by instinct
whether anything that you choose to partake of ... in and for your body ... is one which will serve.
Many thanks for that. Another! Is there any possibility that our GFL friends may reach and communicate
with certain individuals during their dreams or visions?
Without question. It is happening far more than you realise. Many, many of you have your own ‘private’
conversation with us. Yet it is not always the case by any means ... that all these communications can
be shared. Many prefer to keep them private. Some share only with small groups. Some find themselves
questioning whether they are actually in touch with us or their own imagination.
So many of you on the other hand ... have a deep desire to have a chat with us ... yet feel you are not
worthy … thoughts of ‘Why would they contact me?’ etc. Why wouldn’t we? Of course we speak with you
in your dreams. Sometimes you may see a flash of Light before ‘drifting off’… You would be surprised
what a long conversation you have just had!
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That sounds lovely … yet I know many would like more tangible evidence that they are in touch with
you.
Then they must be a little more patient. We are more than aware of the ‘need’ … and we do not use that
word Lightly … for our presence to be ‘concretely known’. Many of you wonder why we do not step in
IMMEDIATELY in order to change the wrongs into rights. Yet there are laws that must be abided by ...
Universal Laws. It is not that we are waiting until the last minute … before we step in as super heroes!
... Do you see? … That is not what this is all about. Yet many of you are expecting this and thinking that
then everything will be alright and on you move into a better understanding … a better world.
Dearest one … yes, we have the technology that shall benefit so much in so many ways. Yes, we have
means to ‘have a good spring clean’ … yet spiritual evolvement is not about that! We are not saying
that we cannot assist. We can and we will. Yet it shall come at a time when souls of your Earth are
ready to cooperate.
We hear you think as we stated that Blossom ... ‘but we are … aren’t we’?
So many of you indeed are leading the way. You can FEEL the changes within and see evidence without.
IT IS OF THE GREATEST IMPORTANCE TO US THAT THIS MASSIVE TRANSFORMATION IS HANDLED WITH DELICACY FOR
THE BENEFIT OF ALL.
There are so many complications that many are not even able to conceive.
It is imperative that we ‘get it right’ and timing is everything. Indeed there have been many
‘disappointments’ due to the ‘behaviour’ of those who have no agenda to assist ... and many last minute
changes have taken place.
WE WILL NOT PUT YOU AT RISK.
Consequences of actions that are not thoroughly thought through could ‘swing everything’ in the wrong
direction.
We say to you from the deepest place of KNOWING dear ones … YOU SHALL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.
You have concern that the plans are never going to leave the drawing board. Oh if you could only see … if
you could only know!
Tell me about it!! I guess the thing is … we know there are many still asleep … yet for those of us awake …
could you not organise a little day/night trip and give us a little tour or something? You say many visit
in their dreams and many write in to say they have experienced this … so it can be done … could it just
not be on a bigger scale? It’s not that one needs proof of you … one needs a ‘break’!
And breaks are given. Yet the minute you come back into this density it blurs the mind.
Or wipes it out! So not really that uplifting if we can’t remember the trip. It’s not like we can bring back
a photo album so we actually know we were there. This is our problem guys … surely with ALL YOU ARE
CAPABLE OF … more ‘hints’ more ‘evidence’ to individuals can be shown . Many are so tired and so out
of sorts … it’s not that easy down here. Little ‘presence’ here and there would be such a boost. I know
we knew what we were in for before we came … but we were not here then … and reporting to you
from here ... we are asking you to consider ‘a boost’. Down here when a family member or friend is
tiring , another will offer assistance … You are our family … and ‘we’ll get by with a little help from our
friends!’
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Yet even as you speak Blossom … we know that you know ... and many who read our words ... that all is
going according to plan.
All well for those who know the plan. We are left rather in the dark …
Yet you know you are not. You cannot be. You are of Light! You know within … you know it. That is why
you continue on … because ONE DAY … this part of the plan will be done with ... and you will have
moved into a completely different phase of the game and these concerns will no longer be part of
your makeup.
We admire you … We Love you …
We shall take on board that which you have said. For indeed we are not ‘down there’ continually living in
that vibration and these things are not always understood by us.
Oh … I thought they were.
Only on a vibrational level … which is quite different from the spoken word.
I know it is time to close … it’s been a bit of a funny one today … yet I need to make it clear that I was
not getting stroppy or having a go at you … just putting peoples points across.
Which is what you came here to do Blossom.
Luckily I didn’t know that in my school days. My careers officer would have had a bit of a problem!
LADIES AND GENTLEMAN … YOU ARE VERY MUCH CLOSER TO THAT WHICH YOU LONG FOR THAN YOU THINK.
It is wise to do your very best to resume a state of peace and Love within you. Hold it within you … it
shall be of great credibility to your soul … when the games begin!
On your marks … get set … IN LOVE AND THANKS TO YOU!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

19 May 2013
Good morning to you and I hope that all is well in ‘your world’.
And greetings to you. It cannot be anything other than well … for this is the space in which we reside …
in wellness for all … to all. We understand from your energy Blossom that you have more questions to
ask and that you are feeling a little unsure about asking such ‘big’ questions. Is this not so?
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Yes … correct. Yet I have had a chat with myself and know that I can only TRUST in you and that which
you choose to give out, is that which is only of TRUTH and that which you feel beneficial to reveal. So
shall I just shoot for the stars?
That would be something that we desire all of you to do. For it is in KNOWING that only the very best of
everything ... is there at your fingertips. All that is required is the TRUST in yourselves. TRUSTING IN WHO
YOU ARE AND WHAT YOU KNOW. It would be wise to understand yourselves in a deeper KNOWING. For
you touch only the surface.
Yet we are all trying very hard to ‘find’ ourselves. We know there is so much more to us … just can’t grasp it
in human form … and mind.
Yet you are getting so very much closer. The more you understand WHO YOU ARE the more ease shall
come to you in that understanding. Maybe we could suggest not trying so hard! For it is by letting
yourselves BE who you are … just by BEING YOURSELVES and letting go of all that confuses and maims the
thought patterns … that the LOVE OF THE DIVINE … THAT YOU ARE … can flow through you .
Allow your LOVE to flow like a babbling brook with inside of you. Visualise the stream of LIGHT/LIFE
flowing through your Being … and then visualise it emanating from you … wherever you are … whoever
you are in company with. If you let this be a natural form … as natural as your very breath … you will
soon ‘see’ the difference within yourselves … and you will FEEL very differently also.
Thank you. OK … if it’s ok I will ask another question from one of the translator team?
This is agreeable for it is also a lesson for you Blossom in your TRUST in US and yourself. It is most fitting to
serve this team you speak of … many are unaware of all that they do ‘behind the scenes’ and the time
they offer amongst their busy lives. Yet from where we stand … and those in other realms … we desire
them to understand that we are with them every step of the way. Their importance is as great as our
messages for they assist in allowing those who speak in a different tongue to receive our knowledge
also. For this … we are in much gratitude. … Fire away.
OK … The one I have chosen for today is … There are so many different scenarios going around regarding
our origins. In YOUR TRUTH … what would be your explanation of how we humans were created?
First of all we would say that which you already know. Your TRUE origin is the ENERGY of LOVE. From
this, all things were born … all things were created. Long, long before the human race was even
discussed you have been ‘alive’ … for LOVE is life! You had many lifetimes … or perhaps we should say
‘experiences’ upon many other planets and expressed yourselves in many different forms of species.
Would you say that every human that has ever lived has been ‘around’ for ever?
No. There are what you know as’ ‘old’ souls and ‘new’. Remember that ALL is creation … as to timing of
each atom of energy transforming into something new … that can vary greatly .
So then …back to ‘our creation as humans’.
What an involved topic and we doubt we can cover the entire subject matter in this session and also
endeavour to allow your mind set Blossom to ‘compute’ with ours in order to be clear.
I’ll give it my best shot.
And so shall we. From our perspective … it was decided that life on Earth would be a new game. That is
the wording we choose to use … although many may find this an offending statement. Your world was
not created overnight ... nor was it created in seven days. For there is no time. You were a thought
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… that took much preparation and consideration. You were to be a different form of species … in that
YOU WOULD CREATE as you went along. You were given free will … to do as you please.
Is free will not present on other planets then?
Not as individuals. There is free will as a consciousness… an overall combining of thought that creates.
Therefore … on some planets when thought patterns are one … there is not the conflict of individualism.
We choose to keep going on the subject matter as we could divert into many, many separate chapters.
The main ‘reason’ was for a human to express themselves ‘individually’ as LOVE. This had not been put
into practise before your race. Of course there was not the KNOWING of how this would turn out … yet it
was a grand experiment that is still ‘experimenting’ even to this very moment in time.
So … who created us? … GULP!
There were a great many involved. It was not that those of Higher Light imagined the image and BOOM!
… There you were! When you consider the complexity of the workings on all levels of the Human Being …
you can well imagine the vast input of thought that went into ALL functioning.
You were a GREAT NEW PROJECT.
So much excitement was encountered by all involved and so much LOVE sent by the ‘bystanders’.
Before a ‘model’ could be ‘conjured up’ … there was the process of discovery regarding how thought
could ‘work’ in action. The process was unique and intensely complicated. For many other species the
‘inner workings’ are nowhere near as multi connected. Other species have a far more ‘simplistic’ make
up. Many teams involved themselves on separate issues that then had to ‘blend’ and add to this creation
of the Human Being.
We would say that the structure of yourselves is far too complicated to go into at this point. Yet we
would say there were many trials and errors in the ‘making of’.
Ultimately … there was much excitement about YOU. The purpose was to see how an individual
expression of LOVE could become itself in fullness of the whole expression of LOVE. To be given choices
for the selfmind and to deal with them as they arose within that mind was our intention … and still is …
yet we have expressed to you before Blossom in our early communications that … this was indeed an
experiment … and there is much that we and you would say ‘went horribly wrong!’
Do you really mean that? For you say there is reason in all things. When you say it went horribly wrong …
do you mean because of the way it turned out? Surely there must be species on other planets that
have ‘blown it’ too! In ‘The Bridge’ you said that we were created in order to express Love … for that is
all we knew to be … and through self-development … things changed ... for you were not aware that
we would so easily ‘turn’ our needs in to greed, jealousy … hate etc.
This is so. And as we stated also ... at first there was no great concern … we thought things would quickly
get ‘ironed out’. It may interest you to know that there have been many times when it was deeply
considered to allow the entire experiment to ‘blow itself up’ and that be the end of it. For the effect it
was having on EVERYTHING … not just your planet … yet ALL THAT IS … was and IS being greatly affected
by the Earths energy.
Please try to understand … EVERYTHING IS ENERGY … EVERYTHING IS JUST THE ONE ENERGY … THE ONE BALL OF
LOVE.
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If you have an ailment on your little toe … everything else in your body is affected by it … it cannot be
otherwise for it is one Living Light contained within the Human body … as an individual … yet that LIGHT
can only come from THE ONE BALL OF LIGHT … for there is nothing else.
We know too that the questioner was interested in Atlantis regarding origins. Therefore we would
lead into say that this was a typical example … to start with … of how the experiment was working
exceedingly well. We would also throw in … that at the same time there were other ‘experiments’ taking
place in other parts of your planet. Little segments of tribes shall we say … Each came with the same
agenda … as LOVE … yet it was decided to give opportunities to different ‘levels’ of creation and see how
they worked out . So this may help you on realising that there may not just be the ‘one answer’ as to
your creation … for indeed there may be many ways that were being tried out all at the same time.
As many of you have become aware … the downfall of Atlantis was of the souls own making that resided
there. This was the part of the deal … that there was to be no interference and that they were ‘on their
own’.
Can I interrupt here and ask … you say that much went on to create the body and workings of etc. …
yet at what point did the soul become involved … did you just ‘slot it in’ at the end as the final Pièce de
résistance?
We knew from the start that the creation would need the LOVE energy in order to exist. Much like a toy
needs a battery to ‘make it go’. This was the most exciting part of all.
So how did you ‘individualise’ the LOVE energy into separate souls?
That was easy. Through thought. The BALL OF LOVE literally IS LOVE … NOTHING ELSE ... so to ‘break it up’
into sections for different uses was not difficult. It was COMPLEX in its ‘how’ … yet we come from a place
of KNOWING that EVERY thought can be manifested. And once the thought has been agreed upon to
transform into matter … then the ‘desire’ allows the ‘HOW’ to take place.
It is so vastly complicated in trying to tell you each part …each new phase as it took place … yet …
it
was not that a ‘piece’ was taken from THE BALL and put inside a human form you understand. There
were many, many, many, many processes that were engaged upon in order to ‘whittle it down’ to the
individual that you are now.
This would also help you to understand the connection one may feel with another or many individuals
… a connection that feels stronger to certain souls than perhaps to another. This MAYBE because you are
from the same ‘piece’.
Piece sounds so ‘wrong’ … yet I know what you mean. White Cloud expresses it as ‘petals from the same
rose’ … sorry! But he gets the prize for best expression on that one!
‘HE’ gets the prize if there were one … for oh so many things! This soul ‘is as he is’ to each one. Yet this soul
is far more than you, Blossom … or anyone recognise … yet.
I just LOVE HIM and that’s that! So … back to the lesson!
The destruction of Atlantis was man made. There was a separation of souls … perhaps you might say by
those who ‘got it’ and those who ‘didn’t get it’. Yet as we were unable to interfere … with much sadness
we accepted the experiment for what it was … and indeed much was learned from it .
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One cannot go against LOVE … and expect the story to have a HAPPY ending. Indeed there were those
that ‘escaped’ … both in human form and soul spirit. We explain more fully this statement by saying that
some literally escaped and sailed to further shores to carry on IN LOVE … others may have had their life
in that particular body removed … yet to be replaced inside another’s … somewhere else on the planet.
Again … a separate chapter and the book is never ending.
We wish to tell you … that after certain events that have taken place on your planet in terms of selfdestruction … NEW LAWS were made … for YOU WERE CREATED IN LOVE … FROM THOSE THAT LOVE YOU
… and as your times passed by … it was necessary to implement changes.
We do not RULE YOU … You are not our puppets. WE CARE FOR YOU … FOR YOU ARE FROM US AND ONE OF US.
You are at a most prominent time in the LIFE that is NOW.
We watch you … as you watch out for us. This that is to come … ‘THIS EVENT’ that you have heard us
speak of … is indeed LIFE CHANGING … IT IS WORLD CHANGING … it is UNIVERSAL CHANGING … IT IS
CHANGING EVERYTHING. For as the biggest shift of all commences … the effect of LOVE that it shall have
upon ALL … cannot in anyway ‘leave things as they are’.
It is a NEW TIME … THE BEST OF ALL.
All that has been … has been an experiment … that YOU WILLINGLY CHOSE to partake in … with all its
ups and downs. When an experiment is undergone … one can never be sure of the outcome … until it is
tried and tested .
Well we’ve sure been tried and we’ve sure been tested!!
Plans were put into place long ago … for that which has been learned and understood throughout this
entire affair ,,, has brought us ALL to the place at which we now find ourselves. It was decided LONG
AGO that ‘your story’ would have a ‘Happy Beginning’ and a ‘Happy Ending’ … although that is merely a
statement … for there is no end.
THIS IS A SURETY …
You have had your trials and tribulations … You have served more greatly than was ever asked of you
…
YOU WILL NOT … CANNOT … GO UNREWARDED for your effort into the MASTERPIECE OF LIFE . AND YOUR TIME
OF GREATNESS IS UPON YOU.
JUST YOU WAIT AND SEE.
Well I am sure there are many questions arising from this chat … yet I am aware we simply cannot
contain it all in this one session. One quick one though … as I know you are ready to go. You
mentioned a few chats back that our necks were elongating. Why ... Are we turning into Giraffes??
It is for the purpose of conducting LIGHT.
Why do we need longer necks to do that? … Wouldn’t ‘bigger hearts’ do the job better?
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No.
You’re not surely going to leave it at that are you? Just a smidgeon more of an explanation would be
satisfying to many of us with ‘short necks’.
Are not many of you experiencing neck discomfort? Indeed! … Again it is not to be secretive … it is just
sometimes too much to reveal … for one to take in all at once. We would leave you by saying with LOVE
… that when you have an elongated supporter of the head, which is attached to the rest of your body …
you will find it most useful to use in its many forms … for it shall be most pliable .
We have enjoyed this conversation immensely. We TRUST that what we have chosen to ‘give’ is of use to
many … It can be rejected or immersed within the self … depending on the thought and ‘position’ of each
individual that reads of these words.
For we have always stated … as too our Brother White Cloud … IF THAT WHICH WE SAY DOES NOT
RESONATE WITH YOU …. SEEK OUT THAT WHICH DOES …. FOR IT IS ‘YOUR TRUTH’ ONLY THAT MATTERS TO YOU!
And don’t think I will be opening up that little can of worms again in a hurry ... About the many aspects
of what is the REAL TRUTH … It nearly blew my head off ... and my computer up!! Yet you never know how
courageous I might become. WOW we have gone over the hour today … it flew by.
THANK YOU SO MUCH my friends. We are all TRULY Grateful.
WE LEAVE YOU THIS DAY SURROUNDED IN LOVE AND WE ASK TOO FOR THOSE WHO READ THESE WORDS ... TO
KNOW THAT THEY ARE JUST AS CONNECTED TO US AS THE LADY WHO PUTS THEM ON TO PAPER.
You’ve gone … until next time … in Love and Thanks …. So very much!!!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

27 May 2013
Hello. So many loved your last communication. Thank you. Today I would like to ask a question if I may?
Welcome to you all. That would be suitable and we are eager to explain that which you wish to ask.
Oh good. So I am assuming you know my question then? I have noticed lately more beauty in the very
air … in the trees … the stars and moon at night etc. In my thoughts I realised that these things have
not become more beautiful … they have always been that way … yet now … I am able to appreciate
that beauty due to ‘lifting up’ a little. That’s all cool. I accept that. It makes sense. Then I got to thinking
about this ‘hologram’ that we are told we are in. If we are moving up to 5D … then I am assuming
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that is not going to be a hologram … so how come we are ‘experiencing’ more of the 5D when we are
‘looking at’ the same hologram of the 3D we are in. Does that make sense? And also … please answer
as if you are explaining to an eight year old as I have no idea what I am talking about … I just don’t
understand the ‘hologram’ thing … AT ALL! Thank you.
You have indeed chosen a subject that may confuse many. It is for us to give to you knowledge that will
enhance your daily lives and we feel that the stage one explanation of this ... is ready to commence.
I’m all ears.
Yet … you are not … You are all LOVE. You are an expression of LOVE that is living in a reality that is not
real.
Confusion No 1! It is real to me … for it is all I know …
It is all you have created … for yourselves. Yet, would we say … it is super imposed.
Confusion No 2! Is this going to be too hard??
Only if you allow your mind to get in the way. So with grace ... let us ‘rattle off’ a few ‘KNOWINGS’. That
which is Earth is a reality … and yet at the same time … it is not. For do you see?
There is NOTHING OTHER THAN LOVE.
Therefore EVERYTHING that is created is from LOVE.
It is a creation of thought. That which you choose to KNOW as real … is TRULY A FIGMENT OF YOUR
IMAGINATION. There is no reality other than the energy of LOVE . So we would then add that there is
nothing that is actually REAL … for there is only LOVE.
You know of energy that is transformed into matter. This is not new to you. So ... we suggest you take
that thought a little further and imagine that the entire cosmos is an illusion. For it was created through
thought to ‘experience’ LOVE.
Yet … if you say everything is created from THE LOVE Energy … then the LOVE energy is real … so is not that
which is created from it real ?
It is a thought transferred into action. Your thoughts are real … yet you believe … many of you … that THEY
control YOU … rather than YOU controlling THEM. We do not wish to divert away from the original question
…
You assume that the 5D concept will not be a hologram. Yet EVERYTHING IS! Because it is created
through LIGHT.
So when we enter into 5D reality … that’s a hologram too?
Yes. For there is nothing! Only that which you choose to create from your thoughts … no matter how
long ago … these first impressions were ‘thought of’.
You consider your bodies to be real. They affect you … you find ailments and patterns that these vehicles
undertake. Yet you have created them … either for your learning (or so you think) … or because you
BELIEVE that this is what ‘can’ happen to a body. Yet … if you were to change your thought patterns and
KNOW that although IT FEELS like the body exists … it is only in ‘your reality’ that it does. What happens to
it when the soul presence leaves? It disintegrates for it is no longer of use.
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Ahha! So it was there then … in physical reality.
Let us delve deeper. In your physical reality … you FEEL that you can touch … you imagine that you can
‘see’ … you experience that which you consider necessary for your growth in a physical manifestation.
Yet … it is just an expression of energy.
So does it actually exist then?
In YOUR creation.
How about in yours?
Of course … your creation is part of A CREATION! A manifestation of a mass movie … that extends itself
in each ‘take’.
It HAS to FEEL REAL to you in order for you to ‘get’ that which you decided you needed for evolvement of
the soul.
You must remember that it is a game. One that has been taken far too seriously. You have forgotten
your vast capacity to create and why you chose to be part of it. Oh the miracles that you are capable
of.
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF EVERYTHING.
Yet you have ‘trapped’ your minds into a ‘not knowing’.
Would you say it was ‘us’ that have trapped it … or would we not say that ‘we have been trapped’ by
those who wish us harm?
Those who have fallen by the way side have led you to the place in which you find yourselves. Yet … we
say to you …
YOU ARE NOT TRAPPED! YOU JUST THINK YOU ARE!
The more you learn of the ‘traps’ that you FEEL are ‘out of your control’ the more you wonder how
you shall ever free yourselves from them. Yet … you are trapping yourselves within that ‘regime’ … by
‘thinking that you have no control’ over it.
YET YOU DO.
FOR YOU ARE MASTERS OF YOUR OWN DESTINY!
The Awakening process is growing with each moment of your time … and with that Awakening comes
the KNOWLEDGE that you are FREE.
YOU WERE GIVEN FREE WILL. You do not understand this fully.
Well, some would say that FREE WILL has been taken from us … with all the mind control via media etc.
and all the poisons that we have been ‘fed’ in one way or another … without our KNOWING. The more
that is revealed ... the more we find out how we ‘ARE being controlled’. Sometimes it feels so hopeless
for many … as there seems no way out.
That is their choice of thinking.
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THERE IS NOTHING THAT TAKES AWAY FREE WILL ... Even though many of you could come up with an argument
to the contrary.
THIS IS WHY YOU ARE SUCH DIVINE HUMAN BEINGS ... CO CREATORS.
I understand then that perhaps we are breaking free ... yet wouldn’t you say that we have been
‘caught up’ in it all … not through choice?
What have you as a race learned? What have you as an individual learned through this ‘entrapment’?
You have learned more of LOVE. If you were not in a position to experience the duality … how would you
know what LOVE is? … There is nothing to ‘compare it with’.
Yet the duality is ALL LOVE right? Some wonder how you can say that even the dark ones are an expression
of LOVE?
They ARE! You look at all the atrocities they have imposed … yet you do not look at how those atrocities
have taught you to BE.
TO BE LOVE.
Such matters have stirred the very core of humanity. They have created a way out! For each is now
searching for a better way TO BE.
That which is not of service has been of great service.
Again we say the bigger picture is too big for you to comprehend from the density of vibration that you
HAVE been residing.
You have said that we came down here as LOVE and free will would not be interfered with. Although
you have also said that there has been the need for certain laws to be reviewed. Why /how did we
ever get in such a mess in the first place … if we only ever knew LOVE … when we arrived?
The ‘mess’ as you call it … and indeed we have ‘thought sometimes’ of this expression … and yet it is just
part of what occurred. This game plan COULD NOT KNOW WHERE IT WAS HEADING. For it is being created as
you go. Therefore … as spoken of in other times … we did not KNOW where it was going until the game
was well underway. And there certainly has not been another experiment like it .
How come we did not stay in the HIGH LOVE VIBRATION that we arrived in? Where did the ‘lower
vibration’ come from if we did not know it?
It was created through ‘thought’. It was an unusual concept that one would FEEL envy or greed.
So if we only knew LOVE … where did that thought come from?
It came from a FEELING that entered in due to the experiment. It was for one to ‘continue forth’ on their
Earthly journey in ‘their own creation’ of that journey.
Different ‘ideas’ were introduced through an individual’s creation of ‘self’ … which then ‘sparked’ the
FEELING within another that they wished they had had that ‘thought idea’. They wanted what another
had.
Yet how could LOVE want that?
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Because LOVE was experimenting also. All aspects of it. There is infinite expression of LOVE itself. That
expression is CREATION.
That expression is each one of you. It is everything that ‘doesn’t exist!
So … would you say that things may appear to exist for a time whilst it is in our thought energy?
No!
Oh rats! I thought I was onto something there! You did note I said ‘appear’ to exist did you?
We did. Yet we would say it does not exist … for nothing exists other than LOVE. You just believe it does.
So what then are we actually creating if nothing actually exists?
You are creating a hologram! A game!
Yet our very souls are involved in this ‘game’ …
And that is the most relevant aspect of the entire scenario.
Your soul is LOVE. You have been given this opportunity to express LOVE in a 3Dimensional version of
this game.
And what of the 5D? We have been told this is a whole New World that we are moving into. Where war
and famine are no longer … And that 5D shall be our reality.
Indeed … you have created a 5D reality long ago … that you are now preparing to move into.
Yet it’s not real?
Nothing is real!
Yet as you move up into Higher Dimensions … your self expression of LOVE shall CREATE a FEELING that
is more like a TRUE REALITY for you. As you move on up throughout the Higher Dimensions … each shall
BECOME more like a TRUE reality for you … because you are moving back into your TRUTH ... LOVE.
Those souls who can only now reside in THE HIGHEST REALMS are TRUTH. LOVE …
They are ‘beyond’ … THE GAME. Yet so very aware of the game itself.
Remember dear friends … that the closer you return to your TRUTH ... the closer TRUTH is acknowledged
through/by you.
Within that TRUTH ... EVERYTHING COMES TO LIGHT!
We thank you for the ‘flow’ Blossom … We thank each one for your consideration of who you are … for in
doing so … we consider you to be ‘THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH’.
Until YOU arrive!!
And we shall. You KNOW we shall.
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Indeed I do my little ‘Lovemonauts!’ ... Did you put that in my head ? I love it.
WE ARE ONE …
Many thanks to you … many thanks indeed! Love and Light all ways!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

5 June 2013
Here we are again! Hello to you! Today I would like to follow on with another question from one of
the translator team. Again I TRUST myself … as it is pushing my boundaries somewhat … yet good to do
so and good for the whole! OK … here goes ... What is the true explanation for the different races and
languages on our planet? Over to you!
We welcome you in Love this day and we are accepting of the inquiries posed. Firstly may we begin by
admitting to you that through our conversations we are finding that the interest of such matters is
allowing for the ‘self’ to come forward and at the same time allowing the ego to retreat. This is most
pleasing to ‘see’ within the energy of each.
So … one would like to know the exact position of the ‘need’ to express … in words … and would we say in
different tongues?
As you would expect … it is that on many other plains and planets and vibrations ... there is no need for
such things. Words are superficial in their interpretation by the individual. And although one may think
they have a grasp on ‘meaning’ … much over time has been ‘ flattened’ … in that the spoken word
that
once was … has now lost much of its ‘energy.’
Originally it was ‘sound’ through Light that proposed an interesting ‘target’ of communication. By
expressing pure LOVE … the Light that emanated ... through Divine design would automatically
produce a ‘humming vibration’. This … in its beginnings of language was simply a sound that radiated
from a soul and ‘gave off’ that which it was FEELING. It was not an intentional ‘speak’ … yet a natural
one. It simply took on a life of its own. Very much likened perhaps to the sound of a breeze or the
rustling of leaves. They each have their own unique sound which is ‘from them’ … as opposed to
‘coming from them’.
Can you clarify the difference?
A bird when it sings … is aware that it is singing … yet if it was silent … it would still have a vibrational
sound coming from it … EVERYTHING DOES. Even when you are not speaking … there are instruments that
could measure your vibrational pitch. This pitch alters depending on the ‘energy’ of one at any given
time. One resounds a lower pitch when one is low in thought and vibration … compared to the much
‘Lighter’ … in density … pitch of Joy and laughter.
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You yourself Blossom, have said how you Love to hear the ‘silence’ of the night’ … and yet you can
definitely hear the hum that ‘belongs’ to it.
Ok … so … how did it then form into language?
By resonating with intent. The human was given a voice box … part of an experiment to express in a
different form. Many ‘species’ do not have the need … for telepathic thought is recognized by one to
another.
Many of you have heard of Light Language. A language spoken by ... shall we say some ‘off world Beings’.
We would suggest that it is the vibration of many sounds that is produced and yet it is not of a ‘word
format’ that is delivered. It is of a mixture of tones and ‘super tones’ that ‘give out’ an expression of Light
… that is then received by another through ‘signals’ of vibration.
This is how ‘language’ began.
Again … remember the human race is an experiment. We were aware of the given voice box for sound
communication … yet it was not US that developed language … it was you. Through expression of soul.
You found in the beginning that automatic ‘wave lengths’ would emit from the mouth … which were
derived from a FEELING within the heart. This is why we express often to go with the FEELING … for over
time … words have developed into superfluous energy much of the time.
Do not misunderstand … the development of expression of the soul/heart has beauty within much of it
… when one TRULY listens … yet much has transformed into a level of low energy … that really would be
a very good idea to remove from ones vocabulary.
So the experiment of sound into ‘expression of feeling’ developed as one resided longer upon the Earth
plane … in some cases.
And in others?
They came along with you. Some advanced races introduced certain ‘languages’ from other systems
… because their ‘scripture’ and symbolic design have within them codes ... that are of deeper rooted
significance.
Which is clearly for another day! I am assuming you are speaking of ‘Egyptian? … Hebrew perhaps?
A few of many.
So … unless I am mistaken … you are clarifying here that although ‘we humans’ are an experimental
form of life … we have definitely been assisted by those from other systems … that came down to help
us along. Was this always part of the plan?
We smile … for although there IS the OVERALL DIVINE PLAN … what is good for you to understand is that THE
PLAN IS TO CREATE THE PLAN. An experiment in which the nature of its course is determined through FREE
WILL.
I felt you were going to say FREE ... YET DIVINE WILL … which sent my brain in a whirl … and off onto
another subject … shall we??
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Of course it is FREE and of course it is DIVINE. EVERYTHING …as we shall continue to reiterate IS DIVINE
… even when you cannot possibly see the Divinity or FEEL the Divinity within it .
I know many would ask … where is the Divinity in a village being blown to smithereens or abuse of
young children … I could go on and on .
And we would say ‘Find it’.
Struth … I didn’t expect that for an answer. Do you mean through our hearts … find the LOVE? … or do
you mean ‘offer’ the LOVE to that situation? Two different things.
And yet both are advisable.
I KNOW to offer Love out to a given ‘lower vibration’ situation … but to actually find the LOVE within it is
rather different.
Yet that is what we are asking to do.
How?
By accepting that EVERYTHING is DIVINE. It cannot be anything else. How you choose to ‘investigate’ a
particular happening somewhere on your planet is through the ‘ego-self’ … for you cannot see it from
the grander perspective. This … as always ... we find difficult to express to you ‘IN WORDS’.
Yet we say that if you were to FULLY TRUST YOUR KNOWING … by simply FEELING that there is DIVINE LOVE
in ALL THINGS … then that KNOWING … although confusing if you allow thought ... through words to come
in … that KNOWING of TRUTH could be accepted by you.
Yet … you have said that through free will, this experiment has gone horribly wrong! So how can it be
Divine?
That is a very good question.
Wanna answer it?
Although something may appear ‘horrible’ … or ‘painful’… or ‘full of hate’ … or ‘disgusting’ …or
‘abominable’ … IT IS STILL LOVE … Just a different level of vibration from something say of ‘great joy’ … or
‘peace giving’ … or ‘of gratitude’ …
The opposite sides to the coin have shown a great deal of learning to all … These ‘illusions’ within this
‘reality’ are servers of great knowledge and enlightenment .
Then with all respect … how can it have gone horribly wrong?
Because through free will … there are those who have lost themselves within the density of ‘Satan’.
Good grief! You have NEVER mentioned that word before … as I recall … and as it came into my head ... I
really had to pause to check I was ‘picking you up’ correctly.
Indeed you are. For it is our intention to discuss this. It is a word used … and conjures up an immediate
force of darkness does it not?
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Yes. Yet I KNOW there is no devil. Well that’s my TRUTH.
And it is a TRUE TRUTH. It is created through thought … so to some the devil is real. Yet only if one
chooses to acknowledge it as an existing energy. It is the same with everything. You have so many
conflicting ‘beliefs’ … because there are so many different thoughts for each one. Which avenue one
chooses to walk down … is again … very much down to free will.
So when you say some are lost within the density of Satan … are you just meaning ‘lost in the dark’?
Indeed. Yet we felt it necessary to describe it that way … in order to assist you in understanding that
‘ones world’ is created in ones thought pattern … Even though you are residing on the same planet … it
does not mean that your world’s perspective is the same … depending on your choice of thought …. LOVE
OR FEAR.
We did not have within our ‘state of Being’ the KNOWING that LOVE could reach such alternatives of itself.
Yet … through acceptance … we became aware of the interesting dynamics that it presented and came to
realize that duality had far more representations of TRUTH within its LIES!
I stumbled over that word too. Lies?
For they too are of assistance to the soul. To be able to be discerning of what is TRUTH and what is not …
is an integral part of one’s growth.
We seem to have veered off course from the original question … which is often how it goes ... Yet may
you give us an answer before you go ... about the different races … colours of skin … cultures etc.?
How/ why did they all form?
Briefly for now we would say that much was developed through an ongoing natural progression.
We FEEL that it would be sensible to discuss this at another time when we are not at the end of a
conversation … but at the beginning … for the brain may scramble at this stage … and it is best for clarity
and freshness of mind to be in order when we speak to you of this.
Ok … That’s fine … perhaps next time. Thanks so much … I always enjoy these conversations … even though
they take on a life of their own and take us down streets I hadn’t intended. A never ending story I guess.
Yet we will state ‘THEY ALL LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER’.
THE END! IN LOVE AND LIGHT AND MUCH GRATITUDE FROM US ALL!
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Here we are again then! Welcome my friends and I very much look forward to today’s conversation.
A question I would like to ask today from a reader is “How do we use the knowledge of love, creation,
thought, and free will to break free from the chains our present world has put on us and live in the
world/game each and every single one of us want to live?”
Greetings from the deepest place of our Being. We would advise that although tension is amounting
in many areas of your world regarding those who have not the desire to move forward … from our
perspective … all is moving exactly as it should. There is a great deal taking place that is not known by
many and yet we would say that we are reaching a position that allows connection to ensue and one
shall find that ‘events’ soon to occur shall have the souls-spirit in raptures.
WOW! That sounds all good. Apart from you using the word ‘soon’. You KNOW how so many of us FEEL
about that!
And yet, due to ones assumption of that impending use of vocabulary … it does not prevent us from
saying that which we mean. The level of ‘deliciousness’ has been raised to such a degree during this time
of awakening that plans are able to progress in a manner that will thrill and excite.
Jolly Dee! I look forward to it. Thank you. Is the question asked appropriate for today?
It is appropriate at any time. For indeed to assist in such matters of the heart allows US to enjoy ones
energy and indeed the energy of the planet even more.
I KNOW so many cannot ‘feel’ the Love that is within and around them , due to the way the world is
presenting itself to us right now and for a long time … what would you say to them?
We would say ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
And they would reply … why? How can it be OK for those in power to do what they do and you tell us
this is how it should be?
Let us begin … That which is occurring and that which has occurred has led your Beings to a place where
they KNOW that they MUST do something about this. This is your AWAKENING. In times gone by ones
suppression was accepted and ‘life’ took its toll and then you left the planet! In these NEW times
… the Beings of Earth have arrived here for a reason as you know. You have come here to change that.
Yet may we say with all respect to each and every one … the ‘game’ has not been as easy down on Earth
as it was ‘on paper’ ‘up here! Therefor many of you have been bogged down and forgotten the plan.
Each one of you has the power to conquer that which does not serve. You DO NOT HAVE TO be part of
the game that YOU THINK YOU ARE IN. Yet you DO HAVE to be part of the game that you ARE in.
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Here we go!
This refers also to your question. It is so easy. It is so simple .It is a matter of choice. THAT’S IT!
We have spoken of you being in a game … an experiment and we spoke too of ‘freedom of choice’ …
free will. So you have the choice as to what game you want to play.
Yet … we are ‘stuck’ it seems in a world where much is out of our control and those who do not care about
us are working so hard to supress us and stop us from Being our TRUE Light .
Only if you choose to be in ‘their game’.
How do we not be?
By KNOWING you are MORE! There is nothing that LOVE cannot change. For LOVE IS THE ONLY ENERGY
… in many different forms.
You are accepting of chemtrails and poisons and all manner of ‘infiltrations’ occurring upon your
physicality and you say that you are defenceless to stop it. That the ones ‘in charge’ have all power over
that which they do to you and the control they have over everything.
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF CHANGING IT! THROUGH LOVE!
You decide … make a decision that all that is done unto you … CANNOT affect you. Not when you choose
LOVE.
Perhaps easier said than done.
Perhaps. If that’s how you choose to think! When we speak of words such as ‘COME INTO YOUR OWN
POWER’ … we do not ‘say’ these things … we MEAN THEM. That is what we continue to ‘drum’ into you. For
once you fully understand that which we MEAN … then you will ‘GET’ what we are transmitting to you.
AGAIN … THERE IS NOTHING that can stop you BEING THE FULLEST BRIGHTEST LIGHT THAT YOU ARE. The
only reason you FEEL affected by this is because you allow yourselves to FEEL that you are. If you were to
dismiss that which you hear … that which you read … regarding the less positive side of your world
… literally dismiss it … then by that very action … you are not allowing it to affect you.
Yet … it is affecting us … without many knowing isn’t it?
To a certain degree. Yet knowledge is power and the more you decide to concentrate only on that which
is offering a vibration of Higher Love the more the LOVE can TAKE OVER.
This is why it is so important for each one of you to RECOGNISE YOUR LIGHT. TO BE YOUR LIGHT. In doing so …
you become a shining example … and others desire to follow. To BE the same.
Yet one might say that there are still so many asleep … and it seems an impossible task to wake enough
people up in order for things to really change.
Then if that is ‘their’ belief system … then that is how it shall be … for them.
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Well for all of us, no?
NO! Consider each soul upon your planet as an owner of an Island. The ruler of the island … the
controller … the one in charge of everything that takes place. Nothing can happen without your consent
... for you are the only one upon it. Therefor all rules … all ways of desires to live are carried out by YOU.
Each one of you. That island would vary so greatly in rules and energy and THOUGHT … depending on the
owner and how they choose to design that Island.
Your Living world … is no different. You are each in control of your own thoughts … YOU create YOUR
world in which YOU live. Is it not so that a neighbour’s world is completely different from your own?
Why? They live in the same world as you … yet THEIR thoughts have created their circumstances. Their
own private world. You can be worlds apart and yet live right next door.
We speak to you of BEING AN EXAMPLE OF LIGHT. That is all you need do. It is not hard. It is not
complicated ... it is joyous … yet many of you choose to look on the ‘cloudy side’ of the street …
How we desire to assist you in understanding THE GREATNESS OF WHO YOU ARE!
I know that is your desire … and believe me … we are trying. Yet we still FEEL so limited in that which we
are capable of.
Yet you are NOT LIMITED.
KNOW THIS.
YOU JUST THINK YOU ARE.
So … we can say to ourselves ‘Ok … I am free … I have no boundaries … I am here to express the fullness of
who I am … Bring it on!” … and yet … no change. Just little ol’ me carrying on as best I can.
Yet there is SUCH CHANGE! Take another look! We have asked many times for you to look back on how
you used to think … how you used to feel … would you not say that you have ‘set free’ much of WHO YOU
ARE and are now allowing yourselves to become that BRIGHTER LIGHT?
Yes … but clearly not to the extent you would like us to be! If we have changed to a certain degree
and
‘get it’ just that little bit more … I am assuming we just keep on keeping on until we really GET IT … yet is it
possible to GET IT NOW? Or do we keep on step by step as we have been doing … and three years down
the track … look back and say … ‘Ah I understand a bit more now.’ Do you see where I
am coming from?
How can we REALLY GET WHO WE ARE NOW … if the way it works is … gradually?
Yet you are moving through a different time/space. Many moons ago we spoke of THE QUICKENING. Yet
now … moons have come and gone and THE QUICKENING THAT WAS … is now very slow compared to THE
QUICKENING that is taking place in this Higher energy.
It is for you to KNOW that the Higher Energy that has been filtering through over your last six months
ALLOWS you to ‘come into your own’ … at a much faster rate. Therefore when you CHOOSE/ DECIDE to go
‘full throttle’ … you will definitely FEEL the difference within you, your capabilities …. YOUR LIGHT.
So to be specific … what is it then … that we are supposed to be ‘getting’ that we are not? You say
‘Recognising our Light’ … yet many of us are doing the best we can … and still FEEL a little unsure of where
we are heading and what we are supposed to be doing .
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You are not ‘getting’ your absolute power … over yourselves … within yourselves. So many FEEL they
are not capable of doing such and such … You are not worthy of BEING such and such … You condemn
yourselves to a life of mediocrity because you consider yourself mediocre.
Surely not everyone?
Most … compared to that which ‘could be’. Again we speak of meditation and quiet time. To connect up
with ‘elsewhere’ that is not of your planetary vibration … allows you to FEEL more vividly THE LIGHT THAT
YOU ARE.
Sorry to keep interrupting, yet I know many struggle with meditation also, and feel they get nothing.
You cannot ‘get nothing’ when you take in deep breathes! You simply cannot. You may not ‘see’ a movie
in front of you … you may not fly around the cosmos … yet … by taking quiet time and breathing … you
automatically link into a HIGHER part of yourself . Any time, any place, anywhere … YOU CANNOT NOT!
The more you practise and ask to be shown and FEEL your True self in/through Love … the more you
FEEL and sense that brightness of yourself. And you learn to ‘capture’ that! So that you can ‘release’ that
FEELING and sense of yourself any time you choose to ‘think’ about it. It is not ego … this tuning into the
LIGHT you are. Some struggle with this differentiation!
Actually, while on that subject … it was asked of me to ask you … about the ego thing within some of
those who are ‘named Light workers’. There seems to be some that have self-importance and that
which they portray to others can come across less than from the heart … but from the ego. Can you
talk about this?
What for?
Laugh! Because someone wants to know.
Why?
Why not?
Because we are aware also Blossom that when that question came to you, you replied with the answer
that one should not perhaps concern themselves with another’s journey and whether or not they come
from ego … yet rather concentrate on one’s own journey and enjoy and make the most of that. We
agree entirely.
Discernment! Take from ANYTHING that which resonates … for it is a TRUTH for you … and discard
ANYTHING that does not resonate. Simple as that.
Star in your own movie … create your script as you go along. Come from the heart at all times and let the
‘fearsome self’ be taken away by the winds.
When you come ONLY from Love in ALL things … your movie is a Number 1 box office smash! For you!
Because … your life is about YOU!
And others upon the planet.
Yet ... Let us put it this way. By each one caring about themselves first … and getting their house in order
… then one is playing a dramatic part in getting the rest of the world in order.
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Of course there must be giving … yet it must come from the heart … not from the ‘lack of paper energy in
ones purse’. Yet you will benefit from the understanding that WHEN each one creates their own world
… each one … then you can be certain that THE MAJORITY will be creating one of LOVE.
And yet … you say that you are overruled by those who wish you harm. We say differently. Change your
heart thought to the KNOWING that NO-ONE has power over you.
YOU ARE IN FULL CONTROL OF WHO YOU ARE. STEP INTO THAT KNOWING NOW THIS MINUTE.
Do not misunderstand … we are not saying ‘do not care of others’ … yet of those who you feel are in need
of your LOVE … give it to them.
You watch ‘horrors’ on your screens … you take on that energy and feel such hopelessness for that which
you are being exposed to … yet we say …STAY ON TOP OF THE GAME! … Stay in joy and Love … even when
you watch such things … Remember too … all is not as it seems. By staying in that place of alignment
with Love … and sending out that breath of Love to that which you are choosing to ‘take in’ at any given
time … you are being of great assistance … for you are not … dare we say … ‘falling for it’. You are not
allowing yourself to be ‘sucked in’ … to that particular illusion. By remaining in your brightest joy … even
when confronted with that which is clearly not … you are ‘winning’.
Because LOVE, JOY, HAPPINESS … ALL THAT WHICH IS YOU IN YOUR TRUTH … is WHO YOU TRULY ARE
… AT ALL TIMES. If one were to conform to this piece of advice … how speedily would a noticeable change
occur.
The Light cannot be blocked out by the darkness … unless you think it can. CLAIM YOUR LIGHT!
There is little point in not. For each one of you CAN SHINE SO BRIGHTLY … once YOU KNOW that YOU
ARE LIGHT.
THAT IS YOUR TUE FORM … The very ESSENCE of your Being is LIGHT FORM … so why deny yourself this
pleasure. To what aid?
IT IS YOUR GIVEN RIGHT TO BE LIGHT.
To be Light hearted!
To step into that which you are … NOW! Why waste another moment?
Why indeed. Thank you so much. I have the nod from you that time’s up. That hour sure whizzes by
when you are having fun! Ever in gratitude … recharging my batteries and turning my torch on … right
now! In Love and thanks!
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Well … here we go with attempt number 4! I know you are always around … yet are you around to
have a chat with me?
We would answer yes.
Oh good. About time … what have you got to say for yourselves!!
We see the humour in your energy and we offer much gratitude for your perseverance. In times past
we have found ourselves to be expendable and we care to say that without us ‘having chats’ you have
found yourselves perfectly fine. The wisdom we chose to bring through … as you FEEL Blossom has a
certain ‘ring’ to it and at times it seems you wonder what this is all for and where indeed it is leading
you.
Don’t get me wrong … your wisdom has made such a difference to my life … along with my mate White
Cloud … it’s just that sometimes .. I feel like I am in limbo and question as to whether or not anything
concrete will ever take place in the time I have left upon the Earth plane.
We listen to your thoughts …
Oh dear!
We accept entirely that we are not where you are … or having to experience the lower vibrational
frequency on a day to day basis. We hear many of the ‘pleas’ from all of you and yet we cannot
‘change history’ before it is meant to be changed.
I get that … and I know I am probably being very selfish and childish … yet so many write in with
suggestions … in that … a little … or big something from you , would seriously assist us to have the ‘oomph’
to carry on.
You are therefore saying that our words are not enough?
Sort of! I LOVE what you have to say and I LOVE communicating with you … We all do what we can to lift
our vibration … yet … even so … looking out at the night sky … our hearts want more .
Yet would you not say that the KNOWING in your hearts as you see the twinkling of the stars allows you
to have the ‘more’ that you are seeking.
It indeed helps me to KNOW my TRUTH … The FEELING I have looking up into the awesomeness of the
night cannot be denied. Yet a lot of the time I am saying ‘Come on … show me YOU!’.
And you think perhaps the rest of your days will be spent FEELING the same?
Yes … sometimes … The wait has been so long. Our TRUST KNOWS YOU. Our FEELING KNOWS YOU. Yet, how
good would it be some time soon for us to have that little ‘party piece’ … in order for us to have a
boost … To convince us that indeed we are on the right track.
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We smile Blossom. For you KNOW this in your heart do you not?
Yes I do. But you seem to be avoiding the issue! Surely with your intelligence … you can come up with
something to delight us Earthlings. Something tangible?
Indeed we can. Yet you must understand the reason why … as yet … we have not done ‘The Big Display’
that you are all asking for.
So many of you KNOW us. So many of you have awoken and KNOW without question we are with you.
Even though you may have your human doubting days.
Yet so many of you have not awoken and we would simply put so many in to fear and panic and this is
not how we wish our welcoming to be.
But this is what I mean. KNOWING what you KNOW … there must be a way that you could ‘pop through’
that would allow everyone to know that you come in peace!
What would you suggest?
Oh Struth … I don’t know … stand on the top of the dome of your ship and give us a little tap number??
There must be a way that THE LOVE that you are can ‘get through’ to us? The LOVE that is YOU can surely
emanate from your craft so that people KNOW you are here to be friendly.
Dearest Blossom … even though you think this would work … it would not.
Why?
Because those that remain in fear to this day … would STILL consider us a threat.
But then … if this is the case … how many more years will it take for everyone to be free from fear?
This is what we are working on.
Well, in my books … looking at the state of the people in general … we might as well call it a day. So many
are still so deeply asleep. Yes many have awoken … yet in general … doesn’t look good. Don’t get me
wrong I am in a perfectly good mood today … just chewing the cud so to speak. Many FEEL you should
just go for it. Some will wake some will run … yet surely this has to take place at some point
… if we wait for fear to leave this planet … well … I’d take a long holiday if I was you .
Dearest Blossom … that which we are to say comes only through Love for that is what we are. How many
times have we said that one day you will all understand the Greater Picture?
Too many!
Yet … this is our TRUTH. We cannot and would not change it to give false hope.
So are you seriously saying that until all fear has gone … you’re not going to show?
No. We are not saying that at all. What we choose to say is that WHEN the time comes for your world to
KNOW in TRUTH and EVIDENCE of our existence … then you can rest assured that all possible reaction
scenarios shall have been taken into consideration.
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I know you have only our best interest at heart. I am blessed to have these conversations with you I
know that. It’s funny … I go on at you for repeating yourselves … yet I do just the same. I’ve said all this
before too. Yet … I wouldn’t mind a visit from one of you. Many FEEL the same. It doesn’t have to be a
worldwide event … could you not ‘say hello physically’ … yet individually to so many of us that would
be ok with it? You must KNOW who we are by our energy? The thing is … I don’t mean ‘in our heads’
… I mean actually show up … physical to physical. Is that too hard? What would that involve?
It would involve a great deal more than the majority of you think. We are not saying it is difficult and we
are not saying it cannot be done …
Then what IS the reason you don’t?
Faithfulness.
What? On whose behalf?
The Whole.
For what gain? I would say so many of us have been faithful … yet I FEEL this is not about being faithful to
anyone but ourselves… am I right ?
Naturally.
THAT WHICH LIES WITHIN YOU IS THE VERY KNOWING OF EVERYTHING THAT EVER WAS … IS … AND SHALL BE.
By remaining faithful to yourself you are putting into play the very reason for your existence. You are
allowing therefore … by having faith within yourself to bring about the entire CHANGE that we are
speaking of.
YOU KNEW THIS BEFORE YOU CAME!
This is why deep down you know that ‘all this’ is not about an appearance from ‘off world species’. You
know in your core essence that YOU … THE LOVE THAT IS YOU … THAT YOU ARE … IS HERE TO BRING THIS NEW
WORLD ABOUT.
Yet … with your assistance … no?
Indeed. And at this stage of the experience we are assisting you as much as we are able. The time will
come dearest soul … our family … when that which you seek NOW will assuredly come about.
We do not play games with you in the sense of leading you on and on and on for no equivocal reason.
That certainly is not our style or our intent. We come to assist you in preparation for that which is to
befall you.
Ok …. I know what ‘befall’ means … yet I had to look it up because I thought it was a ‘dodgy’ word to
but I’ll let you off. Its True definition is ‘to happen, to occur’.

use …

We accept your inquiry. We would not wish for any one of you to follow us blindly. Let us tell you this.
WHEN WE COME … YOU WILL BE IN A FAR BETTER POSITION TO TAKE ON BOARD ALL THAT WE OFFER. YOU THINK
NOW THAT YOU ARE READY. SOME OF YOU ARE. MANY ARE NOT.
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WE DESIRE FOR THE SMOOTHEST TRANSITION AS WE MERGE IN LOVE.
Sorry to keep interrupting … but if we are not ready … then why were you going to show up way back
in Oct 2008?
Because that was the plan in the now of that now. Yet NOW we see how many more have been
awakened since that time. And we would say … every cloud has a silver lining.
You have assisted me and so many it seems in getting a grip on this LOVE thing! I KNOW without doubt that
in ALL THINGS … LOVE IS THE ANSWER. That is what you continue to speak to us about … I am wondering
how much there is to say about it in order for us to continue to progress? We are becoming a little
‘bored’ … I KNOW THAT IS ENTIRELY THE WRONG WORD … yet trying to help you understand where we are
at. Perhaps ‘familiar’ would be a better expression. Please don’t think I am being ungrateful … it’s not of
that …
Yet you need excitement within it all is that not so?
Perhaps …
Then we suggest to each one … that you do as we have suggested. BE WHO YOU ARE.
THERE IS NOTHING MORE EXCITING THAN ‘GETTING IT’.
NOTHING THAT CAN SURPASS THE FEELING OF ABSOLUTE UNCONDITIONAL LOVE. NOTHING!
You want excitement? Go search for YOU! THE REAL YOU.
THE ESSENCE OF YOU. NOTHING ... WE TELL YOU IN TRUTH ... CAN OUT DO IT.
We do not desire to leave you feeling ‘under par’ by not yet having discovered the fullness of yourselves.
We picked up that you interpreted us wrongly Blossom. It is not within us to ‘have a go at you’ as you
would say.
WE SIMPLY SPEAK TRUTH.
You all feel that by our initial arrival … the excitement of such a ‘feat’ would keep you High for the rest
of your days.
We say to you … the initial arrival of YOUR TRUE SELF is way beyond any upliftment that an appearance
of a vessel may bring.
WE MEAN THIS!
WE KNOW THIS!
YOU ARE THE EXCITEMENT YOU ARE AWAITING. THE THRILL YOU ARE SEARCHING FOR.
YOU … You ‘little Earthlings’ as you endearingly call yourselves… WHEN FINDING YOUR TRUTH AND
ACCEPTING THE MAGNIFICENCE OF IT … COULD NOT POSSIBLY FIND ANYTHING WITHIN OR WITHOUT THAT
WOULD LIVE UP TO IT.
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Ok … accepting that … what do we do then? I keep saying we just have to … keep on keeping on …
what choice do we have? Your words of wisdom can inspire and uplift … yet HOW …. HOW HOW HOW do
we find this TRUTH? I know I have asked this before … As much as I KNOW what you are saying IS TRUTH
… I seem very far from finding that which you speak of … in me. So very far away … yet not saying it is not
there. HOW DO WE FIND IT? We are all so very keen to.
You are travelling towards it with every breath that you take. When you FEEL good … really good … and
alive and Loving … you can grasp a part of it all and you KNOW you are walking in the right direction.
When you do not FEEL so good … you are NEVER travelling backwards … just a little wandering off the
main path that is all. The more you follow that which your heart FEELS in LOVE … the closer … ever closer
you become to finding that YOU which you seek.
It sure has been a long journey home so far. With all the wrong turns and obstacles on the pathway.
Yet … ever nearer with every step along the way … do you FEEL the warmth of the ‘home fires burning’. If
you allow yourselves … you would see all those that march onwards with you.
YOU ARE NEVER ALONE. NEVER!
There are many times when those ‘unseen’ have picked you up as you fell. Many times they have
whispered in your ear words of encouragement. Many times they have sent offerings of Love to the
DIVINE CREATOR OF ALL to ask for assistance on YOUR BEHALF.
KNOW or do not KNOW these things as TRUTH. It is entirely up to you as to how you FEEL about them. WE
ARE NOT MAKE BELIEVE BLOSSOM. NONE OF WHICH YOU KNOW IN YOUR HEART AS TRUTH CAN BE!
The ONLY evidence you have of us is YOUR FEELING! … For now.
Then in MY TRUTH … hand on heart … I KNOW I LOVE YOU! Got the nod … time to go. Nice to touch base
again. In love … so very much of it … and gratitude …
Me and all of us!
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Good morning my friends. Ok … I have a little quandary here that I am hoping you may be able to sort
out and therefore decide which way we need to go. I have many write in to say that I ask you all they
would ask and they feel exactly the same as I do. I also … get a few from others who say they
are
bored with me asking the same questions … when will I ‘get it’ and can we PLEASE move on to something
interesting . So … over to you … what would be your take on the way to go?
Firstly we greet you from the depth of our Being in Love. We would gratify the situation of which you
speak by reiterating that indeed we have much knowledge to impart and yet there would be little point
unless the majority of you DO GET IT.
And I would say we do … yet that does not stop the yearning when looking up at the stars. This causes
misunderstanding I FEEL.
We would agree with you. Your home is where the heart is as is said … this is indeed so … and yet … we
have great understanding of that yearning you speak of … for although you tend to consider this as fact …
you also have a TRUE HOME … one that is not encumbered by your Earthy bodies and the density of your
planet . A HOME where there IS ONLY LOVE.
There are many distractions for you upon your Earth plane and much that ‘keeps you at bay’ … yet we
KNOW you ALL have the strength to ‘pull through’ as you recognize more and more the Truth of who you
are.
Those who find you to be a little repetitive perhaps our still learning patience. Each one of you travels at
their own pace … You cannot fast forward in these matters … It simply does not work that way.
Keep in mind also Blossom that there are some … not many … yet some who read these words and
are FAR advanced in their awakening … yet they choose to read them in order to receive the energy
that is ‘molded’ into that which we offer. We would say too that there are many levels to that which
we provide … catering for most … if not all … so with due respect we would say that we are more than
happy with the way we choose to chat with you and indeed exuberant at the uplifting of spirit that so
many of you take from these words we present.
Thank you. Where shall we go from here? I had thought to go to my ‘questions folder’ and randomly
pick an email and simply go ahead and ask it … no matter what it was … shall we do that?
We can try!
Ok … this is what my mouse hit upon!! The question is : ‘I often read the Soul is untouchable, it is clean
innocent and pure! But WHY has the Soul got many different personalities as soon as IT enters a physical
body?’
Let us firstly describe the soul self BEFORE EVER entering into the human form. Back to that of which we
always speak.
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IT IS NOTHING OTHER ... IT CANNOT BE ANYTHING ELSE ... IT IS LOVE.
The soul is not battered and bruised for it has not known of abuse and misconduct. It has only KNOWN
ITSELF.
YOU ARE DIVINE LIGHT … THAT IS IT IN A NUTSHELL!
Yet the nutshell when once entered into the physical human body … shall we say ... is cracked open. You
are here to experience this soul self in order to expand itself to greater understanding of itself.
It is not that you suddenly develop multiple personalities. This is not the case. What takes place
within the human mind is far more complex an issue regarding ‘believing’ that your soul has many
personalities. Because in a sense … it does! For YOU are everyone else. You are part of lives gone by
… and lives you have already experienced in the future. You have a conglomeration of ’thoughts’ that
may come from all different ‘lives’ of yourself … integrated at times with lives of others that may only
have a ‘small aspect’ of yourself within .
So ... when you have spoken of us having possibly another aspect of our Higher self down on Earth
at the same time …. Do you mean then that some of those aspects are mixed with other aspects of
another’s Higher self?
Indeed. You see Blossom … there are endless possibilities.
You have heard of White Cloud speak of a rose and that petals of that rose are part of your soul group in
which you work together and connect with each other through lifetimes. Yet like a diamond … there are
so many facets to this analogy.
We shall delve further. Yes … you may recognize a soul instantly as BEING of YOUR rose … then
we would go more intensely into the fact that you may recognize some as BEING of the same petal as
yourself. These ‘soul partners’ are so close to one another that one could easily familiarize a mannerism
they have to be so similar to that of the soul from the same petal.
So are those souls from the same petal … simply another aspect of myself or is there an integration … a
merging …of say … myself … with someone else?
It TRULY can be both … yet in general we would say that it is a merging. We do not say that there is only
one other on the same petal … Far from it.
When you consider that we are all one … then this makes sense. Many aspects of THE ONE may have
… for want of a better word … separated from the whole. Once again we find words inadequate to
express that which we choose to say … It could be likened to a cake mixture perhaps? All the
ingredients in a bowl and blended together … the mixture is baked and put in the oven … when READY
… the cake maybe sliced into many portions … So let us look at it as your soul group being a portion of a
cake. You are still the same as the entire cake … it is still your original form … yet when portioned … you
are left deeply connected with the ingredients that are OF YOUR PORTION.
We would care to add from a metaphorical point of view that some slices may have ice cream
added … some custard … some cream ... which adds to the flavor ... and indeed changes the taste of that
individual portion. As is said in your world ‘horses for courses’ is it not?
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Yes that’s what we say. So is it then … as the question posed … that we do not have many personalities for/
of the self per se … we simply share thoughts of those within our slice of cake?
This is the best way we can explain it to you … yet it is far more an in depth issue than we have just
spoken of. We have given you the basis/basics of it. We can only give that which one is capable of
understanding … coupled with the lack of wording to explain such complexity.
We would like to continue this further by saying that you are all capable of connecting up with each
other . This is certainly not out of the realms of possibility and in these HIGHER VIBRATIONAL times ...
many of you are finding that you are thinking of someone and in the next minute, hour, few days ... that
soul has contacted you. As the veil thins between you … as the density leaves … it clears the way for
communication. You will find initially that is those of your same petal that you are able to telepathically
connect with … and then to those of your same rose …. And eventually to those of another rose … and
another and another … for there in TRUTH is only ONE GIGANTIC ROSE BUSH … where the roots are the
foundation for the ALL.
More and more shall you recognize the connections between each of you individually becoming stronger
and more astute regarding your telepathic powers. Many of you are already noticing of this. As your soul
expands … your mind’s thoughts expand also. You cannot comprehend certain things because you have
not yet understood the fundamental Truth … the basics of it.
You could not understand algebra … unless you began with your two plus two equals four. In the same
way … you cannot progress to understanding the wonders that we can share further down the track
unless you have grasped the concept of the basics … so to speak.
I’ m not entirely sure how to word this question … You ask us to listen to our heart … for it is the soul’s
home in the human form … so we go by our feeling about something … I get that … yet … how does
that connect to the mind … in other words … how is the mind related to our individual heart?
That is a good question.
I know … I’ve quite surprised myself!!!
Your mind is the expansion for your soul’s expression. It is a gift given to an explorer ... yet some only
walk up to the opening of the cave … some step inside and some find the worm holes!
Not knowing much about this … would you consider our mind to be our thoughts … or our thoughts to
be our minds?
We would say your thoughts are housed within your mind. Yet one has the DIVINE GIFT to do with this
mind what they will. It’s up to each one as to how they look upon their own mind and how far they
choose to expand.
Yet one could also say … there are intelligent minds and those that are a few sandwiches short of a
picnic.
Yet … the ‘quality’ of mind is discussed with each individual before each return. Ones ‘situation’ … ones
‘state’ of mind is determined as to what degree it shall best serve from the souls learning perspective.
You may have a rocket scientist with a mind that is way advanced … you may have one who as you
endearingly describe as ... missing a sandwich or two. Yet it does not mean to say that the impact of
each is any different from the point of view of Lighting up the world. For it is of the TRUTH of the self and
the purpose and intention through LOVE that creates the impact upon the soul. Not whether one can
calculate the speed of Light or indeed make a daisy chain .
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It is ONES INTENTION to improve the self and the whole that allows growth. Little point in discovering
another planet out in space … from our point of view … if the soul who did so leads a life of selfishness
and greed. Far more suitable for one to discover an anthill behind a rock and LOVE every minute of
watching ‘LIFE play itself out.’
I can FEEL it is time to go … yet one more thing whilst I have you in ‘thought shot’ (rather than earshot) …
I certainly felt like I had the nod from you to go ahead with bringing you through to speak through me
in the up and coming Sydney event … as you did for the first time in Sedona last year. Is this the way
forward for us? Or just an occasional thing?
Blossom … you felt our answer before finishing writing your question. Indeed this is the way forward. For
we … like White Cloud … shall delight in sharing energy with everyone via your physical body rather than
always just of these words upon a page.
We are greatly excited that you picked up on this proposal and delight also in ‘borrowing’ your eyes and
mouth for such occasions.
Ok Thanks … Just wanted to double check. I am very excited about it . I must say … I feel this will take ‘us’
… i.e. you me and all present to a whole new level. Time for you to go?
In your time frame yes. In ours … we simply leave your space until we enter it again.
WE HAVE HIGH KNOWING that each one of you is progressing smoothly … even though the road at times
seems full of sticks, stones and even fallen trees …
LET US ASSURE YOU ...
THAT WHICH LIES AHEAD SHALL BE AS WALKING ON THE SOFTEST WHITE SAND OR THE SPONGIEST OF GRASS.
Thank you … TRULY thank you for coming through … and offering words of wisdom that cater for all. IN LOVE
LIGHT and GRATITUDE

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

21 July 2013
Hello … again. Yesterday we tried did we not? Yet the minute you wished me Happy Human Day, I dissolved
into tears. Yesterday I was not a very happy human … today I am. So may we try again?
That is most suitable for us. Our willingness to serve is as great as many of you upon the Earth plane.
We would care to address a particular matter. It has been said throughout these times that ‘channelled
messages’ are ‘going out of fashion.’
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From our point of view we would like to make it quite clear that we have no intention of ‘Leaving one
in the lurch’. We have come to assist you in all ways that we possibly can … to bring about this Golden
Age. This was an agreement between us all. Why would we suddenly decide not to continue?
I am pleased to hear that … yet it has been said that we should ‘go it alone’ and that we must ‘come
from within’ and therefore would not need your help or advice.
This is perfectly correct for those who FEEL they have reached the advanced stages of their awakening.
WE ARE NOT NECESSARY … YET …
We are available to offer our wisdom … for we consider it to be more advanced in many areas than that
of the spiritual soulself that is incarcerated within the human density and all its programming’s.
WE DO NOT IMPOSE.
WE DO NOT INTERFERE.
We merely offer suggestions of ways to uplift. We also encourage one to seek and find the TRUTH of who
they are.
May we conclude on this matter that there is no law … there is no pressure from us as to whether or not
our words … brought though you Blossom … MUST be read. It is entirely up to the individual as to
whether or not they FEEL they are of assistance to their expansion of self. If they feel they are not … with
GRACE we say … stay away from that which we say. If you find however that they offer solace and peace
of mind … then we thank you for the time taken to walk this journey alongside us.
For as long as you are willing Blossom … we shall continue to work with you … for we consider that in
this way we can be of service and benefit the whole .
Thanks for that. So on that subject … there is something I would like to clear up. As you are aware … many
write in asking me to ask you questions. We have done this for a while … on and off. It is not that I am
opposed to doing so and I understand that many have the need for answers. However … I have always
wondered why I am a little uncomfortable in doing so. I wondered if I was a little unsure about asking
things of which I had no idea about … and then I simply have to TRUST … and I have done so many times.
However today … pondering on this whole ‘channelling thing’ with you … it came to me ... that this is not
why you are here. You are not here to answer questions about certain things. It came to me so clearly.
This is not your role. This is why you have steered away from certain subjects … because in TRUTH … who
knows what may happen. Life changes course all the time … depending on each thought. Am I right? If so …
can you elaborate … because then I feel we can ‘begin afresh’ … which I am feeling we are perhaps in need
of.
Blossom Goodchild …
Gulp! … Yes? …
Let us for a moment consider certain things. We do not live next door to you .We do not live in the
same country or indeed on the other side of the world. We do not even live IN your world. So let us
consider that which we are undertaking regarding our mission with you. To ‘reach you’ or anyone …
telepathically … is more complicated than reaching ‘our own kind’ so to speak. Your make up is
different from ours to begin with … Therefore … when you consider that which we are able to achieve
from a connection point of view … do you not think … considering we come from other … … … …
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Other what?
‘Spaces’ … that what we do bring through … between us, we are doing remarkably well.
Bit by bit we learn from each other as to what is the most appropriate approach to offer at any given
time … and of course it will depend on your own disposition as to how easy a communication may or
may not be.
Yes.........I am aware of that. Yet sometimes even when not in the highest of moods I want to get a
channelling done because it suits me from my ‘diary’ point of view.
That which we choose to bring forth from a knowledgeable aspect … is a delicate matter. So yes indeed
we would say that this is what you have been picking up on. Much of what is asked by our friends of
Earth is either not to be known ahead of its time … or … is to be studied by those interested. They can in
turn … tune into a higher regard on any matter … should that be their passion. ONE SUBJECT WE KNOW
INTERESTS ALL …
IS LOVE … OF COURSE.
Of course. Some that read these words are bored with what we say … We smile in LOVE. Never … from a
position in which We come from … can we be bored of the subject of LOVE.
May we with all respect also say … that it is often the ones who think they have ‘Got it’ … that haven’t?
THE TRUE FACT IS … that which is to inevitably unfold in YOUR UNIVERSE shall do so at the pace in which
more and more within that Universe … understand of the subject of LOVE.
Oh yes … many many times have we touched upon this … Many times have we gone into deeper levels of
this … Because DO YOU NOT SEE FRIENDS OF EARTH? … IT IS THROUGH THIS THAT ALL YOUR ANSWERS COME.
IT IS THROUGH LOVE THAT ‘YOU’ CHANGE IT ALL.
We CANNOT answer many questions because you hold the answers........ which are dependent upon
your own self-discovery of LOVE!
Over and over again we CHOOSE to talk about it … Because that is all there is. That is all there is to talk
about. For there is nothing else in existence other than LOVE.
How many of you TRULY GET THAT? Not many! YET!
For if there were many that did … do you see? They would not have the need to have answers to all these
questions … that in TRUTH … if we may be bold in saying … DO NOT MATTER!
NOTHING MATTERS other than BEING LOVE.
IF YOU REALLY GOT THAT … there simply would be no need to KNOW anything more.
DO YOU SEE? DO YOU SEE?
I FEEL what you are saying … yet I also feel your frustration of trying to get it through via words. When
you say ‘nothing else matters’ … surely it does. I mean … it does matter if Planet X for instance is going to
smash in to Earth … many ask about that … surely THAT matters … surely THAT is important to know?
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Why? If you knew it was to happen … what would you do other than live in fear of the day when it takes
place? If you knew it wasn’t going to happen you could relax on that matter … yet with all respect you …
many of you … would find something else to consider regarding the end of your civilisation as you know
it.
Do you see?
I’m trying. I am surprised at how many times you are saying ‘Do you see’. My fingers are typing so
quickly and forcefully …
If you KNEW what was to happen in any given moment of your future … you would change the future
simply because of that KNOWNG ... Therefore the future would not be the future as planned.
Yet is it planned? Are we not creating it?
OUR POINT!!!
YOU HAVE CREATED IT. It is a little like a ‘scribble pattern’ … The outline is there … you just have to fill in the
colours!
This is so interesting … yet again … words are stumping the conversation.
May we assist … in that … there are many scribble patterns … many many many many many! There
is NO END to possibilities of outcomes on many many many many levels of just one thing. You may
consider that one situation has one outcome ... on the level that you are aware of. NO …
One situation has many many many many outcomes on many different levels. Ripples on an ocean …
infinite … unending … glorious … mystifying … incredible … possibilities of outcomes … on and on and on
and on!
You are just experiencing one version of it … in one given time. Yet who is to say … that another aspect
of you is perhaps experiencing a different version of that SAME outcome.
May I suggest this is a little out of my league … and yet I accept what you are saying … because I
KNOW another aspect of me understands it!
OUR MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO YOU is not about when disclosure may or may not take place. It is not
about the date upon which we reveal ourselves for ALL to witness.
It is not about any of these things …
OUR MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGE TO YOU IS:
TO BE HAPPY EVERY MOMENT OF YOUR LIVING EXPERIENCE ON EARTH.
Yes … I know this … many of us know this. And it is probably possible if one lived on a remote island with
no programming or poisoning taking place. Please hear this in the right way … but you often ask
us
if “WE GET IT’? … Sometimes I wonder if ‘YOU GET IT’? … Do you really GET what it is we are dealing with
down here? … Because I PROMISE you … as much as we KNOW on a deep level all that you say is TRUTH
regarding BEING LOVE and BENG HAPPY … it doesn’t work that way for us … all the time. Sure we have
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moments of absolute joy and are in awe of being alive and living in this time … but I have not yet met one
Earthly soul that can sustain that feeling … and that is what you are telling us is what we are here to do. It
is so difficult with all the opposition we are faced with.
And that is why dearest souls of Earth … ‘YOU’ WERE CHOSEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! YOU YOU YOU YOU YOU!
YOU … The ones that KNOW in your hearts that we are with you .
YOU … The ones that carry on fighting the good fight when friends and family think you are loco. YOU …
Who volunteered and KNEW what you were in for …
YOU YOU YOU YOU YOU!
YOU KNEW THIS IS HOW IT WOULD BE … YET … WE KNEW …
THAT EACH ONE OF YOU THAT WAS CHOSEN HAD THE STRENGTH TO SEE THIS THROUGH NO MATTER WHAT. INSIDE
IF YOU … YOUR TRUTH KNOWS THE TRUTH!
REGAIN YOUR STRENGTH.
RECALL YOUR MISSION.
My mission then is to be happy at every moment?
Not an easy task you are telling us. RETRAIN YOUR MIND.
YOU CAN CHANGE YOUR PROGRAMMING.
THE MORE YOU REALISE HOW EASY IT IS … THE QUICKER IT TAKES PLACE.
THE PROBLEM BEING THAT YOUR PROGRAMMING IS PROGRAMMED TO TELL YOU IT IS HARD!!!
When you meditate or prepare for sleep … Ask for recall. Ask for remembrance. Ask for the ‘wrong’
programme to be removed …
If you do not like a particular programme on your TV sets … you switch channels to something that you
find more agreeable.
IF YOU DON’T LIKE WHAT YOU’RE WATCHING ….. CHANGE THE CHANNEL!
Dearest friends … Dearest Blossom … YOU have served whole heartedly … even when you FEEL
otherwise.
Many question our existence … those of you who KNOW US … cannot question it … for it is KNOWN in the
depth of the soul as TRUTH.
ONE DAY … one most beautiful day … and from that day forth … ALL ... WILL KNOW US IN THE WAY THAT YOU
DO NOW.
We shall unite in harmony and peace and your days on Earth … as you know it to be now … shall be so
very much more pleasurable … beyond measure … from that which you are accustomed to.
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THERE SHALL BE NO PROGRAMMING.
THERE SHALL BE NO MORE ‘MONITORING’ …
THERE SHALL BE NO MORE CONTROL BY OTHERS … ONLY BY THE SELF. WE LOVE YOU …
Phew … Thanks Guys … I really needed to FEEL that energy from you today . It was really strong and
powerful … which in turn … is so EMPOWERING. Again … Many Thanks … Roger ... Over and out.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

3 August 2013
Good morning. I think I was a little too ‘sickly’ when I tried the other day. My flu has now flown. Is all well
now?
We very much appreciate your keenness and yes we would say we are in full throttle and ready to chat
with you.
That’s great. I have a question that I would like to ask on behalf of many who have written in and that
is … ‘How can one be in JOY as we have been asked to do ... if they are suffering great pain … be it
physically or emotionally?’ I am blessed in that I suffer neither these days, yet many do and when one
is in continual pain or depressed … it is not AT ALL easy to BE IN JOY. Can you offer some wisdom to those
who FEEL this way?
Let us first of all state that one’s life path is an individual one. That which is ‘bestowed’ upon a
physicality is through choice for the benefit of self.
Let’s dive straight on in here … ‘Bestowed’? I would imagine that will offend many who are suffering …
is hardly a blessing!

It

And yet we would disagree. For all that is ‘given’ to the soul is an opportunity no matter what form it
takes. One will find it difficult to understand that they have ‘asked’ for a particular disease or that they
have ‘asked’ to suffer for many many years with an ongoing ailment. Yet we say to you this is so. There
are many reasons for this … which of course will be according to the soul’s journey and its needs.
Here also we would like to talk about karma. One tends to think that if they have a debilitating illness
maybe it is due to something they have done in a past life and that they are paying their debts.
This is not the way we would put it. There are no debts to pay.
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What … even with murderers etc? … People who have committed great crimes?
This is correct. It is not ‘another’ that judges ones behaviour at any given moment and decides what
‘punishment’ one should have. It is not like that at all. It is the individual soul who decides its pathway
and what will serve its soul in any given life time.
If perhaps one was to maim another in a previous position … then they do not get ‘punished’ by being
maimed by another in a future life time. That soul may well CHOOSE to be maimed by another …
in order to experience that which they put on another ... and in that way they are repenting for what
they may have done … yet they are not paying a debt. It does not work like that.
So what would be the benefits of deciding to be really ill for most of a given life time? … What gain is to
be had when it is so hard in that situation to be of JOY?
It would depend on each individual circumstance as we have stated. There are many many reasons
why this would take place. If it is from a learning curve point of view then the soul … although not
understanding ‘why’ in the present situation … would perhaps have chosen that for the soul’s growth.
It was a hard yet necessary situation to undertake and Truly only fully understood when out of the
experience. If the soul knew WHY it had such an ailment it would not gain all that was possible through
it.
I know quite a few ‘Enlightened Beings’ that have had such a hard time with the physical body … really
painful times … when they cannot get out of bed most days … year after year. HOW can they be of JOY
as you ask?
We DO understand what you are trying to put across. Yet we are concerned a little that it may not be
understood what we are trying to put across to you. For we are coming from an entirely different
perspective. We ask those who are suffering to KNOW that what we say comes ONLY THROUGH LOVE for
you … even though you may not accept it.
JOY does not come from any physicality. It is not physical. JOY comes from within the heart place.
And?
And if it is that one has ‘chosen’ to experience pain in its different forms … who is to say that it is not the
challenge asked for … to find the JOY of life ... even amongst all the hardship?
May be one chose it to be a shining example to others. May be one chose it to assist another in their
understanding in patience. Maybe the illness was entirely ‘sacrificial’ … in that one ‘offered’ to undergo
such pain in order to serve another.
Would one do that you ask? Of course … You would be surprised at the extreme lengths a soul will go to
in order to benefit the whole.
Yet I am sure many would say ‘You try! You try finding JOY when every day you have to get through this
constant pain’.
And with respect … with ALL respect … we would say ‘No … you try! For it is you that has asked for it’.
The issue we believe … for the soul in such a position of that which you speak … would be arguing our
words as they read them. Yet we ask you to TRUST that what we offer in wisdom is from our TRUTH.
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IT IS YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS ANYTHING THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE. YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARDS ANYTHING
THAT MAKES YOU WHO YOU ARE.
Yes … there are those that choose to suffer day after day and their pain is great and they moan and
moan and moan. There are those that choose to suffer and their pain is greater … yet they offer ONLY
LOVE to others and will always find a smile. Which of these is an example of LOVE? Which leaves ‘hope in
hearts’?
I do see what you are saying … but I must keep going here for clarity. I have had quite a few times in
my life’s experience when I have been pretty sick and ‘my life force’ has almost left me. I had not the
strength to ‘BE OF JOY’ … and certainly at times when in pain for a long time … there was no JOY in me
to be mustered. The pain takes over … where is the JOY in that?
There is none.
I rest my case.
Yet … there is HOPE! Here again we focus on one’s attitude. We would be as bold to say also that: ONES’
ATTITUDE IS THE GREATEST HEALER!
If one … no matter what … focuses on the best outcome … ALWAYS … then without question the best
outcome will derive from that focus.
IT MAY NOT BE THE BEST OUTCOME THAT ONE EXPECTED … Yet it will be the best outcome for the benefit of
the soul.
These words may be difficult to absorb for many … yet they are of TRUTH. THE JOY CAN COME FROM THE
ATTITUDE.
One can be in great pain … yet find a joke or two. One can focus on a life without the pain … even when
‘tortured’ by it in each moment ... Or one can focus on the pain and how it is destroying their lives and
wondering if there is any practical point in continuing on.
Friends … we ask you to take these words into the depth of your hearts. YOU KNEW BEFORE YOU CAME
OF THAT WHICH WILL SERVE YOU.
Therefore … may we offer another perspective? If you KNEW that the illness and pain you have was
chosen by you to allow you to be a better soul … then BE OF JOY about that. Be JOYFUL that you are
serving your souls desire in this way.
The soul gains so much insight through having to experience the opposite of JOY. Yet there is a peaceful
understanding that can enter the spirit self when there is no judgment of self.
Many may ask ‘Why me. Why should I deserve such misery?’ We would say ‘No-one deserves misery.’ Yet
many may adopt the thought pattern that they must have done something terribly wrong in another life
time to have to suffer the way they are in this one.
LET GO OF ANY THOUGHTS OF GUILT AND UNWORTHINESS.
THESE THOUGHTS ARE CREATED BY THE SELF AND HAVE NO PLACE ANYWHERE!!!
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There are those also who FEEL that due to their pain/illness etc. they may not be here on the planet
to
witness ‘THE EVENT’ that you speak of and this saddens them greatly because they FEEL ‘What was the
point of their lives if it was wracked with pain and then they had to leave the physical before experiencing
the glory of what has been keeping them going … THE EVENT ‘… if you see what I am saying?
We do.
KNOW THIS. Not one soul leaves this planet accidently.
White Cloud has spoken of this and although I can accept it … I find it hard to fathom.
Each soul KNOWS when they are to be born and when they are to depart from the Earthly
experience.
What about suicides?
That is another matter.
Is it too delicate a one to discuss? As it contradicts what you have just said about ‘not one soul leaving
accidently.’
A soul who chooses to take their life is not committing a crime. Let us make that perfectly clear. For
there are indoctrinations in your world that would disagree.
One who is so disturbed and saddened by ‘life’ that they FEEL the burning desire to leave … does so out
of desperation. Do you think those enlightened ones on the other side of the veil would ‘shoo them
away’ … ‘push them aside’ … when more than ever they are needing Love and consolation? Of course not.
Some rules in your world have such far reaching ‘side effects’ that are totally unnecessary.
If one was to question such things and come from a place within … these matters would immediately
present a TRUTH that would MAKE SENCE … coming from Love. A lot of rules which one automatically
accepts because they are taught not to question … make absolutely no sense at all … and yet so
many ‘blindly’ accept them as fact.
There is also the possibility that a soul may have taken their own life by agreement to assist another ...
who is left behind ... in their growth.
So much … so much dear friends cannot be understood … because there is so much to understand!! And
definitely from ones Earthly perspective ... one can become so lost in the ‘but what if this ’ or ‘how come
that’.
Blossom you can feel as we send these words through to you that there are volumes more about each
subject we speak … yet it simply is not possible to grasp it all and put it into words. Is this not so?
Yes … and this is where I guess … I have this KNOWING that you speak of. I do not KNOW everything that
YOU KNOW on a certain matter … yet I KNOW I KNOW it all on another level of myself … if that makes
sense. I fully accept these days that being in this Earthly body restricts so much of our knowledge and yet I
FULLY EXPECT that as we move on up the scale … more and more of this KNOWING will be brought to the
conscious level … instead of where it is now … in the unconscious.
These are wise words.
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Wax on … wax off.
So we shall end this communication today with reiterating our intention of today’s subject matter.
Those of you who are in the situation of that which we have spoken of … will either become very angry at
these words … or you will recognise them within your heart place and accept them and find the JOY within
your quest .
For those who are angry … there will come a time when the anger shall subside and JOY shall replace it
through ones attitude … if one so chooses.
Glad I am just the messenger here! I know it is time to go … but could we just clarify about ‘those
concerned about leaving before THE EVENT is upon us?’
Indeed. Those who agreed to be here for THE EVENT will be here. Those who agreed to conduct their
energy of THE EVENT from elsewhere … shall be doing that.
KNOW OF THIS.
Each one of you whether in the physical body or not … shall be exactly where they are meant to be …
and wherever that is … NOT ONE SOUL SHALL MISS IT … OR INDEED MISS OUT.
Many thanks guys. We all appreciate your time and wisdom! In Love and thanks as always.
Ditto. Until next time … please make sure you make time to FEEL OUR LOVE FOR YOU.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

11 August 2013
Welcome once again. Are you receiving me?
It is always with the greatest of Love that we do so.
One of the translators wanted to me to ask you about Muhammad and Islam and wanted more
explanation for they felt there was a missing piece to the story. Are you able to speak on this?
We would find it more fitting to not speak of this … or indeed any religious matters. This is not meant to
offend the questioner in anyway … and yet we would state that SO VERY MUCH IN ALL RELIGIONS is not
what it is given to be. In that … so much of what is considered TRUTH that is written and passed down
through many many generations has been tampered with to suit ‘the times’.
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The questioner may or may not find what we are about to say a satisfactory answer.
Throughout your history wars have been battled … lives have been lost … arguments debated … all for
the purpose of saying that ‘Their God’ is the correct one.
I am struggling a little for I feel you about to say ‘There is no God’ and as much as I do not FEEL God is a
person … I FEEL it is an energy of Love … why would you say ‘There is no God?’ Am I right in thinking that is
what you wanted to say?
To a little degree … yet perhaps you jumped the gun! We were to advise that there is no God in the sense
that many consider God to be.
When those in your world KNOW of the text ‘GOD IS LOVE’ … then this … from our point of view of offering
wisdom … is a far more accurate statement.
The more one grasps this as TRUTH the more understanding of self one shall accomplish. So therefore …
we consider it ill advisable to discuss matters of religion.
That is not to say that many many many enlightened Beings of the Highest form have not walked
amongst you. Their teachings at the time were plain to see. Yet as we stated earlier … through time …
much which was of Truth has been distorted in order for fear and control to precede any ideas of the
TRUTH and WONDERMENT of the self.
We would say to you that YOU SHALL ALL KNOW GOD … in the sense … YOU SHALL ALL KNOW LOVE … in its
Highest form … for you are of/from it.
In the days ahead as your Beings delight in the KNOWING of the reason you are upon this Earthly plane
in your Earthly form … you shall not only discover that YOU ARE GOD … you shall accept the position you
find yourselves in and glory and revel within that status.
That which is to transpire shall depend upon YOU. Each one of YOU. Again we say … YOU ARE THE ONES
YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.
Could you elaborate on that a little? I am assuming that it means that when we advance to a certain
awareness of heart and thought, then we will ‘get’ that there was no need to ‘await the assistance’ of
Beings from ‘elsewhere’ … because all that we need is within us .
This is correct and yet that is not to say that visitations from ‘off world Beings’ will not enhance the
process. For we say in all Love and respect … You will be in much appreciation as these days draw
closer to your ‘link ups’ with one another. For the advanced life forms ... both in Love and of technical
knowledge ... will ‘blow your minds’.
Yet these friends that are to visit you … shall be fully recognisable for they were agreeable to the plan
when it was first formed and therefore have been known to you since the beginning.
How wonderful that you are now so very close to the ‘meeting up’ once again … where all can rejoice and
say ‘We did it’!
How wonderful indeed. May we change the subject? Many would like you to speak about addictions
and why some seem more susceptible to ‘attachments’ to such things as alcohol, cigarettes and both
light and heavy drugs. Would you care to share thoughts about this?
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This is quite an involved subject matter yet we understand that for many there is need to delve into
such a topic.
There are many reasons why a soul becomes involved initially with a particular ‘assistant’… if we may
term it such. It is the nature of the drug of course ... in many instances to be addictive in order to
‘destroy ‘ … we speak here in the case of your cigarettes. Whereas with such ‘potions’ as alcohol … it is
not that there is the addictive chemical involved … the need for more comes … because one enjoys the
escape ... to begin with . It is when one allows the drink or drug to control them … rather than the other
way around … that the issue lies.
Yet no one WANTS to be a drug addict or an alcoholic ... so why is it that some ‘fall for it’ and some do
not?
That would be a question that has many answers.
Can you give us a few?
Self-doubt … where the drink or drug offers confidence.
Manipulation … where the drug serves to convince the soul that they function so much better ‘with it’
than ‘without it’.
Burial of past misdemeanours … where the chosen ‘outlet’ blocks off any remembrance of unwanted
memories.
Denial … when one simply ‘chooses’ to accept that they have any of the above problems.
All in all for the soul that has an addiction … it is a journey they chose. They have the choice always to
release themselves from it or to remain with it. It is a decision of yes or no! As unwelcome as that sounds
to many ... that is the answer in its simplicity.
So clearly, a soul before incarnating would not choose to be an addict.
How do you know?
Why would they?
Because of the soul lessons it can bring them.
Yet if they had any sense they would find another path.
Not if that path was the quickest way to reach an understanding of themselves. Yet there would of
course be the risk that they were unable to undo the addiction once the lesson was accomplished. There
would be the ‘danger’ of that … yet a risk one may choose to take.
Are you able to understand that a life path that one may choose may seem to be ‘most out of sorts’ to
one soul … yet to another it is a necessary one in order to evolve and grow around a given matter that
they had not been able to grasp in lives past . Whether one falls along the way side on purpose is not
the issue. The struggle for the soul would be to recognise that a matter is accomplished and then ‘get
back on board’ so to speak. Some sadly … become too lost in their quest and do not ... as they had
planned … find their way out in that given life time.
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Yet … we say to you … and some may find these words ‘heartless’ yet they of course are not … IT REALLY
DOESN’T MATTER!
Life is eternal … It is an experiment ... It is a game … There is always another and another and another to
be played. Sometimes you win … sometimes you lose … UNTIL … such a time when the loosing ceases …
for all lessons have been learned and there is no need for repetition to ‘cement’ a KNOWING.
In your world when you play the same game over and over … eventually one gets bored of it and
moves on/changes to a different game.
The time is coming dearest friends when ‘THE GAME IS UP’. This particular game.
It is time for a new one to fall into place and with it comes the excitement of something new.
As one learns the rules and how to play … one simply becomes more skilled with each throw of the dice
… with each opportunity to advance.
SOULS OF EARTH.
WE ARE COMING TO ASSIST YOU AND SHOW YOU HOW TO PLAY THIS NEW GAME. WE KNOW YOU ARE EAGER TO
GET STARTED.
WE KNOW YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE OLD GAME AND ARE SO VERY READY TO BEGIN THE NEW. IT IS SOONER
THAN YOU THINK.
Ok … here we go … No offence to your TRUTH … for I KNOW you are of it … yet I no longer get excited
when you say such things. I KNOW you speak TRUTH … I KNOW IT … I KNOW IT … What YOU DON’T KNOW
… is that when you say such things as you just have … I and many take it with a pinch of salt … because
ALTHOUGH IT IS TRUTH and I KNOW YOU ARE COMING ONE DAY … it is the ‘WHEN’ that puts this whole thing
out of whack! Year after year we get told of THE CHANGE … the BIG CHANGE … not this gradual one we are
experiencing … only to be told the same things again next year and the next! Don’t misunderstand me. I
am ok with this. I am fine with this … I just feel it is better not to talk of these things until such a time when
‘the time’ is near.
We accept that which you are saying and we too have learned from your/our experience not to ‘leap
ahead’ due to your time zones which we do not have.
Therefore … we say to you … BE AWARE … for when THE CHANGE arrives it will most likely take your BEINGS
by total surprise … and you will say ‘YOU COULD HAVE GIVEN US THE HEADS UP’ and we shall say ‘WE DID …
BUT YOU DIDN’T BELIEVE US’!
Ha! That’s funny!! That’s very funny!! OK my friends. Looks like that’s the nod for the end of the
session. Thank you … and I am so very much looking forward to having you use my body to talk to
those present in Sydney next weekend. Don’t forget your passport and no sharp tools or liquids over
100mls … they are very strict about that in our world!! I am very excited about it all.
Indeed dearest one … we FEEL the very same way.
See you there … oooh! I just got very teary! In love and so very much thanks to you.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

12 September 2013
At last I feel well enough to have a chat with you. It’s been very frustrating not being able to do so
since you came through and spoke in Sydney … as I wanted to ask you a few things about that if I
may? SO … first things first … are you available? I think you must be as I have suddenly come out in a
sweat with your energy!
Yes we are with you. We are always available … yet that does not mean to say that all is in alignment in
other departments. We are happy to commune with you this day and we too have been looking forward
to it.
Jolly Dee! I guess I wanted to inquire about how you felt when coming through in Sydney … because it
is obviously a very different process from the way we are chatting now?
There indeed is a completely different format regarding energies and telepathic communication.
Much of the technicalities that take place you are unaware of … and it is not necessary for you to
know. We prepare you whilst you sleep and also when you meditate. You were aware too, that when
preparing just before your chat about us and our initial ‘appearance’ … we almost knocked you over
with our energy integrating with yours?
Yes …. Yet that was a good sign for me and made me feel confident that you were about and what’s
more … were going to show up. So how did it feel for you?
It was rather a strange process. For unlike your dear White Cloud … we have never experienced living
in the human physicality. Therefore to have to ‘speak words’ through you required quite an intricate
process. As we are communicating with you now, does not need such energy … for although we are
aware of ‘words’ we are merely sending them through as opposed to having to ‘voice them’. We are
reminding you of the pain in your head you experienced also at that time. This is due to energy from us
that is far Higher than that which you are accustomed to.
Yet when I spoke of it … as I was worried we were not going to be able to continue … you said it was
unavoidable … and then … Bingo … it disappeared.
It was a matter of utilising both of our energies to blend them … which we realised we could do in an
instant and the problem was resolved.
Which also reminds me of the trouble with the microphone once you began speaking …
Again this is due to the energies that are much stronger than the average. We would mention that we had
an array of technical teams on our side working full out in order to detect any discrepancies and rectify
them in order to make it all as smooth sailing as possible .
Ok. I would also like to ask about ‘my eyes’ … or should I say ‘your eyes’ ... for as much as I would like
mine to look so ‘stunning’ in everyday life … clearly they do not! How does that work … I mean how ‘on
earth’ do you get the pupils of my eyes to change colour?
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It is not so much a matter of us doing it for any kind of effect. The fact of the matter is that at that time
you are experiencing ‘our energy’ inside of your physicality. Therefore … much of our ‘physicality’ for
want of a better word … is bound to present itself … and we must say that we found it an absolute
delight to see through ‘your eyes’ on a human level. For as White Cloud explained when he spoke … when
we are not integrated ‘through you’ … we do not see you in your physical form … we see you only as the
colours you are.
Yes … White Cloud has often spoken of this and how he enjoys ‘Being’ back in the flesh … even for just a
short while.
We have to say as you speak of this … that although we were not actually moving around … we found it
‘extraordinary’ to be in the ‘heaviness’ of the flesh … yet such a delight to actually ‘see’ the eyes of those
present. Indeed the expression ‘The eyes are the windows to the soul’ has much meaning!
Quite a few people experienced seeing my skin literally turning into the deepest yellow gold. Is this
what ‘colour’ you are?
We would say it is our Light … for we do not have physical skin as you do. So therefore we would say that
it was our energy coming from inside of you and beaming out.
Many experienced you as a feminine energy, yet I only know you as a consciousness … a collective
perhaps?
We are beyond female/male gender … And yet … how would we put this without offending those of
the male species? The feminine energy comes across more … due to its more ‘gentle/softer’ approach. It
would not suit for us to come through in a voice of resounding thunder ... for our energy is not of that.
Another spoke of seeing ‘you’ with the gold skin and a deep blue robe on … do you wear clothes then? Not
that I see you going around ‘starkers’ … heaven forbid! … but I always thought of you as ‘Light’ and not in
need of clothing.
We would reply with one of your ‘human grins’ that when there are ‘incidents of regalia being required’
we see it ‘fit’ to adorn the Light in robes of ‘distinction’. It is rather as in your world one gets ‘dressed’ for
certain occasions.
I certainly felt the room to be full of ‘Beings’ … as did many. In fact, it was jam packed. Any comment?
Indeed it was a ‘Stately’ affair … For you do not quite understand the ‘enormity’ of what took place. We
do not say this out of ‘pride or arrogance’ … we speak such because, dearest lady … and we feel you are
hesitating …
Yes … my humanity is getting in the way … I’ll let go of it …
We are glad of you to do so … for it … with all respect … has nothing to do with you in the way you are
accepting it …
I understand this now … where were we?
We wish to express that it is not of regularity for ‘us’ to come through in the way that we did and
therefore it was considered a ‘Stately’ affair and that is why so many chose to be present to experience
it also.
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May we say also … We know you so well dear Blossom and was it not that you felt that we did not drop
any bombshells as perhaps YOU THOUGHT many may have expected ?
You hit the nail on the head! … and I guess you therefore know that I have been going through my
own questioning ‘about you/with you’ whilst being sick of late and not able to communicate.
We would like to put our case forward. We would like to make our purpose clear. The reasoning behind
our ‘visit in physical form’ was not to present you with any impending information of great news … for
we KNOW Blossom you would have been hesitant and that would not have assisted the process … Our
intention of BEING PRESENT that day was to allow OUR ENERGIES to be absorbed by you. To allow one to
FEEL a segment of the Higher vibration that WE ARE … and we KNOW that this was accomplished.
Those present and those who ‘choose’ to see/view receive a ‘change’ within their own energies. An
upgrade may we say. Know too ... that all those present of Earth and not of Earth … had the Highest of
pleasure giving and receiving the purest energy of Love that was coming from the hearts of all.
Thank you so much for this … I REALLY needed some clarification as to my ‘role’ if you know what I mean?
There is more we are aware that you wish to clarify.
My My! You HAVE been listening into my thoughts. OOPS!
We would say more that you have been asking questions to us and yet felt you were receiving no
answers … is this not so?
Yep … I have just been going through an odd time as to where we are going with all of this. I personally
read very little channellings these days … Sometimes I feel rather ‘cynical’ with the thoughts I have.
Many have turned away since Dec 21st last year as they felt disappointed. Is it not also the case that
we should be ‘tuning in to ourselves’ rather than relying/depending on what is coming through from
elsewhere? Especially as so much of it is conflicting and one is very unsure these days of where any
one channel is actually coming from. So I have just been pondering … with all respect and LOVE for
you … as I KNOW YOU KNOW … yet … what is the point of this?
We would … in LOVE and respect for you answer … There is none!
Classic! Yet I shall allow you to continue … for I know there is more to it than that.
And we would reply … not so. Yet we would also suggest that there is much reason for one to carry on in
this way should you so choose to do so Blossom.
I do … But you have just said there is little point … so what would be the point?
In that … WE ARE HERE TO ASSIST.
Well then ... isn’t that your point?
It is our purpose ... Not our point. There are many that have chosen in these passing days to ‘go their
own way’. Some have completely changed their path … others have found their inner guidance and are
following their path as their Light shows the way. Yet we shall never give up on our purpose Blossom
for as long as you are willing to give of this service with us. For there will always be many who are just
awakening and in need of the guidance that we offer freely.
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Whah! I am going to be really honest here … that word ‘freely’ really triggered something! You are indeed
Highly intelligent … for as you obviously know I was considering asking for an energy exchange to those
who read your words … and yet having ‘mulled it all over’ … it just did not feel right in my
heart to do so
… and I guess never will! So that word FREELY coming from you out of the blue like that
… just gave my heart a huge smile … for that is the nod I needed to KNOW I am on the right path.
THANK YOU for that… whoa … a few tears flowing!
We were aware of your dilemma and that your decision would enjoy clarification from us.
We would continue to say too that many who have been awake for a long time shall persevere
with our thought pattern for as we have stated before … we are not just stating the obvious … our
‘intelligence’ as you call it Blossom … goes far deeper than the spoken word we bring.
What would you call it?
We would choose to say ‘Layers of Love’. For there are those that KNOW that these layers go as deep as
the position and status of Being that one finds themselves to BE.
I cannot tell you how GOOD it feels to be back speaking with you. I am aware that during this ‘sickly
spell’ … mmm! Interesting choice of words! … I once again have been upgraded and give thanks to
myself for the process! You know too that I had been thinking about the days before so many knew
of you … and how my chats with you then were ‘easier’ as they carried no pressure … because I never
thought anyone would really read them! HA! What a hoot! Who would have thought! Obviously you
did! So as I had decided … today seemed so much more … just you and me … with no concern of ‘what
I THINK may be required’.
We also are happy to be back in the flow with you Blossom. We do not boost your ego for this is not our
way … yet between you and ourselves …
Yeah … right …
We are so very grateful for you seeing through that which you volunteered so boldly to do upon your
Earth plane this time. No easy feat at times … as you knew when you agreed.
And as I always say … perhaps at the time I agreed … I had had one too many sherries with the vicar! TRULY …
FROM MY HEART … I LOVE YOU SO VERY MUCH. Thank you for your patience and understanding with me … This
human form can send one in a spin sometimes.
Our LOVE flows through to you and all that is Life on your planet and EVERYWHERE … ALWAYS.
And I am working continually to become of that vibration also. In Love and Thanks.

* For details of how to purchase the video of the Sydney event which is spoken of above ... please go
to www.blossomgoodchild.com
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

19 September 2013
Well hello there my little E.T. chums! I am imagining that you can pick up from my energy that I am feeling
so much stronger in these last few days and so much more me! Phew! I was thinking you could maybe talk
to us about shifts, as sometimes no matter how hard one tries, one is not able to ‘shift’ … and can feel
trapped in a ‘non happy … what’s the point of it all’ place … and then, wake up one morning and it is so
obvious that a shift has taken place. Ones persona and attitude are so much brighter, yet nothing changed
overnight … yet clearly something did.
We welcome you into ‘our space’.
I wish!
Yet it is possible. ‘Our space’ is merely a state of mind … a ‘space of mind’ where in very little can distract
our Beings from our intentions of giving Love.
You say ‘very little’ … I would have thought there would be ‘nothing’ that could distract you?
We would say that at times the human behaviour can still shock us to the core.
I am with you on that one. You see, for us down here … there is so much that continues to shock and
suppress and depress … and I personally have not yet sussed out how to remain in the vibration of Love
that I KNOW I AM … that WE ALL ARE. Is it easier for you because of where you are?
We would say … it is not of where we are in a ‘place’ … for we are in ‘no space’. Yet it is very much of
where we are within our Beings. For basically dearest souls … that is all there is. There is nowhere else
that is reality other than YOUR BEING.
So hypothetically … if I was ever privileged enough to be offered a visit to your dwelling … where would it
be?
Now that is an interesting query. For WE ARE EVERYWHERE. OUR ENERGY IS EVERYWHERE.
Are you talking in the same way as in … We are all energy /We are all one. Therefore we are all
everywhere?
To a certain degree this is so … naturally … and one has come to know of this. Yet in Truth we would
speak of it in a different agenda … from a more … would we say … conscious perspective. You DO visit
us. We visit you … So many of you.
Why must it be that we cannot remember it?
Because of the density of your present (non) reality. Yet we would also ‘predict’ that when the moment
of REALITY OF TRUTH comes upon you … ALL visits … ALL-KNOWING shall be recalled.
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So would we be ‘nowhere’ on a visit with you … as opposed to being on a Light ship for instance?
If it was to be a visit with ‘Us’ in particular … then for ‘common ground’ we would present ourselves
perhaps on a vessel … as such … in order to make it a ‘reality’ for your understanding. Yet a ‘conscious’
conversation with us simply ‘takes place’ … for in TRUTH we are Light and therefore just ‘ARE’.
On the other hand … there would be a different ‘reality’ should you be invited aboard one of the vessels
from The Federation that is more of what your Human race would call a reality ship. For indeed there
are many … of many different forms … containing many different species from many different planets.
We would go as far as to say that some of our ships would indeed be classed as planets due to their
enormity. Who is to say indeed … that your planet Earth is not actually a very large vessel upon which
many live?
Care to elaborate on that little puppy?
Is it surely not about perspective? Is it not anything about what one chooses to believe? For we could say
your planet is a ship. We could say Mother Earth is of course a living entity. We could say that the vessels
in which transportation takes place from one ‘galaxy zone’ to another are ‘LIVING LIGHT’.
For we say ALL THAT IS LIFE IS LIGHT AND INDEED ALL THAT IS LIGHT IS LIFE.
In the same way … we could say that ALL THAT IS LOVE IS GOD AND INDEED ALL THAT IS GOD IS LOVE … They
are one and the same.
So … would you say … if your vessels are Light/Life … that they are not therefore ‘programmed’ to go to
‘such and such a place’ … I mean do they just go?
It is a little more complicated than that! Yet really very simple … from our perspective and that indeed
of the travelling vessel.
We would say that we programme it … via our thoughts. In the more advanced ‘vehicles’ that is all that
is required. It is in a sense … as if the Lightship and the Light beings within … become part of the same
thought. Once again … words fail.
Can we keep going though as I am sure like myself … many will find this interesting? So, is it that a ‘Captain’
would ‘have the thought’? Because I always feel/ felt that The Federation Of Light are a consciousness … as
opposed to individuals?
This is where it gets tricky to put into human terms. Yes we are a consciousness. Yet …
You are just showing me a colony of ants …
… to TRY to express … yet that would not be a perfect scenario. There are many of us … many Lights …
that ‘reside’ together and yet CAN BE … individual … when necessary.
Such examples would be for ‘council’ … for ‘JOY’ … for ‘individual messengers required’. Oh dearest soul …
how difficult it all is in our terms to describe!
Well … just a suggestion … you could of course ‘show ME’ and I’ll come back and put it in my own
words!
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And we would say that would physically blow you apart. And if we were to do it in nonphysical ‘attire’
… YOU would not be able to put it into words either.
Try me! Yet I DO understand that if this was meant to be ... it would be … I get that. So, back to
‘travelling’.
Here we would ‘change gear’ and perhaps ‘move down a bit’ … in that … to talk of ‘Us’ in this way would
not be so beneficial … as it is ‘beyond’ that which we can put into words. When we say ‘move down’ we
mean in the sense of ‘vibrational pull’ … and would find it easier to describe ‘journeying’ from vessels
that are of a different vibration.
When you say different … do you mean lower?
Not necessarily would it have to mean that … yet in this case ... Yes.
So … can I just clarify … I am aware there are many many vibrations … yet are there many vibrations of the
same vibration … within a vibration … Did I just say that??
You did … and you are correct. For you can take … for example … ‘Vibration B’.
Within Vibration B there can be vibrations A-Z … which is 26 varieties of that same vibration … and then
again within say … Vibration C of Vibration B … there can be 26 levels of that vibration C that stems from
vibration B.
And the point of continuing this conversation with me would be?
Because it made sense to you didn’t it?
Well strangely enough … it did! Thing is though … what on earth were we talking about in the first place
… I have completely lost the plot!!
Let us oblige and recall. We are speaking of vessels that come from a lower vibration than … ‘what ours
are … when needed’ … yet may we add …
You may …
That this of which we are to speak is still of a High Vibration … yet not on the same ‘scale’ as that upon
which our beings ‘reside’.
Core dear! Is it just me? … Or was there something in my porridge this morning? Pray continue …
So … Higher travelling vessels are of Light speed and energy. On some levels of travel it is that the
Beings inside literally ‘morph’ into the same Light vibration/speed as the vessel itself and therefore it
is transported as ONE energy. It depends very much on ones purpose of destination and how far the
journey. There are of course times when one is in ‘cruise mode’.
Many years ago in one of my meetings with White Cloud … we used to be visited by what we called
‘The Friendships’ and they spoke to us of Being from a planet that was ‘Red’ and showed a gigantic red
crystal in ‘their Earth’ that pulsated as their ‘heart beat’ to keep ‘life alive’ so to speak. They also said
that their ship’s source of ‘fuel’ was purely from a huge crystal … which they showed to me as a vast
column in the centre of their ship … which penetrated into each level of ‘said’ vessel.
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Indeed there is also much propulsion from the energy of certain crystals. For naturally we assume that
you of Earth would not assume … that we use fuel from the same source that you do upon your planet
… That is far too crude a method.
These crystals on board are ‘revered’ and ‘sacred’. For the energy that THEY ARE is of great value in
‘essence of nature’ and they are protected from any form of ‘disconnection’.
Disconnection from what/whom?
Again … trouble with wording … Disconnection from ‘Source energy’ … from ENERGY Itself. They must be
cleansed continually in order for them to be of service.
Crystals ‘play’ an immense role on board ship … indeed on many planets. Sadly in your world they are
‘undermined’.
Is that a pun you popped in there?
That is correct … yet questionable. Deep within your valleys … deep within your oceans … there remain
crystals that even now serve you. Yet if they were to be found by those of ill intent … much damage
could befall your planet.
I get the feeling as you speak … that these crystals have been programmed. Guess that thought came
from you?
Indeed ... and at such a time … these ‘treasures’ shall be reactivated … for many are purposefully in deep
hibernation.
What will happen when activated?
Restoration of many things … due to the pulsating energy they will transfer into the energy of Earth
once again.
Oo-er! I am getting teary!
This is because of the ‘sensation’ we transferred to you … a brief snippet of it … for to give you too much
would … as we say … make you explode. Yet in this time that we PROMISE YOU … this time when your
New World is ‘visible and felt’ by you ... the ‘workings’ of these crystals of such size and beauty and ‘duty’
… will bring about … along with many other components that are still ‘under wraps’ … the ENORMOUS
UPLIFTMENT that you long for.
Yet sometimes feel is all a bit of a fairy tale!
And yet … do not all fairy tales have a happy ending?
That’s it! Queue to go … and once again … bang on the hour. You amaze me sometimes … especially as
there is no time for you. I REALLY enjoyed this today … THANKS A BUNCH!
The pleasure is all ours.
I have to disagree with you there … and so would many I think! Love ya! We didn’t actually talk about
the ‘shift’ thing in the end … Ah well as I have said before … ‘Shift happens’.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

29 September 2013
Greetings Lighted ones! I am FEELING upbeat and ready to rock and roll. I know you are about … I can just
tell. So … following on from last week if I may? Someone asked if you could explain to us how you cleanse
the vast crystals that ‘propel’ your vessels. Your time starts … Now!
Greetings to you also our Earthling torch!
Oh good. We are both in fine fettle!
These crystals of which we speak are refined to the nth degree. There is not one atom that taints them
… for if this were so it could easily cause havoc. A little like a mishap on a computer can send the whole
system into a spin.
They are to us as Living entities in which we revere them greatly. For they are not merely suppliers of
energy travel ...yet of a great deal more.
First let us answer your inquiry. The ‘cleansing process’ is via thought. All that we accomplish on our
level is through thought … And if you were to discuss this with your own thoughts … you would accept
that you of Earth do the same. The difference being that ‘your’ thoughts often need physical action to
manifest the movement of the thought. Whereas we can move anything required with our mind. It is
more so ... that we are aware of the vibrational energy of any one thing and we allow our energy to
concur with that of the ‘thing’ … in a sense … becoming it … and therefor taking control of it … for we are
it .
Yet in all Truth … where we reside … ‘no place’ … we have little need for ‘things’. For WE in particular … this
energy that YOU Blossom communicate with … do not have need in any shape or form for material matter.
Should there ... for a particular reason ... be a necessity for something regarding making ‘a visitor’ FEEL
more at home then it would be manifested instantly.
Yet … am I correct in thinking that the said ‘visitor’ would not be able to BE in your vibrational space
for too long?
They would not be able to BE in it at all. We would naturally come down many notches should a meeting
be necessary.
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And do you have many of these meetings with US humans?
Not in the physical sense. We find it is unnecessarily complicated and could be quite detrimental to one’s
well Being.
So … back to the cleansing of crystals.
As we say … it is through thought. Through sending ‘colour thought’ and PUREST ENERGY to and through
that crystal. Indeed there is very little that could taint … yet it is for purposes also of boosting the energy
of the crystal … for as we explained in the last communication … we can also become ONE with it .
So would you suggest that we cleanse our crystals in the same way?
It would not be harmful … and yet … due to the ‘negativity’ upon and around much of your planet …
there needs to be a deeper system in order to keep crystals of their energetic value.
You are aware of the sea water … burying them in the Earth … putting them under the full moon etc.
Yet may we add … that as with anything … it is not so much about ‘the doing of’. There is much more
significance in the ‘intention of’. For the intention inevitably comes from the thought … and it is the
thought that is so very powerful.
Ok. Thank you. A topic that seems to be ‘full on’ at the moment with many around me … is the
that we are being RIPPED OFF! Over and over we seem powerless over these big companies or

fact

‘government laws’ to pay ‘this and that’ … otherwise ‘this and that’ will happen. It really is getting to me
quite a bit … even though I am trying not to focus on it. Any thoughts on that?
This of course is part of the plan to dismantle all that is of power. All that is Light. It is for those who have
the need to control to suck you dry ... so to speak.
And are we powerless to fight back?
You do not need to fight back … for this is to end. At this time … as all this discomfort is dissipating … simply
accept and put a smile on your face in LOVE … KNOWING that this world that has fallen upon stony ground
is coming in to a time when all that does not serve MUST discontinue.
Is it really happening though … behind the scenes? For many, it seems to be reaching its peak.
It only seems this way because the obviousness of what is going on is now so very obvious.
English lessons anyone?
You have mentioned Blossom of ‘things being IN YOUR FACE’. This is because of the recognition of what is
NOT serving has/is becoming so present. One cannot rid oneself of it … if one is not aware of it. It is for
the soulself to KNOW with all that does not serve NOW ... to simply recognise … smile … and place ones
KNOWING in the presence of how it shall be … very soon. And it is by you all doing so … that the ‘SOON’
shall come about.
The very reason everything is frustrating the ‘core’ is because of the ‘turnaround’. We give to you the
term ‘The rise and fall’. As we are speaking with you now Blossom you can feel an energy inside of you
that is unfamiliar?
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It is like the butterflies … like expectancy.
And we allow you to FEEL this so that you can ‘pick up’ on the FEELING of the ‘words’ that we now choose
to say.
You have come so far. You have also heard all this before have you not?
Yep! To a degree. As I have spoken of before … many are now tuning out from presented words … it is all
so similar and familiar. And for me personally … there is much out there that I am unsure of the ‘source’.
Sometimes I am very sure that the source is not the source! I FEEL many have climbed on the band
wagon which has led to many ‘sucking up’ the information that isn’t necessarily coming from ‘The
Highest Good’. Yet not always that easy to be discerning.
Then we would suggest for each individual to decipher for the self that which resonates and that which
does not . Take on board … in/with anything … that which serves … that which FEELS comfortable … and
disregard that which does not … and that may mean ‘bits and bobs’ of one channelling if you understand
us.
With anything … YOU decide what feels right for YOUR SOUL.
If it FEELS right go with it … for you cannot go wrong if it FEELS right. Yet you cannot go right if it feels wrong!
So … back to this ‘expectancy’. Yes ... I can FEEL it … as we speak now … but not necessarily otherwise.
Because one gets so bogged down with the energies that are deliberately put in one’s way. Energies
that deter from Truth. Yet dearest souls of Earth … plough through them … sift through them … move
through them … and out the other side into the sunshine.
There you shall find this FEELING of expectancy … This FEELING of pure joy and excitement .
You are putting a smile on my face and in my heart with the energy of these words.
For this is our intent … We repeat that which we have prophesied … ALL THINGS SHALL CHANGE.
YOUR WORLD IS ON THE BRINK OF GREAT CHANGE.
If you breathe in deeply you can FEEL it in the very air of that breath.
So you see … I would just like to check this out. In OUR world … when one says ‘on the brink of ‘ … it can
be interpreted as ‘any minute now’. In the same way … when we say ‘soon’ … and we have been down
this path many times … we mean ‘any day’. Not ‘any day’ within the next 400 years …We mean ‘any day’
within the next month or two.
And we can only assist by answering that the ‘time frame’ then of which we speak must be ‘taken on
board’ by that which one FEELS in one’s heart. These butterflies are telling you ‘something is near’. One
gets them as a reaction to excitement of a ‘happening’.
SHINE YOUR SHOES.
What?? You said that long long ago, just BEFORE Oct 14th 2008! We never found out THEN what it meant.
Why would you bring it up now and any hint of what it may mean?
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We would give to you this expression as one ‘gets ready’ for a particular event. To get one ‘spruced up’
and looking ones best for the occasion.
Oooh … do you know I COULD get so excited. Yet ones doubts inevitably come in due to
disappointments in the past.
Yet you continue to speak with us and connect with us because your heart tells you to do so … and as we
have said before …
It seems to be that kind of day!
WE DO NOT COME WITH THE INTENT TO CAJOLE. WE DO NOT SEEK TO WASTE YOUR TIME OR OURS.
WE COME TO YOU IN THIS MANNER BECAUSE WE HAVE MESSAGES TO DELIVER. MESSAGES OF PREPARATION OF
THE SOUL.
WE COME TO ASSIST IN THE TRANSITION.
YET MOST OF ALL WE COME IN LOVE/OF LOVE /THROUGH LOVE.
Yep … something inside me KNOWS something BIG is going to happen ‘One day’. I have travelled too
many a long mile to ‘expect that something’ to happen ‘soon’ anymore. When it does it does. Yet may
I be as bold to say that this particular communication has got the adrenalin pumping … which it hasn’t
done in this way for a long time.
You shall see Blossom. You shall see.
Believe me … there is nothing I would like more. To be able to ‘live as designed’ is a longing deep within
me. We have had enough down here guys … Enough of this nonsense. It’s definitely TIME TO LIFT THE VEIL
and BE allowed to BE who we are meant to be. That is what we struggle with. KNOWING WE ARE MORE
THAN THIS … yet being supressed and ‘muted’ and sometimes FEELING SO TRAPPED IN THE SYSTEM.
Yet we whisper in your ear … IT IS DONE. IT IS FINISHED. IT IS OVER.
And with all respect … I would whisper back ... ‘It doesn’t FEEL like it’.
FEEL it from a deeper place within. KNOW it from a deeper place within. From the place where these
outer energies cannot touch. From YOU. From the Higher KNOWING FEELING of YOU. That place of Peace
within your BEING that KNOWS IT WILL HAPPEN.
THIS CHANGE THAT YOU CAME TO CHANGE IS HAPPENING.
ONE DAY VERY SOON you will say ‘THIS IS IT! AT LAST. THIS IS IT!’
That’s funny … indeed interesting. I KNOW you wanted me to enlarge the font of the words ‘very soon’.
So I did … and then you wanted me to go back and make them even bigger … so I did. Happy to oblige.
It’s time to go isn’t it?
Indeed …
Thank you. I FEEL greatly uplifted from the energy within your words.
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For this is our intent!
In Love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

6 October 2013
Greetings to you my friends. Your last communication got people on the edge of their seats due to the
‘shine your shoes’ comment. There DOES seem to be an air of expectancy (once again) … yet sometimes
I wonder if we put this upon ourselves because we are desperate!!!
Good morning to you from your point of view. From ours … we would simply say GOOD.
What one must try to understand is that there is always an air of expectancy … for within each new
moment something wonderful can be created of your choice and of the disposition you choose to be in.
This you KNOW
Yet we would say that what is to come about is MORE than the WOW factor. It is MORE than the FEELING
of expectancy.
It is MORE than the energies lifting and for you to integrate with them . . .
It is MUCH MORE than all of these things. For what is to come is to CHANGE EVERYTHING.
You discuss in your world what such an EVENT could be. Yet we say that this of which we speak is THE
BIGGEST EVENT that humanity has known.
What … throughout time?
Indeed.
Struth … when you look at events throughout history … some are enormous … and you say this is to be
the biggest ever?
We do. Do you FEEL you are prepared?
How can we know if we don’t know what it is?
Because inside of your soul you DO KNOW. Therefore when you ask yourself ‘Am I ready’ … the response
is that which you FEEL in your heart space … not the answer that the brain responds to. For a lot of the
brain response will come from fear of the unknown. Whereas the FEELING from the heart will come from
Source of self and the KNOWING that what you came down here to do is about to really get underway.
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Oh, I do hate to be a party pooper … For that which is coming through right now sounds very close
and therefore one can get very excited … yet my dilemma is that of ‘soon, very close’ etc. You know
this of me by now. Not that I am sceptic … it’s just the time frame thing . For indeed we have been
down this track so many times before.
Then dearest friend … what would you have us say? For we speak only in our TRUTH … of our TRUTH … FOR
WE ARE TRUTH ITSELF SPEAKING … And therefore we implore you to go deeply within your Being and find
out what time frame we are speaking of. We ask you to do this now … each one of you reading these
words.
Ok so for me … I closed my eyes and saw a foot crossing over ‘THE FINISHING LINE’ … White Cloud spoke of
this … About us being on the last lap and so close to stepping over the finishing line .
Do you TRUST that which yourself offers to you?
Nope.
Why not?
Because one’s imagination can intrude … One’s wanting can intrude … so many things stop me from
TRUSTING what I may sometimes ‘think’ I get through.
Then we ask you to close your eyes again … Visualise the crossing over the finishing line and FEEL if it is
real.
I don’t need to do that … The FEELING I get is wonderful … because I can imagine the reality of it … Yet it
doesn’t give me a time and date … and that is our issue here is it not?
It is not our issue at all … It is yours.
WE KNOW THE EVENT IS TO TAKE PLACE. A EUPHORIC EVENT.
WE KNOW IT WILL. For it is so. We do not have concerns therefore as to the ‘when.’
Eh … hello … isn’t that what we are discussing? In that you are saying it is close and me saying ‘what is
‘close’ in your time frame terms?.
We would then suggest that the KNOWING that we have …You have also. Just FEEL the wonderment of
this EVENT daily … moment in moment. You do not need to KNOW what it is. You cannot KNOW what it
is … there are not words to describe … Yet if you allow your joy to express through your heart space and
the smiling through your eyes and the thought within every thought you have … that THIS EVENT IS ON
ITS WAY … IT IS IMMINENT … Then one need not concern the mindset as to what day or time or indeed
year it shall occur.
Year?! You say imminent … You do realise that in OUR dictionary … imminent means ‘any moment now’?
We are aware of the connotations of such expression.
Oh good … because … well you know … there have been times in the past … a few times actually …
when your street cred has gone right out the window … Yet … here we are!
Here we are indeed Blossom!
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Ha! I have a grin from ear to ear. I paused a moment to ‘feel’ this grin … and tears came as I have such
Love for you. What a journey we have travelled together?
And this TRULY is but the first chapter. Well perhaps Chapter Two!
Big book then! My friends … If you are unable to tell us what The Event is … are you able to tell us what
life will be like after it?
First of all … as we have said before … You are unaware of the EVENT itself in your human consciousness
… yet of course … your soulself KNOWS every detail. For when it occurs your remembrance of the detail
shall flood into your KNOWING and your heart state and … If we could find words to describe it … we
would.
No worries … these tears falling will suffice. They say more than words. They are sort of like the
remembrance of the fact that I DO KNOW … yet just can’t quite recall!
Of course … The after effect /affectation will completely depend on ones reaction to the NEW
BEGINNINGS.
We would like to say here … that many times have you been told that YOU ARE ASCENDING … That THE
CHANGE has begun … That THE ENERGIES coming in are HIGHER. So many things have you been told
lately … and this is so.
YET … what ‘ALL THAT’ has been doing … has been to PREPARE YOUR SOUL … FOR ... THE EVENT. For your BEING
to be able to cope with the ENERGY that comes in at that time.
We have stated before that some will not be able to ‘deal’ with it … yet they are not at fault. There is no
fault … There simply is the process of moving into the NEW BEGINNINGS.
Some we believe have spoken of the ‘gestation period’.
That took me by surprise as I was sure you were to say ‘the nine month pregnancy’ … if you know what
mean.

I

Yet those are your thoughts as we gave them to you and we chose to translate the correct wording for
a more appropriate reaction.
One speaks of THE BIRTHING of the NEW WORLD. Some say you are already in it.
We choose to say that you shall be in it once THE EVENT has taken place.
As for what happens ‘then’ will be as a new drawing board. A clean slate. All marking removed.
A time when WHO YOU ARE shall be expressed with ease of self. A time when there cannot be a nonresonating … for there will only be that which does.
It is difficult to explain … yet one shall find themselves on ‘their own vibrational residence’. They shall be
with and among those who are of same. Where much telepathy shall ensue which shall give Newness to
each breath. For heart to heart conversations shall take place … through one glance into the soul.
Dearest souls …You FEEL at this time that although there is hope within … there ‘appears’ to be little
hope without. Not too long ago we asked you to remove the word ‘hope’ and replace it with ‘KNOW’.
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Therefore again we ask you to KNOW that what we bring to you in this form is to be accomplished. It
CANNOT be otherwise. It is decreed.
Yet it is of GREAT IMPORTANCE that you hang on to that KNOWING within.
And if we don’t … if we succumb to the negative wave lengths that bombard us daily?
It will take a little longer.
That which you think … you become.
This is perhaps a good time to remind you once again that:
YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG.
You may not FEEL like it at times … yet … THIS IS WHY YOU … EACH ONE OF YOU HERE NOW READING THESE
WORDS … WERE CHOSEN.
Does that last sentence mean ANYTHING to you?
WE REPEAT … YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG. THAT IS WHY YOU CAME.
This negativity ‘tactic’ is ‘merely’ part of THE GAME. Outwit it! NOTHING … NOTHING DEAREST FRIENDS HAS
CONTROL OVER YOU. NOT ONE THING … UNLESS YOU CHOSE TO BELIEVE IT HAS.
SIMPLE AS THAT.
TAKE BACK YOUR POWER AND BE IT … LIVE IT.
As I wrote that for you … I was given an image of a VAST army … thousands upon thousands … with the
front line standing just in front of the finish line. It FEELS as I look … that they just need the ‘Go’ and that
step will be taken … and forward we all march … Triumphant!
BE PREPARED BROTHERS AND SISTERS IN LOVE. BE AT THE READY.
TAKE REST WHILST YOU ARE ABLE FOR THE FORTHCOMING EVENT SHALL HAVE ONES LIFESTYLE COMPLETELY
UPTURNED.
NOTHING SHALL BE THE SAME AGAIN.
I don’t think too many of us shall be moaning about that. Yet I am aware that from then on … until things
settle … which could be a long long time … due to such a huge transition … that many of us will ‘follow
orders’ that lie dormant within right now … and it indeed will FEEL like The New Beginning has begun’.
And such incredible happenings shall ensue … one after another … after another.
Dearest souls … stock up … as you would say. For such changes shall bring about ‘haltage’ in many
avenues of commerce/trade.
Haltage? Did you just make that up? Yet I ‘Get it’. Interesting ... for in times gone by, we have been asked
to do the ‘squirrel thing’ and store our nuts! Best be prepared! My feeling on that? … If we don’t need it …
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all well and good. Yet … should we need our own little grocery/hardware store for a time … I, for one
… will be so glad I took heed. Well what can I say chaps? It all sounds very IMMINENT indeed. You REALLY
have no idea how we yearn for the change. Just so we KNOW we are on track more than anything else …
and that all this is not just ‘make believe’.
Yet look at those words ‘Make / Believe’.
It is up to you Dearest Souls … our friends … our companions … US.
I shall do my best to keep ‘up’ and create the BRIGHTEST FEELING within … seeing as I don’t KNOW what to
visualise on a visual!!
Yet it shall be there before your very eyes … before you KNOW it. I hope so … Eh … I KNOW so! In Love
and thanks and then some! In gratitude to those of Earth … who chose the short straw!

* For my thoughts on this channelling please go to http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com/

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

14 October 2013
Well Good morning to you my friends … and should I say ‘Happy Anniversary’ … for it is if five years to
the day as you know, that the ‘Big No Show’ took/didn’t take place! My what a life time ago that seems!
And here we are still together … should we not be having a candle lit dinner for … me and however
many consist of your consciousness? Probably a bit too crowded for my liking! So … Here we are then ...
Here we are Blossom and there you are. Indeed we continue our relationship/friendship for this is how
we desired it to be when we … you and us … made this arrangement. This is much speculation is there
not concerning the future coming Event?
Yes … Much around our internet is hyping the whole thing up ‘good and proper’ and you wouldn’t
believe some of the scenarios concocted!
Yes we would. For it is understood that an eagerness is present and therefore one is likely to fall hook
line and sinker for much that is presented due to assisting the self in one’s needs and requirement’s to
suit that which it FEELS the soul desires.
Yet may we remind each one … listen closely to your hearts. FEEL how any written or spoken words
TRULY resonate with that space within you … For we consider much propaganda spread in order to
detract from the REAL EVENT that is to ensue.
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Quite a few asked as to the ‘store‘ that you spoke of. Many prepared before Dec 21st 2012 and
therefore this is already in place ... yet one is wondering how long one should prepare for?
We cannot comment directly for much will depend on the effects The Event shall have overall.
That makes sense and I thought you would reply that way. So would you say three months as opposed
three weeks or three years?

to

We cannot say definitely … We would say also that these stores may not be needed at all! Yet it is best to
have emergency supplies … just in case.
The fact is that the energy that is coming though during this Event is of vast magnitude and therefore
may affect power lines and grids and all things of electrical nature. As to how long it shall take to
regenerate again … we are not quite sure … until it is underway.
Many are concerned that this Event will be catastrophic. There are rumours of quakes etc. … Could
you not … seeing as everyone else is … give us your take on what you ‘propose’ will take place?
We certainly would not use the word catastrophic … for this implies fear of upheaval and all natural
disaster does it not?
We consider that THIS EVENT is to be of a euphoric nature. One that is to change the ways of your planet.
WOW … suddenly as I write that sentence, my body turned to jelly and a beautiful Peace came over
and it is still with me.

me

This is to ensure you that This Event is of this nature and NOT of any form of disaster.
How can it be that such an Event is to take place … one that is to change the awareness of the entire
planet … and that it be of fear and death … and removals off planet … and no food and water … and
earthquakes … and pole shifts etc. etc. ?
No pole shift then?
Not within our reckoning. It was once considered an ultimate possibility yet this is no more.
Yet are not the poles moving?
Have they not always? To a certain degree?
I wouldn’t know.
Then we explain to you … that YOUR MOTHER EARTH … and those upon it have been undergoing this shift
for eons of time.
One is now in the position where ‘lift off’ shall we say ... is imminent. After many moon cycles of planning
and determining results.
Sometimes we ‘smile’ from our hearts at the ‘reasoning’ behind some of your thought patterns.
Sometimes one could despair and yet we do not … for we know better … that one’s thoughts have been
so misled that such imaginings could be so disastrous … when it is of THE MOST WONDERFUL HAPPENING
THAT IS TO TAKE PLACE.
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Do you think that for all these years of planning … plans to uplift and upgrade humanity ... that those ‘in
charge’ would make the decision to end it all in disaster? This is not a horror movie that is coming …
THIS IS YOUR TRUTH IN LIGHT/OF LIGHT that is BEING returned to you. WHY? Why dearest souls would you
imagine it to be a ‘sticky ending’? THIS IS A HAPPY BEGINNING!
WE REJOICE. WE REJOICE. WE REJOICE!
For that which is upon you … as we have said before … shall bring you to your knees in awe and
gratitude for BEING ALIVE IN THE HUMAN FLESH AT THIS TIME.
The FEELING that shall wash through you shall leave you in a state of KNOWINGNESS that YOU HAVE
ARRIVED!
Do not consider for one moment that there shall be devastation. There may be a little unsettlement …
yet there are plans in place for one to be assured that all is being done to get the state of energy back
in place and avoidance of any ‘grappling’ shall be under control.
I FEEL many may question that last sentence. Do you mean any looting etc. … should all electricity go down
for a while?
Yes … yet may we say … this is an implant in one’s mind. This is how one has been fed. This is of the old
way.
Yet when the energy of the new way falls upon you and engulfs all Beings … there shall be an IMMEDIATE
CHANGE within the system … within the mindset of all souls upon the planet.
The recognition of self shall return.
The recognition of TRUTH shall be FELT within and therefore such greed and scarcity actions are unlikely
to take place … for each one shall give and receive to their neighbour.
CONSIDER … A CHANGE OF HEART. FOR ALL MANKIND. THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE TO LOOK FORWARD TO.
THIS IS WHAT THE EVENT IS TO OFFER YOU.
Will everyone accept?
This we do not know … yet this is what we offer.
This is where we shall discuss the fact that this is a first! Therefore … outcome cannot be KNOWN. What
we do know is that the majority of souls on Earth desire a better way … a finer way. We therefore are
TRUSTING that when offered the opportunity … the majority shall take it.
For the few that are not ready … it will not be long before they are … because the vibration of your
ENTIRE planet shall be lifted greatly … and we mean GREATLY … and therefore one would not be able to
reside happily within it unless they were prepared to do something about it!
Many are concerned of children and pets.
Yet we do not know why! Why would the HUGEST wave of PUREST LOVE THAT HAS EVER HIT YOUR PLANET …
leave out the children and pets and not add them into the equation? Again we ‘smile from our hearts’ at
such reasoning. (Unjustified may we add)
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There is a song in our world which has a line ‘I can feel it coming in the air tonight oh Lord. It’s a feeling
I’ve been waiting for all of my life … oh Lord’. It keeps running through my head. My concern is … and
that of many I assume … of this doubt that we are being taken for a ride up the garden path once
again … and how many more times will we ‘fall for it’. My saying these days is ‘We’ll wait and see’ …
because not one of us wants to be taken for the fool that so many already think we are!! Yet this
doubting ... that nothing will actually happen once again … cannot be good for the greatest good!
This doubting is part of the plan to bring about your downfall …. from those that only have the desire to
have you fall down!
Yet, is it not those ‘not of Earth’ that have given false hopes?
That is for you to decide for we CERTAINLY do not see it that way. All that we have given is of our Truth
to you. To assist you in this transition. That which has not transpired is not because we were cajoling or
speaking untruth … It simply was deceiving energies playing with emotions and predictions of falsehood.
Ok … some serious clearing up to do there. Right … so … step one … the second half of that sentence
… let’s break it down … When you say it simply was deceiving energies playing with emotions and
predictions of falsehood. Can you clarify what you mean?
We are aware that you are thinking that we are suggesting that YOU Blossom have experienced
deceiving energies channelling through you to give wrong predictive dates are you not?
Well … just checking …
No … we mean that this has been the case in some … if not many ‘given dates’ … in order to ridicule
the KNOWER of Truth. Yet we mean also that … messages of Truth and happenings to occur have been
tampered with … not the message as such … yet that which takes place after the message has been
offered in order to prevent such happenings taking place .
YET … LET US STATE DIRECTLY …
THERE IS NOTHING THAT CAN HAMPER OR MEDDLE WITH THE EVENT THAT IS HEADING YOUR WAY. NOTHING HAS
THE POWER TO TAMPER WITH THE ALMIGHTY FORCE.
NOTHING CAN PRETEND TO BE OR IMITATE THAT WHICH IS COMING IN TRUTH OF WHAT IS. NOTHING.
Point taken. So if nothing can interfere … why can we not be told when?
Because it is necessary for it to happen ‘unexpectedly’. For a multitude of reasons. Dearest souls … FEEL
our energy as This Event draws ever closer.
FEEL the TRUTH of that which we say.
Let all trivial worries that seem of huge concern to you now … melt away ... for … WE PROMISE YOU …
THE TIME IS COMING when such matters shall no longer be able to be part of your make up. For in your
every waking moment shall you give gratitude for BEING LOVE.
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WE ARE IN SUCH EXCITEMENT TO BRING YOU AND WELCOME YOU INTO THE NEW WORLD. HOLD ON TO YOUR
HATS!
Are you serious? You said that so many times in 2008 … I have to say that should The Event actually
Eventuate SOON ... I don’t know about holding on to my hat ... I shall probably have to eat it! Mmm. Really?
HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS! Whatever does that mean … in your terms?
More to the point what does it mean in yours?
‘Get ready for what is coming’.
Need we add more?
Actually yes ... I know our time is nearly up yet … I am aware that myself and those around me and those
who write in are FEELING SO EXHAUSTED and really strong aches and pains throughout the whole body … I
mean REALLY STRONG. Any comment … other than … ‘part of Ascension’?
We would say it is causing you to rest more whilst you normally would not consider to do so. We would
say too … that it is literally change in your density of bone structure … That which you are ‘made of’ at
this time is too heavy for the new energies that you are to reside in. In simple terms ‘walking/moving’
would not work!
When enduring such aches and pains … visualise your body rising/lifting into air ... becoming ‘aerated’ …
resting on soft fluffy clouds as the density leaves and therefore one is left with ‘less of it’ … simply Lighter
Beings … Lighter bones … for now.
Lighter EVERYTHING. FOR ALL THAT IS YOU IS LIGHT … and it would seem improper not to match your heart.
WE LOVE YOU.
Oh and how we love you! (If I may be so bold as to speak for many.) Happy Oct 14th … once upon
a time the worst day of my life … on reflection … it showed me which pathway to walk and I am so
happy to be ‘walking this way’!! In Love and thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

19 October 2013
Welcome my friends. I have been wondering what today’s conversation shall entail. Although, if I may …
there are a couple of things I would like to address on behalf of some readers who have asked me
to ask you about Comet Ison. Now I personally really know nothing much at all regarding where it is
heading, so therefore have no idea where this conversation is heading either … Is that ok? Over to you
if I may?
Firstly we welcome you also. There is much Love and excitement still within and around your planet …
which we should also care to address. Yet to comment on the comet. You are quite correct Blossom in
your replies to these souls who inquire. If indeed there was to be an up and coming ‘mishap’ with this
travelling object … do you not think we would have addressed if before now?
For in this circumstance we can categorically state that there shall be no harm ‘sent’ toward your planet
as it draws closer to your sacred sun. If one chooses to be of concern we ask them to let go of the fear
around the matter. Again … what does one choose to focus upon? And we would care to comment also …
that along with so many ‘proposals’ of Earth’s Eventualities … the idea that it shall cause a great deal of
destruction to your Mother Earth is simply another fear mongering tactic.
Yet a certain gentleman that has written in and looked into the matter greatly would disagree as ‘signs
show’ that this indeed could be the case according to certain astronomers etc. and that the Truth
about it is once again being hidden and in fact there is every possibility that we are doomed. Please
note … these are not my thoughts or feelings … I am just passing the message on from concerned
souls.
Dearest souls … How one has so struggled with emotional upheaval concerning many many matters as
you walk ‘with Grace and ease’ into the NEW WORLD!
We have stated before and we shall continue to do so … in order to move into a NEW WORLD … the one
that you upon Earth and all that are not … created long ago … would you not consider it to be a rather
‘ridiculous’ plan … to have the end of one age that is to be proceeded by a Golden One to finish in massive
death … destruction and chaos?
We ask you to seriously THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT!!!
How much gloom and doom have you been fed for breakfast, lunch and dinner?? How much more do
you choose to be fed?
Have you … our dearest friends … not had your fill?
Are you Beings of Light not sufficiently stuffed with that which goes totally against the grain? When will
you stop?
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When dearest souls of planet Earth will you stop to consider that which you are considering? YOU ARE
LOVE … HAS THIS NOT SUNK IN BY NOW?
I have to stop you there as I have a huge grin on my face … for I really feel a different energy with you
… one with so much humour.
We thought perhaps a different way of Lightness may assist one to ‘GET IT’! We urge you … we implore you
… STOP THE FEAR!
STOP THINKING ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF ANYTHING AT ALL THAT IS NOT OF LOVE.
TAKE NOT ONE JOT OF NOTICE OF WHAT IS BEING SAID … IF IT IS NOT BEING SAID IN/THROUGH/OF LOVE.
We are aware of comments that some have written to you Blossom ... asking us to become more
interesting for we ‘apparently’ are very boring when we continue to speak of this matter … This subject
… LOVE .
Yet … we shall not stop. We shall never stop … until of course each one has ‘GOT IT ‘.
Until each one realises that when you soak up one iota of fear … you create the next iota of it!
The minute … the very minute … concerning ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING IN YOUR LIFE … that there is a suspect
of uneasiness … STOP whatever it is that is causing that feeling and CHANGE it …
MOVE ON into the place of easiness … the place that makes you smile.
STOP … STOP … STOP … WORRYING about this and that and whether or not it will or will not happen. LEARN
… right now this minute … that ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS SMILE!
Not from your mouth … from your heart … When your heart is smiling because you FEEL of/in/as Love
then you have ‘GOT IT’.
You will realise that there is nothing else to do!
How quickly would your world turn around when rid of the energy of worrying about this and that and
the other and then some more of the same?
Say what you want to say Blossom?
There’s no hiding from you is there? Well, ok then. In all TRUTH … sometimes ‘I worry’ that maybe there is
no Event! What if … once again … we are all hyped up over the next few months and … Nothing … Nada ... I
mean … where does that leave us?
We would imagine worrying? Are we correct?
Ha! Not if we heeded your words and were not of the worrying sort anymore.
What if … as of this moment … this very second … each one of you decided to stop worrying … about
LIFE?
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Do you think when you agreed to come down to Earth … TO BE HERE FOR THIS INCREDIBLE
TRANSFERENCE you all had a meeting and decided you would probably benefit if you spent your entire
life worrying whether or not something was or wasn’t going to happen?
OF COURSE NOT!
Yet BEING THE INTELLIGENT BEINGS THAT YOU ARE … it is far more likely that you held a mass meeting and
decided that as volunteers that had been chosen … you might as well put your heads together and
BRING ABOUT THIS CHANGE IN THE MOST GLORIOUS OF WAYS … THE MOST GLORIOUS OF SETTINGS.
You were the ones who decided about all this long ago … Let’s not forget that!
It would have been rather out of favour would it not … to have decided for it all to end really really
REALLY disastrously and then those ‘left over’ would do the best they can to pick up the pieces and TRY
and start all over again?
WAKE UP PEOPLE!
WAKE UP!
WAKE UP!
Remove this humdrum activity of your lives out of your mindsets. SERIOUSLY! SERIOUSLY! SERIOUSLY
think about this.
Why would you do such a thing? Why would you choose for it all to end badly ? WHY WHY WHY WHY
WHY?
YOU WOULDN’T!
YOU DIDN’T!
Yet you have fallen into the mire of despair and have chosen to believe that which the mire of despair
offers … and cheap at half the price.
LISTEN TO WHAT YOU ARE ATTUNING TO … DOES IT MAKE ANY SENSE TO THE INTELLIGENT BEINGS THAT YOU ARE?
WE DON’T THINK SO!
So we say with such fun in our Beings … for we are so enjoying this banter …
Oh and so am I … I can’t write quick enough ….
Listen up … and listen up good!
STOP WORRYING about whether or not THE EVENT is going to happen! Stop worrying about WHEN it is going
to happen.
AMEN!
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Why worry? Either way … whether it will or won’t take place … Do you think worrying will make the
difference as to whether it does or it doesn’t?
BE FREE FROM IT ALL.
ALLOW YOUR HEARTS TO KNOW THAT IT WILL.
FOR YOUR HEARTS DO KNOW THIS … DO THEY NOT?
Well as I have said many times before … yes my heart knows it. It just doesn’t know when … and little
point in ‘geeing us up’ once again … if the ‘when’ is not going to be for another 50 years or so!
Would that not be a little out of sorts for us to use the words imminent therefore?
Guess so! I know you can’t and won’t give dates which I am more than relieved about … or my head could
be on the chopping block. Moving on then … A dear friend of mine has recently reviewed over
a year of
your messages and through all that he has only one question he has asked me to forward on
to you. So
… here it is:
When you say “All is well …” are we to assume that this also means for the masses of people who are
not aware of the imminent Event? In other words, are you satisfied that only a miniscule number of
people have been apprised worldwide? No religious body and very few spiritual sources speak of such
a happening ... Are we correct to conclude that the element of surprise in this case is not such a bad
thing?
We would answer this by saying that although you are ‘assuming’ many are unaware of it … this is not
necessarily the case on a deeper level of the self.
The fact is … that every one of the souls on this planet KNOWS that The Event is to take place … for each
one agreed to be here at this time. As to whether or not they choose to be aware of it on the human aspect
of their soul self that resides on Planet Earth at this time … is another matter.
Yet we express that WHEN THE EVENT OCCURS … Each one will have a recognition of TRUTH within the
deepest place of their soul .
The recognition shall be felt for some as if they once dreamt it … or perhaps even a déjà vu … perhaps
some will INSTANTANEOUSLY change from the ogre to the prince.
As we have said and White Cloud has concurred … that it shall be too … that some souls shall leave
their physicality … their human form … in that time … for the revelation shall cause their heart to stop
beating … and some …. shall literally forget to breath . Yet NO-ONE shall miss out on the GLORY. Not one
soul shall ‘miss the boat’.
Yet … many would ask at this point … ‘What about the dark souls of this planet and all the atrocities
they have brought upon another human soul … thousands of human souls?’
And we should reply … ‘Like it or not … they are your sisters and your brothers ‘. A hard one to take is it
not”
Well … to be honest … your answer didn’t surprise me … for in TRUTH … We are all One … The good … the
bad ... and the ugly!
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Yet … this is not to say … that suddenly all misgivings shall be instantly removed from the souls ‘field’.
There is still Divine Law in place … and we would say in a way of kindness … ‘YOU REAP WHAT YOU SOW’.
There is no escape from this.
Yet as we have spoken of before … ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS … and we would add … in many many cases.
So to sum it all up … your theme song for the day would be ‘Don’t worry … be happy’?
Not just for the day dearest friends … Always. LET GO … AND KNOW!
Wow that hour went so fast … as did my typing … a lot of typos to correct I expect!
Thoroughly enjoyable … Thank you so much … In Love Light … and as they here in Australia … No worries
mate!!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

28 October 2013
Good morning my friends. You know, I am asked to ask you so many diverse questions … can you
explain to me my hesitancy to do so? Sometimes it puts me off beginning the channelling … feeling
perhaps I should ask some questions, being blessed to be in this position. Why do I feel so ‘against’
asking these ‘deep and meaningfuls’ on behalf of others?
Greetings to you and all that choose to partake in our offering of Love. We understand the reason
behind this matter Blossom and it is because in actual fact we do not consider it our ‘discourse’ to do so
… So we would say it is more you picking up on our ‘intent’.
So much that one FEELS they would like to know answers to … they do not need to at this time. We
encourage you to BE without the continual search. We are not saying do not search for knowledge … yet
we would encourage one to search within.
Our quest is not to be of a question and answer conversation. It is more for us to advise on a way of
bringing forth the TRUTH of who you are … Assisting you in recognising your True potential. We do
not consider our agenda to be one of ‘giving out information’ that we do not consider necessarily
advantageous to the soul … should one know the answer or not. Do you see?
Yes ... I personally do not have many questions … As we have discussed before I prefer you to come forth
with that which you think appropriate for this particular message in time … so please go ahead. No
offence to any one soul who has written in to ask a question … and believe me there are indeed many.
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No offence at all. If there was not this means of communication … this marvel of interconnection
worldwide … what methods would you have resorted to? For WE KNOW you would have turned inwardly
to find your answers … Indeed this network has many many advantages … and yet it takes away
quite a bit of soul searching in what we would call ‘The proper way’. For one tends to soul search via
another’s words and then becomes very confused as to their own discernment capabilities. Whereas
only having ‘the self’ to rely on removes all the ‘mistrusting paraphernalia’ that is sent through your
streams of communication.
That is not to say it has few plus points. On the contrary. Yet as you know … much that is TRUTH is
disguised by tainted untruths coagulating in the mix and therefore the soul finds itself a little bemused
... not knowing whether something is True or not.
(I have just had to close my eyes for five minutes and went deeply ‘out’. I asked what this was and they
said ‘We are preparing you for what we are about to say’ … to which my response was ‘Oh Gawd!’)
So … what’s next … Am I correct in that FEELING I just had?
Yes … We were pre-downloading you and preparing your energy to receive the following words.
You know that makes my heart beat faster don’t you?
That is also the energy as well as your anticipation. Let us begin.
Concerning matters that are concerning many of you … regarding most importantly of when THE EVENT
is likely to happen …
DO NOT QUESTION YOUR OWN FAITH dearest ones. We understand that you may question who WE
ARE and whether or not that which we state will come to fruition. We acknowledge your thoughts and
apprehensions on this matter.
WE ASK YOU TO REMAIN STEADFAST IN THE KNOWLEDGE THAT YOUR INNER KNOWING KNOWS IT WILL TAKE
PLACE.
THAT IS ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW.
THAT IS ALL YOU NEED TO HOLD ONTO IN TRUTH.
You have said yourself Blossom that when you let go of the ‘when’ you FEEL a lot happier within yourself.
LET GO OF THE WHEN.
That’s fair enough … and we would … if it wasn’t for the fact that YOU and other channels keep telling
us it is imminent … So I FEEL that a little odd for you to say. I mean it is YOU who keep bringing it to the
forefront and getting us all excited and hyped up with all due respect.
Because we need you to keep the vibration high in/of expectancy in order for it to take place.
So are you saying if we dropped all our excitement it would take much longer? Many would like to
know if this EVENT is going to happen as planned no matter what … and yet you often say it is up to us.
We would definitely state that this EVENT will take place no matter what … and yet there are certain
issues pertaining to the actual moment of ‘its’ occurrence. We would say that ‘Yes ... The set date is not
as set as we had originally planned … for it has been moved a few times already.’
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Really? So what? You are saying it could have already occurred before now?
Yes.
Dare I ask when?
At a time that many expected … and yet it was considered that the ‘death toll’ would exceed that which
we desired … due to not enough BEING of the vibration of readiness.
Death toll? I thought you said last week it was a smooth sailing/ non disastrous Event?
And it is. Yet the ‘death rate’ would not come from disaster and ‘mutiny’ … It will come from ‘shock to
self’ from those who have chosen to sleep in!
Whereas NOW … as many of you are aware … just in this last year many more have awoken unto
themselves and are prepared within their heart space/hearts pace for such an occasion.
Do you see the more ‘amped’/vamped/geed up/hyped up you can become in expectancy the more
prepared you are becoming?
You once said that we would ‘sense it’ before it arrived … for The Energy would be far too great for it
to
just suddenly be in our space. Many FEEL they are sensing this excitement … yet how do we know it is not
just a ‘hype’ we are creating because we want it to be? I did dream of the ‘sensing something was in the
air’. Will we REALLY KNOW just before it happens that it is to happen?
Yes.You cannot not KNOW it is on its way. For The Energy it carries within it has to lead the way to
‘prepare’. In the sense that even though we would call it ‘contained’ … The Energy of it is so vast that it
‘seeps’ all around itself due to its intensity. We would perhaps call it the fanfare announcing its arrival!
You are saying ‘itself’ and ‘its’ … so can I ask … is ‘The Event’ an entity/energy/thing in/of itself? Whereas
I had been looking upon it more as a ‘happening’ as opposed to a ‘showing of itself’ … I am not putting
it very well. Do you see what I am trying to say?
We do. And we would reply that THE EVENT IS AN ENERGY FAR BEYOND YOUR CAPABLILTIES OF
UNDERSTANDING UNTIL YOU ARE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND IT … AND YOU WILL BE ABLE TO UNDERSTAND IT WHEN IT
COMES.
May we also invite you to consider the fact … not possibility … yet fact … that once ‘IT’ occurs … there
shall be much following in its wake. A procession of Events that will have you ‘BLISSED OUT’ as some
describe it.
And will it then all disappear … like a parade passing through town?
To a degree … for the energies would be too strong to remain in their initial state. Yet the ‘parade’ shall
‘hover and remove’ … ‘hover and remove’ themselves … until one TRUSTS and becomes accustomed to
the constant presence of.
Remember dear friends … we have spoken of the fact that when this Event takes place … your senses
and awareness shall be heightened to a much Higher level … Higher than the one the individual is
vibrating on at the time … and each are at a different stage of ‘the game’.
It cannot be that ALL suddenly are on the same vibration. It shall be step by step … in line with that
which an individual soul is able to cope with. Yet we will say again … that when it takes place ... euphoria
shall sweep the nation of humanity. No matter what level they find themselves at that time.
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This FEELING that is presented to ALL … cannot remain ‘in actual physicality space’ for all time … for it
would be TOO strong … Yet the remembrance … the seed of that euphoria shall have been planted in the
memory banks of LOVE itself.
Your question Blossom is ‘Was it not already there before we came … and simply ignited by the Event’?
Yes … I was thinking that.
Our answer BEING that the seed of the NEW way is planted into the system if you like … whereas the
seed of LOVE that YOU KNOW YOU ARE … IS YOU … and was planted at ‘the beginning’ of LOVE itself.
And with all respect I won’t go into the whole creation thing right now … not appropriate … and it will
do my head in … even if you COULD explain it to me … or indeed anyone else. So … where were we?
Blossom, we pick up and are aware that you still doubt that such a thing will occur do you not?
No … as I said before … I doubt that it will occur imminently. Yet that’s ok ... I am happy in my life … and
it will happen when it does … I guess I am more concerned for your street cred!
Let US take that ‘on board’. We thank you for being the messenger ‘still’ when you feel as you do.
Oh don’t get me wrong I LOVE conversing with you. It’s fascinating without a doubt. It will be SO good
when it ‘all starts’. And I know you will say ‘It started long ago’ … yet I know what I mean!
We too know what you mean. Place your thoughts into your heart space and recognise their FEELING. It
is a good exercise to do should you be doubting.
I do that. I am fine … what will be will be … and as White Cloud always says … ALL IS AS SHOULD BE
… and to be honest ... I wouldn’t have it any other way. I have come to understand that we humans
‘see’
the whole thing very differently down here … from that which you ‘see’ up there. Yet a KNOWING in my
heart tells me that WHEN we are together … or … WHEN The Event takes place … we shall laugh at how ‘we
saw it down here’ … up until that point.
Indeed … because from then on … ALL THINGS WILL CHANGE FOR THE BETTERMENT OF … NOT ONLY MANKIND
… YET FOR ALL THAT IS.
THAT IS HOW HUGE THIS EVENT THAT IS ON ITS WAY IS TO BE.
IT IS SO BIG THAT IT WILL SHIFT THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL THAT IS … NOT JUST THAT OF HUMANITY ….
If that were to be the case there certainly would not be so much ‘INTEREST FROM ALL AROUND’.
If that were so … it would merely deserve a short news bulletin to other planets, universes and galaxies
to say ‘Underway … All going well’.
Yet … Dearest souls on the ground plan … ALL EYES ARE ON YOU … FOR THAT WHICH TAKES PLACE INVOLVES
THE AWARENESS/CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL!
IMAGINE THAT!
EVERYTHING THAT IS … EVERYTHING … EVERYTHING … IS MOVING INTO A LEVEL HIGHER THAN IT HAS
EXPERIENCED BEFORE.
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I am a little confused. Do you mean into a level that has never been attained … even Higher than ‘as
was in the beginning’ … as ‘from the ball of LOVE that we all emerged from?’
YES YES YES!!! … Hooray!! We got there!
THIS IS HOW HUGE IT IS … FOR LOVE WILL NEVER HAVE BEEN OF THIS LEVEL.
Well, you only had to say!
And we have. Our conversation has to lead up to it … in order for it to ‘sink in’ … with all respect . DO
YOU SEE NOW?
Well, still confused … because ... let’s call that ‘ball of Love’ for arguments sake ‘God’ … Are you saying that
‘God itself’ is going to rise to an even Higher level?
YES!
Is that possible?
Everything is possible … LIFE is designed never to stop. It is designed to persistently keep improving in/ of/
as itself … and you are wondering how ‘God’ could be more than the ‘ultimate’ that ‘it is’?
Because it can.
WE /YOU/ALL … ARE THAT BALL OF LOVE … Therefore it is totally acceptable that the more WE/YOU/ALL has
grown throughout existence of self … that LOVE AS ITSELF … THROUGHOUT EXISTENCE … WILL ALSO DO THE
SAME.
Well, how lovely to know! Just to clarify … you are telling me here that this EVENT ... Its initial unfoldment
and viewing and introduction … is taking place here on little old planet Earth?
Indeed. NOW DO YOU GET THE REASON WHY WE WISH YOU TO UNDERSTAND THE PRIVILEGE OF BEING UPON IT
AT THIS TIME?
NOW DO YOU UNDERSTAND THE REASON WHY ONLY THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG HAVE TO BE DOWN UPON
‘HER’ TO ANCHOR AND STABILISE?
DO YOU GET IT NOW?
THIS HONOUR TO BE UPON EARTH AT THIS TIME?
By George I think I do!! I mean that’s HUGE! We are here for an EVENT to take place that will take LOVE itself
to a HIGHER PLACE than it has ever BEEN before ... in every aspect of that LOVE … WOW! THAT REALLY IS
EXCITING.
IT IS INDEED … AND WE TELL YOU THESE WORDS IN TRUTH … IT IS NOT THAT FAR AWAY …
Ah ! … And I tell you in TRUTH … that could mean any time from now until the end of time … Actually someone
suggested to ask you if you could give a percent of likelihood of The Event taking place in 2013, 2014, 2015
… and then at least we had some idea as to how close you actually mean … would you consider giving us an
answer to that?
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We would say in all ‘safety’ … that the likelihood of us showing up before the year 2014 is over is very
strong.
Thanks for that … (* see note at the end) Gotta say … if it is to be at the end of next year … that is not
soon and nowhere near imminent … please get yourself a Google dictionary!!!
We are merely answering a question in a manner to suit that which was asked … As we have spoken of
before … the element of surprise is necessary … even with the build-up session of energies that you
will experience. It is time now for us to remove our energy Blossom as you are getting a little tired as
we have gone over our usual ‘mark’. And we are aware of the knock on effect it can have for the rest of
your day.
Yep … Know that one! Thanks guys … I have really enjoyed it … and look forward to more of the same.
We consider each one of you to be A WARRIOR OF LOVE and we are thankful for our communications
and connection with each one who chooses to connect through these words we offer . Until our next ‘hot
line’ … we bid you adieu.
I know you know that is what White Cloud says … we bid you adieu and I’ll leave that there … for when
am supposed to KNOW how he fits in to all this … then I will. IN LOVE AND THANKS.

I

*Only as I read this back did I make the connection that they were speaking of The Event and yet said in
reply ‘that the likelihood of us showing up before the year 2014 is over is very strong.’ So I am assuming
that part of The Event includes ‘them showing up’ … perhaps in the ‘said parade’!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

5 November 2013
Ok. Here we go again! Hello! Your last communication brought some mixed FEELINGS into my inbox. Some
were delighted with all the information you brought through. Others furious that you said The Event
will take place by the end of 2014. Boy, do I cop some stick sometimes on your behalf, yet compensated
completely by Loving words from those that ‘Get it’. So, I wonder what you choose to speak about today.
Under the circumstances I FEEL the ball is in your court.
Greetings Blossom to you and each one who participates in our endeavours to assist the rise of ALL. We
understand of the mixture of emotions derived from our words chosen, for each one is travelling their
own path and each one therefore, shall react to that which we offer according to where their footsteps
are placed along their journey. We come only to assist ... This we repeat over and over. Even for those
who would prefer to throw the towel in ... we are assisting their growth ... though they certainly do not
see it this way.
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We wonder too how much credit one chooses to give oneself as they travel along? For indeed in these
last years that one has journeyed they have travelled over mountains and seas without even noticing
the view. If one were to sit back and take in the scenery for a moment or two they would understand
that they are now looking upon much richer pastures than that of not so long ago.
The build up ... to THIS EVENT ... is driving one crazy is it not?
Well, for some yes, others no. Some have no idea about it. Sometimes there is a FEELING of suspense
around it. I do see why you ask us to keep up our level of excitement. Yet it is not always easy when one
becomes ensconced in day to day living. It is quite hard to ‘imagine’ something so HUGE actually taking
place at all, let alone in the not too distant future.
Brothers and sisters of humanity ...You have long been aware that the soul of yourself is within reach of
new Heights. You FEEL it in many ways. That of frustration of the old way ... and that of WONDERMENT as you
‘touch’ moments of gratitude from the heart for no particular given reason at all.
Simply for BEING.
You KNOW ... You KNOW ... You KNOW ... that you are so very close now ...
Yes ... sort of. I really do not mean to sound negative ... yet that finishing line that is so near is not in sight
... did I trip over or something? That’s the thing ... the hanging on ... then comes the doubt of ‘when’.
I
know I sound like an old record , yet it seems to be the topic at the moment. That FEELING inside as you tell
someone about it and you KNOW they think you are clearly delusional ... and so you just have to silently
think ‘One day ... please one day ... let it happen’. Not to say ‘Ner ner nener ner! Told you
so!’ Just so you KNOW in yourself that you got it right. It’s ok for you ‘up there’ ... All is running smoothly
. For us down here that are in the KNOW ... we sometimes appear to others to be a sandwich short of a
picnic!! Not moaning or down about it ... just saying!
We continue to send LOVE. For it is only by your explanations that we are able to assess how it is for you.
This was part of our agreement in communication.
Oh ... I hadn’t thought of it like that before. In that case ... sit yourself down and get a cuppa ... Just kidding!
To be honest, I wouldn’t know where to start. And I FEEL that all that really matters in the long run is that
we TRY each and every moment to BECOME THE LOVE THAT WE ARE. If we get that sussed ... then there is
little left to do.
And you are doing so well on the subject. Each one. Each one rehearsing and rehearsing to ‘Get it right’ so
that when ‘Opening night’ arrives ... the show is in full swing without any technical hitches!
When you say we will FEEL the presence of The Event before it arrives because of its enormity ... Can you
be a little more specific about this? So we would KNOW what to expect?
We would ‘Herald’ in the coming of this energy.
I FEEL the word ‘trumpets’ in my head, but unsure if this is you or me, as the word ‘herald’ may have
brought that to mind. Mind you ... we did talk of the ‘after parade’ last time. Perhaps there is a ‘warm
up’ band?
That which you can expect is to be of noted difference to anything you have witnessed in your skies
before.
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So it will be a visual then?
As well as sound. Yet most of all ... the stirring in the heart centre. THAT is what one will notice and
recognise most of all. There will be a build up of this FEELING within you ... in order to prepare for the
ACTUAL.................... VISITATION!
Oh my, Oh my Mary Lou! I really hesitated before writing that last word. VISITATION BY WHOM?
You know Blossom that we cannot reveal too much. You KNOW that we have spoken of the necessary
element of surprise. Yet we are BEING ‘generous’ in our wording of late........ and yet careful at the same
time.
Well, it was worth a try. The thing is, once it has happened........nothing will ever be the same again. I
wonder if we really fully comprehend that?
We ponder on that question also. We ponder on many questions regarding the reaction of mankind.
This we cannot predict. Yet there comes a time when one MUST go ahead regardless and that which
comes about will be dealt with AS A WHOLE......... BY THE WHOLE as WE/YOU /ALL move into the next phase
of evolution.
The excitement at times is overwhelming.
Tell me about it....... and you at least have some clues! So, back to the ‘heralding’ if appropriate?
More so........ back to the FEELING within. Many of you will have fallen in Love at some point in your
lifetimes. There is not one who will not have experienced it at some juncture in this life or another. The
euphoria it brings allows all other matters to fade into the back ground All that does not suit the happy
heart dissipates as one focuses on this ‘New Love’. Take a moment to recall the ‘excitement for life’
that brought.
Then dearest comrades........we ask you to imagine magnifying that FEELING beyond a number you
cannot count ...
NOTHING ELSE WILL MATTER OTHER THAN THE FEELING OF LOVE. THE PUREST UNCONDITIONAL LOVE FOR
EVERYTHING THAT IS. IN ONE BREATH EVERYTHING SHALL BE UNDERSTOOD.
EVERYTHING SHALL BE LOVED BY YOU IN ONE BLISSFULL MOMENT.
Do you mean the blissfulness will only last a moment?
No. Yet in that initial moment you will receive ‘A Blast’ of ALL KNOWING........ which shall remain for quite
some time. We are aware you would like to KNOW for how long? Yet this will vary from soul to soul. For
ONE cannot continue at this stage to have that ALL KNOWING full time because in all TRUTH it would
possibly ‘BLOW ONE’S BRAIN OUT’!
Yet indeed, YOU as an individual will never BE the same again. YOU as an individual shall never return
to the ‘old self’ before THE EVENT took place. It would not be possible to do so. For the experience of ‘IT’
cannot allow things to remain the same as they were. As an individual or as a whole.
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The entire course of humanity is about to change ‘Before your very eyes’.
And from what you said last time ... everything in existence.
Not necessarily so Blossom. For much that is in existence ‘elsewhere’ is very much on course. For ‘that
sector’ the energy of LOVE ... the Vibration of LOVE itself ... shall simply be rising ... not changing course.
Can you be a bit more specific then about this ‘changing course’ please? That is a pretty big statement.
Not that big. Look at the course you are on. Look at all that your world has been brought ‘DOWN by’.
Certainly the direction needs to change to being brought ‘UP by’. That is all we mean by that ...
Yet ... a big thing is it not?
Yet one that most already FEEL is taking place. It has been gradual. A veering towards shall we say
. Yet we would put it in terms of ‘full speed ahead’ on a course that can never return to the old
way. Everything that has needed to be learned by such a downfall has been gauged ... and deemed
unnecessary to ever return to such depths.
The ONLY way ... once this Event takes place ... is UP.
How your hearts will sing continually. You will experience a new way of living. A new Life. When you
awake each sunrise your BEINGS will sing with joy to experience each precious moment that is offered to
you .
As you greet one another there shall be a vast change in energy from how one greets another at this
stage in time upon your planet .
To experience this new way shall bring the need to experience one’s life only through the purest LOVING
energy exchange between one another and indeed the self.
We recognise the struggle you of Earth have experienced at times ... the difficulty to raise even a smile
to another.
THIS TIME OF SUCH HARDSHIP FOR THE SOUL IS TO END.
WHAT IS TO BEGIN SHALL HAVE YOU LAUGHING DANCING AND SINGING IN THE WONDERMENT OF WHO YOU
ARE AND IN THE GRATITUDE OF EVERY BREATH YOU INHALE.
TAKE NOTE OF THIS WITHIN THE DEEPEST PLACE OF YOUR BEING DEAR FRIENDS ... THAT WHICH YOU CAME HERE TO
ACHIEVE SHALL BE ACHIEVED WITHOUT FAIL!
THE EVENT IS THE PASSING THROUGH THE VEILS OF TIME INTO A BOUNDLESS ENDLESS STREAM OF LOVING
THOUGHT ... WORD AND DEED!
YOU CAME HERE TO MAKE IT HAPPEN ... AND HAPPEN IT SHALL! WIITHOUT QUESTION!
WITHOUT DOUBT!
WITHOUT DATE! Sorry, couldn’t help myself! Well, that’s it for now it seems. A little further down the
track of understanding. Thanks guys. Looking forward to each and every moment of it. In Love and
gratitude.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

13 November 2013
I had planned to chat with you tomorrow yet the house is quiet for a few hours, so hoping we can chat
now. Are you about knowing this is a sudden decision?
Indeed ... and IN DEED we come offering words of assistance to guide you through. Presuming you mean
‘guide us through’ the next phase of this planets evolution? INDEED!
You know, a lot of people have written in telling of a ‘Oneness ‘ experience they have encountered.
Coming about either through a near death experience or meditation or just plain lying there in bed
and
suddenly WHAM! There they were ... in this ALL UNDERSTANDING... ALL KNOWING EUPHORIC ‘space’.
Perhaps then, this is to be the FEELING we can expect when The Event takes place?
This would be precisely the experience! Yet we ask one to take note that as individuals ... the experience
will be different for each ... depending ... as we have said ... on the level of consciousness one has already
attained.
So would it not be that for many who are wide awake ... they would have more or less the ‘same’ thing
happen to them?
Here you have us once again lost in wording. For each soul upon Earth at this time has chosen to
‘experience’ a ‘reality’ of their choice ... therefore that which they ‘choose’ to experience during this
coming EVENT ... shall be one of their choice.
REALLY? How does that work then?
When one watches a fireworks display ... one may ‘ooh and aah’ ... So everyone assumes they are ‘oohing
and aahing’ because everyone is experiencing the same thing. Yet the experience is not felt or viewed
the same as another due to ones individuality. That is not to say however that there is not the same
level of ‘oohing and aahing’ in astonishment of beauty ... yet each will ‘experience’ it differently
... more through how the perceived spectacle affects the souls heart space.
Therefore ... that which one ‘perceives’ throughout THE EVENT shall be FELT differently ... according to ones
choice of how they wish to perceive it.
Can you elaborate a little? Surely from what you have said ... ALL will be in awe and more or less fall to
bended knee? How can one then be seeing it so differently from another?
Because of your choice. Because of your journey so far... because of who you are.
Yet we state categorically that ALL will be understood and ones ‘reality’ in that AMAZING MOMENT
THROUGH MOMENT shall leave no doubt within the entire BEING of the self ... that they have just
witnessed something that NEVER BEFORE has taken place ... No matter how they choose to receive it. For
this that is to come has indeed NEVER TAKEN PLACE ... EVER ... BEFORE.
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We ask you in your minds to FEEL such a moment ... in preparation for what is to come.
Yet how can we FEEL it if we have never before experienced it?
You can take in deep breaths of LOVE and appreciation into your heart centre ... Your heart centre will
KNOW of that which you are preparing for and assist you in building up to it .
Someone asked if we shall experience ‘times’ of ‘ALMOST FEELING’ that which is to come ... rather than it
all of a sudden just hitting us. Could this be the case?
We would certainly agree. We spoke of ‘Heralding in The Event’ ... Yet one shall have KNOWLEDGE of its
possible outcome before it arrives ... deriving from the visions and breath- taking moments that are to
precede it. For as we have already spoken of ... The Energy of what is to come is FAR TOO STRONG not to
be FELT before it arrives ‘AS ITSELF’.
I know you cannot give too much of the game away ... so therefore I will respect that and not be too
inquisitive. The last time or time before, you suggested that it was agreed that I would let you know
how
it was down here ... To give you an overview and I often have over the years ... In all honesty I really
PRAY from the deepest place within me ... a heartfelt prayer that this EVENT takes place in the not too
distant future (from our perspective of time). As you will know in the last week much death and destruction
has taken place in one of Earths countries and what those left behind must be suffering at this time
one cannot possibly comprehend. There is such a mishmash of energies throughout our world and THE
LIGHTED ONES in human form are pretty tired whilst working in ones sleep etc to dissipate such heaviness.
SO TRULY THE SOONER IT CAN BE IMMINENT THE BETTER!!!!!
We accept that much is not how one would desire it to be. Yet we bring you joy in words of ‘changes’
that are just around the corner.
Marvellous, yet as I wrote in reply to a soul only this week ... it would depend of course on how long
the street is! Sometimes ... if one allows the indulgence to really ‘go there’ in their heart ... to the places
that some souls are having to endure at this time ... the pain would really be too much to bare ... THIS
IS WHY we so desperately are needing the change to take place soon. For we have certainly had more
than enough of what life shouldn’t be like and are SO SO SO VERY ready to experience life as we KNOW in
our KNOWING it should be.
And you shall. You certainly shall.
What this Event shall do is exactly that. Allow you to move into a way of life that life was designed to be.
LOVING LIFE FOR ALL THAT IT HAS TO OFFER IN THE HIGHEST ASPECT OF LOVE AND FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL.
The benefits of every breath shall become apparent ... For we decree ...
That THE EVENT is just the beginning. Once the Highest Energies are settled ... bit by bit ... this then allows
‘the parade’ as you call it Blossom ... to ensue.
Once your atmospherics have adjusted to the Higher voltage ... then this will enable so much more ‘of
the show’ to present itself. So that eventually ... that which follows on ... shall become more or less
commonplace as ‘time’ as YOU KNOW IT ... continues.
Yet we add also ... that even your very concept of ‘time’ shall ‘appear’ differently to you. We can only put
it in the sense of it ‘slowing down almost to a standstill’ ... or this is how it shall FEEL to you.
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And yet ... is it not that over the years ‘time’ has really speeded up .. to the point that we have lost
many hours in a normal day without even realizing .
This is so ... and yet it is not ‘time’ of course that has hurried along ... for you aware ones KNOW that
there is no time ... yet it is the change in speed and velocity ...
Ooh steady Neddy!!! ... Don’t get too scientific on me ... or we’ll lose the link!!!
... that are making your days ‘appear’ shorter ... and ‘they are’ because of that very change.
Yet ... ‘AS’ ... THE EVENT takes place ... you will experience a time of no time. In a sense ... as if time WILL
stand still. No-one on the planet will be FEELING as if they need ‘IT’ to hurry up and be over because they
have to get back to work!!!!!!!!!
Am I to assume that after such a HUGE HAPPENING ... ALL activities shall stop for a time?
We understand that which you are meaning ... activities of the normal everyday perspective shall
certainly /definitely cease for quite a while ...
FOR NOTHING SHALL EVER BE THE SAME AGAIN.
Much that seemed so very important in one’s life shall have little or no importance at all ... ever AGAIN.
Many will find themselves GREATLY CHANGED. GREATLY TRANSPARENT.
Dearest Blossom ... it is difficult to even begin to speak of the changes that one shall find within
themselves .
Oh go on ... give it a whirl!!
For those who are quite advanced in understanding at this time ... after THE EVENT they shall be able to
look into the windows of the soul and KNOW what another is thinking and FEELING.
Ooh. That could be a bit dodgy!!
Yet not so ... because THE ENERGY that this EVENT carries within it ... shall change ones thoughts and
FEELINGS to such a degree that there shall be very few that still remain in the old pattern of thinking.
For THIS LOVE BUG shall transform ones BEING into a far deeper space of KNOWING WHAT LOVE IS.
One will no longer WISH to judge another and the moment they do so ... they will ask for immediate
forgiveness from themselves. For their KNOWING of LOVE ITSELF shall be the greatest teacher.
Once one has FELT the ‘Energy Presence’ of ‘LOVE ITSELF’ ... it cannot be forgotten and becomes the master
of all tuition for all that is HOLY.
Mmm! Would you define ‘Holy’ for me ... rather than me look up the True definition from my mate Google
... who I have to say is probably almost as knowledgeable as you ... yet little FEELING there ... So my
money’s on you! I KNOW my version of what it means.
We would describe the word ‘HOLY’ to express absolute reverence of the HIGHEST ORDER. Good one.
Your starter for ten! How would you express in words what that HIGHEST ORDER is?
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We would continue by stating that the HIGHEST ORDER is that which you KNOW to be the ultimate best
behaviour /performance of who you are.
For you shall acknowledge within you a different kind of ‘reverence’. Your FEELINGS shall be in awe of
YOUR FEELINGS! Only few upon your planet in comparison to all that reside upon it ... have experienced
that FEELING of ONENESS as was discussed at the beginning of this conversation ... and yet we would add
that there is even more of that FEELING ... beyond that which they experienced ... that is to come.
For as a collective experience the ‘Voice of wisdom’ shall be greatly heightened.
Voice of wisdom? May I be as bold as to pursue?
You have! Yet we answer in Truth that we simply cannot reveal the FULL nature of that which is to come.
WE WOULD NOT WISH TO SPOIL THE SURPRIZE FIRST AND FOREMOST. YET IT IS NECESSARY FOR SOULS OF EARTH
TO BE PREPARED FOR THE ARRIVAL OF THE EVENT TO A CERTAIN DEGREE ... THE FOUNDATIONS MUST BE SET ... AND
THEY HAVE BEEN.
YOU ... DEAREST ONES ... ARE THE GROUNDING FORCE. YOU ... ARE SO VERY CLOSE TO THIS HOMECOMING. YOU
... HAVE REACHED YOUR DESTINATION.
THE FINISHING LINE IS ABOUT TO BE TOUCHED AND THE RIBBON SNAPPED AS YOU PUSH THROUGH TO THE OTHER
SIDE OF ...
IT ALL.
I do FEEL this as TRUTH in my heart ... and I don’t mind when it happens ... for I KNOW IT WILL ... and
when
it does ... it will be the perfect time ... even though time itself does not exist. ALL IS AS SHOULD BE. THIS WE
ARE LEARNING TO UNDERSTAND ... NO MATTER WHAT IS GOING ON. Many thanks once again of course. To be
continued the next time we chat ... IN LOVE and gratitude. Bloss xxx

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 31

21 November 2013
What ho chaps! Back again! I have been RIDICULOUSLY tired these last few weeks ... anything to do with
what’s going on, or is it just ‘normal life’?
We would send cheering greetings back to you and as always it is exciting and endearing to be within
your company once again. The tiredness you are experiencing ... and indeed many ... is far more than the
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average day- to- day exhaustion! The energies that ARE to enter are of such magnitude that even as ‘they
are on their way’ ... they are causing many to have this side effect ... of the sudden and overwhelming
desire to sleep. Within that sleep there is much downloading taking place for one is ‘almost’ aware that
they are not asleep yet deeply ‘elsewhere’.
ALL THIS is preparation for the EVENTS that are to come.
I notice you say EVENTS ... plural ... obviously intended.
Indeed for we have stated that after the first major precursor ... there shall be an ‘onslaught’ of
following occurrences that shall ‘wow’ the senses to an extent that one cannot at this stage imagine.
We ask you dearest ones to ‘keep one’s pecker up’ as we believe you humans would say ... For in doing
so ... the vibration shall remain strong and allow that which is to proceed ... to do so in the most fitting
manner possible.
Someone asked regarding karma and reincarnation ‘after’ The EVENT ... will all that be over and done
with as we move into higher ground?
We would say not necessarily done with ‘AS” you move into Higher ground ... yet certainly once you
have arrived ... For do you see ? There shall be no repercussions from one’s actions as ALL actions ‘once
arrived’ shall come from LOVE.
There will be those who have chosen to remain behind within their journey and are not yet READY to
transform/transgress into a Higher positioning of themselves.
I know that statement will cause concern for many so could you elaborate on that please?
It will be the soul’s individual choice and this must be understood. There will be those who are so
attached to ‘greed and selfish adulation’ that they are not yet ready within their soul space to move into
a space that is for the betterment of ALL.
There is nothing at all wrong with their decision ... for as you know ... life goes on and on and on and on
... and when ‘they’ FEEL ready to move on they shall.
Ok ... so here it’s going to get tricky I can tell. Where will ‘they’ reside and where will those who have
chosen to move on reside? I have never felt that there would be two separate planets ... for those
‘awakened’ and those ‘asleep’.
This will not be so ... yet is it not that you have an elemental kingdom that you are unaware of within/
upon your planet? ...
I am aware of it ... not unaware ... yet are you meaning ... ‘cannot be part of it’?
Yes ... thank you for the correction.
And that’s a first ... and most likely ... a last.
The only thing stopping one being part of it and ‘aware’ of it ... is the different frequency of vibration ...
that is all.
When THE EVENT has taken place ... there will be a rise in vibration FOR ALL ... and we mean FOR ALL. Yet
... many of your world are of a different vibration from one another NOW ... yet still residing within the
‘general’ frequency.
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Often it has been explained by example of a radio frequency and which station you are tuned into
... So we would express the same ... yet regarding the matter of which we speak ... there will be those
who reside ‘bang on the marker’ and those that are ‘off the marker’ and therefore not receiving the
fullness of what is available and often experiencing ‘interference’.
Still a little confused ... actually, more than a little. Would you say the majority of humans upon the
planet will be ‘on the marker?’
The majority will ‘eventually’ be on the marker ... It is a question of ‘self sufficiency of the soul’ if you
like. It is the individual that determines at what vibration they are able to reside in. This of course is no
different from now.
Yet you are saying it ‘will’ be different after the EVENT?
Yes.
How so? Regarding residency of souls of different frequencies is what I am inquiring of? Earlier on in this
piece I got a feeling/vision of those ‘in the know’ being on a Higher plane and seeing those ...’ not in
the know’ ... carry on their lives on Earth ‘below’. So difficult to explain!
You see now our dilemma Blossom? As one rises into the NEW WORLD ... the NEW VIBRATION ... the NEW
ATMOSPHERE ... they will ‘pass through the veil’ ... ‘the mists’ as it is sometimes called ... rising on up as the
physical vibration allows itself to match the soul of that individual. As one attunes themselves to each
‘degree’ of self enhancement they progress/travel deeper into the HIGHER VIBRATION of where the NEW
WORLD resides.
So are you saying it is a place? A different place from our EARTH?
No. We are saying it is of a different vibration upon/within your Earth. Yet we do not wish to confuse this
with residing within your Inner Earth. This is different entirely.
So we would say ... it is a HIGHER VIBRATION ALREADY WAITING FOR YOU.
A HIGHER VIBRATIONAL PLANE/LEVEL ... and the changes that the impending EVENT shall bring to/within
the souls deepest expectancy shall assist each one to ‘get there’ ... depending on their understanding of
soulself and of course their desire for ONENESS.
We have spoken many times and so has the dearest soul White Cloud of THE BRIDGE. We have spoken
how many of you shall walk back and forth over THE BRIDGE assisting many to cross. Until such a time
that one’s vibration shall be so settled in the Higher plane that it becomes too uncomfortable to return
to the lower plane to continue bringing others across.
Yet there will always ... always be more and more that will find themselves ready to take over from such
souls. The souls who have ‘done their duty’ through choice ... shall then realize that it is then time to
bask in the resolutions of that vibration unto which they have rightly ‘earned their place’. That is not to
say that work shall cease ... Yet what is ahead ... ‘once there’ ... shall not be work ... but simply pleasure
in assisting.
You see ... once THIS EVENT arrives ... there is no going back. There will not be the want to return to the
old ... even though there shall be some upheaval and confusion on all levels.
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This is where you will KNOW more than ever why you came and more precisely ... KNOW what it is you
are to do.
YOU WILL JUST KNOW!
There will be much ‘work’ ahead ... yet it will be of a different kind. It will come from the soul’s natural
dependency to assist and many many thousands will do so.
You will not suddenly wake up in this NEW WORLD. Although some will ... yet few in comparison to the
majority. There will be ... how should we put it ... those of a much HIGHER GRACE who are to proceed
before others in order to simply ‘be there’ for one’s arrival ... They shall arrive immediately in order to
have their vibrational pull settle and reside in the place where it TRULY belongs.
As for the majority ... we state first and foremostly ...
THAT THERE WILL BE A VAST CHANGE IN SELF ... IN THOUGHT ... IN WORD ... AND IN DEED!!
The change that this EVENT brings forth is beyond words ... as many things we ‘try’ to explain often are!
Yet we do our best to portray that which is to come and we would liken it to a FEELING of falling in Love
for the first time ... and then that happiness magnified a thousand fold.
The FEELING OF LOVE for one’s family ... not just their immediate ... yet for ALL brothers and sisters shall swell
the heart space. The thoughts of judgment shall very quickly dissipate and smiles of the biggest variety
shall adorn the faces of each one you see.
Words shall lose their power ... for they are so often ... as we have stated many times even this day ... so
very inadequate to express TRUTH.
And TRUTH dearest souls ... dearest beloved souls upon Earth ... is what is to be revealed. A recognition of
Truth shall overwhelm one in an instant.
THIS WE WOULD SAY... IS THE MAJOR ROLE OF THE EVENT!
ONE SHALL RECOGNISE TRUTH IN AN OVERWHELMING INSTANT.
Yet am I correct in saying that not everyone will recognise this?
We would say that everyone shall be given ‘the opportunity’ to do so ... as to whether they accept and
embrace it is up to them.
I cannot see personally why any one would possibly refuse?
You would be surprised dearest Blossom. For some ... the TRUTH is far too compromising to handle.
They would choose ‘to ‘pretend’ they had not felt what they had felt. They would choose to ignore what
had become so transparent within themselves.
Yet not all of a lower understanding shall react this way ... There shall be many who desire to repent for
their actions ... and forgiveness shall be granted.
Some people are confused regarding ‘forgiveness and karma’. I mean ... for those who have been
really dark in their behaviour ... surely they shall not suddenly be forgiven and offered an ice cream?
Surely they shall have to account for their ways?
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Oh indeed Blossom. They shall recognise TRUTH ... yet you cannot IMAGINE the pain for some as they do
so. For the recognition within their soul of the hurt and pain they have caused to another both physically
and mentally ... in fact on all levels ... shall ‘hit them’ where it hurts!
IN THEIR SOUL.
THAT PAIN ... received back a thousand fold is certainly not one that another could say ‘They got away
with it’.
Nobody gets away with anything. You reap what you sow.
THAT IS DIVINE LAW.
Yet it is not to say that they are in complete acceptance of that which they ‘deserve’ ... we do not feel
that is a good choice of wording.
Yet they have the wherewithall to then continue their life ... after their awakening ... in service to all ...
and one of this manner would find themselves ‘happy’ to do the most menial of tasks over and over if it
meant that they were ‘giving back through LOVE’ ... now that they had found it .
DEAREST FRIENDS ... for we have no enemies ...
That’s an odd thing to say ...
We desire to make that clear ... WE HAVE NO ENEMIES ... although there are those that would consider us
to be their enemy ... for they desire not to live in the way that we consider correct.
KEEP YOUR EYES AND EARS ALERT ... KEEP YOUR HEARTS AND MINDS OPEN ...
FOR WE SAY TO YOU ... YOU SHALL NOT BE DISAPOINTED .
YOU SHALL BE HUMBLED BEYOND THAT WHICH YOU CREDIT HUMBLE TO MEAN ...
AND YOUR HEARTS ... YOUR HEARTS ... YOUR HEARTS SHALL KNOW THAT WHICH WE HAVE BEEN TRYING TO
EXPLAIN TO YOU ALL THESE YEARS .
AND HOW EACH ONE OF US ... THOSE OF EARTH AND THOSE NOT ... SHALL REJOICE IN PEACE ...
ONCE AND FOR ALL.
Beautiful ... Roger over and out ... Yet not before sending you a moment of silence from my heart in
gratitude for your communications and assistance. LOVE YA!
And we do the same.
Gotcha!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

27 November 2013
Hello there. Off we go again ... the weeks are flying by so quickly. Let’s see how today flows shall we?
Anyone about?
Yes of course and it is considered a great pleasure to be with you once again in this way ... in the
KNOWING that these messages reach the hearts of many.
Yep, it’s quite amazing how your words have taken on a journey of their own ... I never imagined
myself being in this position. All I ever wanted to do was be on the stage!
Yet it was assigned to you long before you came and then it was a matter of remembering so ... and
deciding if it was still your desire. It was greatly underestimated the strength one would need.
Probably underestimated by me ... and maybe if I knew what was involved fully, I would have declined the
offer! Yet in ALL TRUTH it is an honour to serve in this way and life would probably FEEL very odd without
you!
Life itself, dearest Blossom, is to bloom forth in a respected manner that no-one ... not even those who
think they KNOW ... not even those who KNOW they KNOW ... has imagined in their most heightened
dreams. We speak to you all in this KNOWING that WE have ... for we are already aware of that which is
to come down upon you and change your lives and your world forever.
We concentrate once again this day on the matter of THE EVENT. For it would not be appropriate to
suddenly drop the matter and speak of other things, when we have come to realize that those upon
Earth are in need of as much information as we are prepared to offer.
That’s right ... Some are confused regarding those left behind and those leaving ... (not sure if that is the
right way to put it )They are worried about their loved ones.
Yet there is no need for concern in any walk of life. How we desire that this is understood. Even if one
was to worry about where their next meal was coming from ... they are making the matter become
something it is not. For worrying does not assist anything. The energy that worrying carries only burdens
the soul. Yet to KNOW from the deepest place of one’s BEING that whatever occurs in front of one ...
behind one ... or at the side of one ... is merely an instant in time ... an experience ... an image with
an emotion attached. To KNOW that one’s self is “above all’ that ‘appears’ to be real ... brings much
understanding of all that takes place in one’s surroundings. To detach from what one believes to be real
is very beneficial.
Yet not that easy to do! Maybe you are unaware of that from where you stand? Yet believe me ... from
down here at ‘ground control’ the heart can become so deeply involved in its quest for understanding
the why’s and wherefore’s of our existence and those that travel alongside us ... it’s simply is not that
easy to ‘let go’.
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Yet we come from another angle. For it is not that one should not LOVE and CARE. One should do so in/of
ALL THAT IS ... yet the detachment lies within the KNOWING and acceptance of WHAT IS ... and coming into
the recognition of it BEING just that ... WHAT IT IS.
We could go round in circles here. For the emotion FEELS to be the biggest part of our journey. Our
biggest learning utensil ... so if we were to detach from our emotion ... I FEEL our BEING HERE would FEEL
pretty empty.
And we would reply back on this matter that emotions ARE LOVE in all its forms.
And I would reply ... so why would we detach from Love? Maybe we are not on the same page here!
We offer these words. You CANNOT detach from LOVE. You can however, detach from the attachment
to the emotion.
Does that even make sense?
Dearest Blossom. To us ... indeed it does. One can FEEL an emotion and accept it as such ... be it
happiness, sadness, anger, hurt, pain ... whatever it may FEEL like. Yet it is in the KNOWING of it BEING
WHAT IT IS that one can simply detach from it and allow it to move on through. We are not saying one
should not FEEL ... far from it ... that is your most important utensil. We are saying one can recognise the
FEELING and ‘USE IT” yet not be attached to it. For it is in the attachment that one is denying the self of
the full experience.’
I just know from past experience that it is best to leave that there ... and let that ‘square of chocolate’
digest ... instead of whaffing the whole bar down and wishing I hadn’t.
Very sensible.
A White Cloud metaphor that I adhere to ... because it IS so sensible. Where to from here?
We would like to pacify the hearts and minds of those who are not in full understanding of that which is
to take place.
Is anyone? I think not! For many of us accept that what lies ahead is going to work out fine ... in the end ...
yet we have no way of KNOWING the full understanding of what is actually to take place. Do you?
We indeed have the understanding of what is to occur. We however ... do not have the KNOWING of how
it will affect THE WHOLE.
This we cannot predict and yet we have researched heart rates of certain occurrences and it still
leaves us rather ‘up in the air’ as to the possible outcome of such an outpouring/down pouring of
purest Love. For no-one can predict such things due to each individual deciding at the very moment of
occurrence how they chose to embrace it.
Yet we will stipulate that when it takes place ... those that KNOW within that ‘the time is NOW’ ... they
will KNOW instinctively what to do and how to go about their duties ... in /through LOVE.
YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG ... YOU WILL REMEMBER THIS. AND YOU SHALL ACT ACCORDINGLY.
Thing is chaps ... it’s so hard to imagine exactly what it might be like ... and when ... (yet we won’t go there).
Some are asking if it is going to be like ‘The Rapture’ that is spoken of in the bible? Some asking if it is the
second coming of Christ? So much is ‘left to our imagination’ and you know us Earthlings well enough by
now ... our imaginations when let loose ... can run wild!
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And yet it is your imaginations that assist in bringing about that which is to come.
How so? Because surely it is already ‘on the cards’? Whatever The Event is going to be must be pretty
much set in stone by now. So how does ‘our imagining’ assist?
Because it is THROUGH your imagining that the energy of what is to occur will be able to be brought
forth.
You keep saying this ... so can we clarify ... or do I need to go to the back of the class? Does this mean
there is no set date? I KNOW you are unable to give the date ... yet ... have you one in mind? I mean
... on your ‘vision board’ is there a picture of The Event with a date above it and all arrows pointing
towards E day?
How we smile at your analogy Blossom. And we appreciate your perseverance in order to get as much
clarification as we are able to give.
KNOW THIS ... There cannot be a ‘set date’ ... Yet there CAN BE a ‘time slot’. And all is on course for this.
The energy has risen greatly over the last decades and it is assumed that THE EVENT shall go ahead in
the time slot planned.
Hold on ... hold on a minute ... I am sure ‘somewhere’ back when ... you said that The Event would go
ahead regardless ... so how can you use the word ‘assume’?
Because that is what we are assuming! We ask you to keep in mind that never before has such a ‘display’
taken place ... Therefore everything is ‘under the assumption’ that all will go as planned.
OK ... I’ll buy that. Some are concerned of the chaos it may bring.
‘IT’ will not BRING chaos ... ‘IT’ IS LOVE IN ITS HIGHEST FORM ... There is no chaos in that which is coming.
However it may ‘cause’ chaos due to those who choose to be bewildered and completely out of sorts by
such a phenomenon. And it is then that those in the KNOW shall take over ... switch into gear so to speak
... and get on down to the matter in hand.
PEACE SHALL REIGN ... KNOW THIS.
I notice you avoided speaking of The Rapture or the second coming. I respect this. For as I have replied
to folk ... there are simply some things you would not be prepared to reveal and I am ‘assuming’ if that
were to be the case ... you would have to keep your mouth zipped on that little puppy.
You are ‘assuming’ correctly. Let us put it this way ...
THAT WHICH IS TO COME ... WILL BLOW YOUR SOCKS OFF ... AS YOU HUMANS WOULD SAY.
THAT WHICH IS TO COME ... HAS NO WORDS AVAILABLE TO GIVE AN APT DESCRIPTION. THAT WHICH IS TO
COME ... IS SOMETHING TO BE IN FULL MIND OF.
THAT WHICH IS TO COME ... IS COMING!
That which is to come ... is on its way?
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And always has been ... yet now it is at its journey’s end.
This SO could mean tomorrow ... yet in your ‘history of time giving’ this so could mean in 2020. We shall
just have to wait and see I ‘assume’.
Dearest friends ... as we have spoken before ... THIS IS TO TAKE PLACE.
What would be the purpose of these conversations ... it would be a very sick joke if this was not to be so.
On the other hand I could be an absolute nutter who has many followers! Yet my theory on that ... is that
too many thousands of people all over the world have this same FEELING ... this same KNOWING inside that
we are from elsewhere. That we are from the stars and are here to fulfil a Divine Mission. And for those
of us who FEEL that way ... we KNOW we are not fruit loops ... We have a bond that ‘attaches ‘us to each
other and gives us strength to carry on. Some really do not understand us ... YET. We are strengthening
in numbers as more and more of our crew awaken ... and WE SHALL SEE THIS THROUGH ... and WE SHALL
have a cup of tea together ... and I SHALL bake a cake ... which is probably what THE EVENT actually is ... for
indeed that has never happened on this planet before either! I LOVE YOU GUYS!
And WE LOVE EACH ONE OF YOU. A watched kettle never boils.
I’m not watching it ... I’m baking a cake! In LOVE and THANKS FOR IT ALL.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 33

4 December 2013
Good morning to you. If it’s ok let’s get into it straight away, as there are a few things I’d like to clarify if
I may? Yet first, let’s not forget manners ... are you well?
We indeed FEEL of the finest energies throughout our existence. We are aware that one thing you would
like to clarify is the ‘buzzing within your head’, this is correct is it not?
Indeed. It’s like I’ve had five strong coffee’s and yet I don’t drink coffee. I try to meditate to calm it down yet
that seems to almost exaggerate the FEELING
Do you find the FEELING unpleasant?
It is not painful ... yet difficult to settle down. Am I correct in thinking I am being downloaded BIG TIME.
It is a question of priorities as to which order we explain what is happening. You are correct in saying
that you are being downloaded ... yet also there are actual changes taking place with inside your brain.
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There are parts of your brains that have long lain dormant, that are now being activated in order for
new beginnings to take place. These changes are heightening your senses and although a little
uncomfortable at the time of ‘opening’ ... they shall surely serve you well.
May I ask exactly what they will reveal?
They shall allow you to awaken more fully into yourself. They shall re-open powers that were once to a
great advantage yet have been shut down over hundreds, indeed thousands of years. These activations
are preparing you for THE NEW YOU. All the pieces shall fall into place once THE EVENT occurs and you
shall nod in great understanding. For the energies that are to accompany this Event shall ‘click’ into
place with the activations that are taking place with inside your brain. They will allow you to do a
great deal of remembering. Rather like a chemical reaction ... when two chemicals blend into one ...
it causes an onset of effervescing and a chain of events occurs. Again ... difficult to describe ... yet it is
easiest to say that although you are experiencing these sort of symptoms ... the ‘reality’ of them shall
not ‘dawn’ until the final ingredient is added to fully activate them into fullness.
It is difficult for you to comprehend all that is to take place within you in ‘that instant’ ... and indeed it is
necessary for preparation of mind body and soul to have occurred beforehand.
Does this not give you a sense of ‘ITS’ closeness?
Here’s hoping! And what of this deep sleeping ... yet within that sleep being so aware of ‘something
going on’ that I can’t quite grasp? Is this uploading, downloading, side loading ... what is going on in
that time? Because it sure is knocking me about ... mostly mid-afternoon and two and a half hours
later I struggle to ‘come round’.
Much is taking place. Yet it is not just ‘information’ being received ... it is also that your ‘Higher Blossom’
... is at work elsewhere ... adjusting things to make sure that all goes smoothly when the time comes.
Many of you are at work whilst asleep. Many of you are balancing out energies ... shall we say ...
spreading them evenly across your planet ... so that THE EVENT shall take place as smoothly as possible
and not have your world topple over.
Is that a possibility then?
It was once ... yet much balance has been restored and energies are now far more in alignment ... so
it is a very small percent that suggests this would occur ... if it were otherwise we would not be going
ahead.
You say ‘we’ ... have YOU got a lot to do with it?
Oh yes indeed. This is why we are so excited ... for it is drawing so very close now.
That ‘sounds’ and FEELS exciting to me also ... yet a few more clarifications if I may be so bold? Many
are very concerned about ‘being left behind’ when the time comes. Feeling they haven’t quite ‘got it’
yet. I know last week you spoke of some people remaining and yet I still don’t FEEL that we are going
anywhere and that we are staying on the planet to bring her back into full health. I FEEL we are the
ones who are making the change, and therefore wouldn’t be of much use if we were elsewhere. There
are so many thoughts one has about this particular issue and believe me I am no Socrates ... yet I still
wonder sometimes. Can you assist at all in REALLY making this clearer for us?
First of all ... you are not going anywhere ...
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Yet you said ... Actually I won’t interrupt on this ...
When we spoke of one being left behind ... we are merely speaking on an energy level. Do you really
think it feasible to suddenly have most of your population up and disappear? This is not why you are
here.
When we say you are moving into a new world .... you are already on your way ... Even within your head
space Blossom ... you are FEELING the difference in energies. A long while back we spoke of moving
house as an analogy ... still on the same planet ... yet in a different location ... perhaps closer to those
who are on the same wave length!
‘Words, words, words are so inadequate’ and THAT dearest Blossom must be our quote of the century.
Many of you are FEELING the change within you ... and if you are not ... yet ... you will.
You are MOVING UP ... NOT OFF! There is an enormous difference! In ‘other’ words ... you will be shifting
from one ‘space’ to another.
That ‘space’ is already established ... by YOU ... each one of you seeing this through. You are simply
making your way there.
AND ... THE EVENT is like throwing a double six and then landing on another throw and scoring another
double six ... which says move three times round the board ... It will MOVE YOU ... YOUR BEINGS ... into an
expanse of yourselves that understands ‘IT’.
‘IT’ being?
YOURSELVES. LIFE. REASON FOR LIFE ... YET MOST OF ALL ...
LOVE! LOVE! LOVE! LOVE! LOVE!
You will ‘understand’ unconditional LOVE in an instant ... yet we advise that it is not full time ... at that
instant ... for as we have stated ... it could blow you up.
I just have to ask ... because I said I would if it ever came up ... someone wrote in recently to ask why a
soul would choose to leave the planet via human combustion ... devastating for family left behind etc.
and really ... I mean ... surely it isn’t because they wanted to go out with a bang! (Sorry I just can’t help
myself)
It indeed is what you would call an unusual phenomenon ... to overheat to such a degree ... yet as
you correctly replied Blossom ... the soul would have left seconds before ... as does the soul on many
occasions that would be too much for it to cope with when the ‘physical’ is playing up. We would say
there is a fault in the rewiring ... and it maybe that the soul chose to leave at that essential time of its
journey and yet there was no agreement as to how, for it was not important.
You say ‘rewiring’ ... not just ‘wiring’.
That is correct ... for in the ‘re’ wiring there would have been a circuitry fault ... very similar to your
electrical wires and plugs that blow a fuse and catch fire. With all respect of course.
Thank you. Sorry to digress ... just didn’t want to miss the opportunity ...
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So we return to the ‘unconditional Love’ experience ... our calculations ‘assume’ that the majority when
FEELING the astounding energies will ‘follow through’ in the KNOWING of where this leads ... Yet there
shall be some ... that simply choose otherwise.
It is useful to KNOW that there is choice in this matter. And we ask you to recall also the fact that no one
shall suddenly get away with actions that purposefully did not serve.
Yet ... in joyous resounding LIGHT ... we say to each one of you ... ASK YOURSELVES TRULY ... HAVE YOU LIVED
YOUR LIVES WELL? FROM YOUR HEART?
We are not expecting you to be saints in this answer. For you have had to endure much in this Earthly
experience ... in order to do just that ... experience!
Yet we ask you to ask yourselves of your intention ... is your intent towards yourself and another of/in
Love?
There is not perfection of your Earthly souls ... for the density you reside in has blocked much of your
ability to be so ... so again we ask you to ask yourselves ... is your intent to be of LOVE? ... Even on the
days when you do not FEEL you have quite carried out that intent?
We would say for billions of you that the answer is yes ... BILLIONS ... so we hope that answers your
concerns of BEING LEFT BEHIND.
Yet the rest of us are not going anywhere?
We repeat ... YOU ARE MOVING UP ... NOT OFF.
So we would say that THE BRIDGE we speak of is THROUGH the veils ... not across ... although we have
spoken in those terms.
THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR BUT FEAR ITSELF.
THAT WHICH IS TO COME IS INCREDIBLE ... AMAZING ... GRATIFYING AND GLORIOUS EACH ONE IS PART OF THIS
EVENT ...
EACH ONE HAS A PART TO PLAY ... WHAT IS YOUR ROLE?
We say to you ... PREPARE YOURSELF ... for your lives shall become so enhanced ...
No day shall you be sitting twiddling your thumbs wondering why you are here and what to do and
where to go ...
EACH DAY shall be wondrous in its advancement to BECOMING FULLY ... THE PEOPLE OF THE NEW WORLD.
We ask that you do not concern yourselves over the ‘what if’s’ because the ‘what if’s’ do not exist. The what
NOW is all you need KNOW for within every living breath the NOW of that moment is all there is ... and
within that moment ...
KNOW ALL IS WELL.
FOR IT IS!
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WE ARE ONE IN LOVE.
WE ARE ONE LOVE.
WE ARE LOVE.
WE ARE ONE.
WE ARE.
INDEED. WE ARE ... ready and alert ... and in much gratitude. Until next time ... Love ya.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 34

10 December 2013
Good morning! Are you well? Quite a lot of things going round in my head so we will get going straight
away if we may?
This is perfectly in order and we are happy to oblige you in answering matters that may be quizzically in
the forefront of your mind.
Okedokey. It came to me that many people are attuned to different things and dare I say different
Truths regarding the Ascension and The Event. Yet each one is of good intent I am sure ... and therefore
coming from ‘their Truth’. Yet surely someone /some channels have to be wrong? I mean it could even
be you! For instance ... either the Comet ISON is or is not a space ship ... some are saying it is ... and The
Event either is or is not going to take place ... could we have some clarification on this please?
We are in full understanding of that which you are putting forth. And yet, could it be that each one is a
Truth for the one KNOWING it as a TRUTH?
Nope with all respect ... I don’t buy that ... because the comet either is or is not a comet ... or is or is not
a ship?
The comet/ship is comprising of both.
How come you didn’t speak of this when I asked you about it a month or so ago?
Because we choose to divulge information as we see fitting, when we see fitting. Let us be quite clear
with you Blossom ... it is not that we choose to have secrets. This is not of our nature ... yet we do choose
to be discerning and therefore allow information to come through at a pace/space that allows the minds
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imaginings not to run away with itself. When we give information in a fashion that we believe to be ‘on
track/target’ ... then we FEEL we are being of assistance without sending the mind’s wanderings into a
virtual whirl.
Fair enough ... So could you continue on about the comet/ship?
There is information regarding this matter that we prefer to keep silent about at this time.
Ok. I will respect that and not push the matter, yet would you be prepared to confirm it is more than
just a comet?
Indeed.
Ok ... for now I will leave that there, respecting your wishes ... And of The Event ... why would it be that
some say there is not to be an actual ‘happening’ and that we are experiencing an event individually
through our individual consciousness rising at its own pace?
In returned respect for you Blossom ... and all who read these words ... We are unable and do not desire
to comment on the information brought through by others. That which WE choose to bring through to
assist mankind is OUR TRUTH ... That which others speak of ... that does not directly ‘attune’ to that which
we say ... is not of our direct business.
And it is that WE SAY ... THERE IS TO BE AN EVENT ... in the terms of a happening that will take place for the
eyes to see ... the ears to hear ... and the heart to FEEL.
It is ... in terms of your Earth’s monumental masterpieces ... going to be of THE HIGHEST ENERGY and the
most inspirational occurrence that has ever taken place throughout time. This is indeed an Event that
we are happy and joyous to ‘oversee’ ...
Well, after all, you do say you are the ‘Overseers of the Overseers’!
Yet not only shall we oversee its happening, we too shall be taking part. For we would not see it fitting
to have come all this way with you and not enjoy the actual EVENT itself, also. For indeed there shall be
much rejoicing.
It’s rather odd, seeing that I am the one in touch with you that I am in two minds about it ... well
maybe not in two minds about it actually happening, for I FEEL one day it will ... yet more so as to
it happening around this time ... as some are speculating. I just seem to be carrying on with my
everyday living and now and then I think of The Event and think ‘Wow that would be good!’... Yet it is
not something I focus on a lot. Should I be?
What you should or should not be doing Blossom is entirely to be decided by the FEELINGS within
yourself ... and whether or not they feel comfortable or uncomfortable. WE do not come to tell you to
do anything! We are happy to make suggestions that we FEEL would benefit your wellbeing ... yet as to
whether or not one adheres to such notions ... we have absolutely no attachment to. For it is YOU ... each
one of YOU that are in control of your own destiny.
This also complies with the fact that WHEN THE EVENT TAKES PLACE ... each and every one shall behave
according to the position of their soul at that time. When we say ‘position’ we speak of the place in which
their heart resides ... regarding the LOVE ... the unconditional LOVE that they have allowed themselves
to receive from themselves ... and by doing so ... in turn ... the LOVE that is therefore the ALL OF
THEMSELVES. For this ‘place within’ is what determines the understanding and level of adjustments that
shall take place when ‘THAT LIGHT SHINES’.
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Referring to THE EVENT I am supposing?
Indeed. For there has to be a change in the atmospherical Lighting scheme ... due to the LIGHT ENERGY
that is to flow forth.
For eons of your time ... stories have been told of such magnitude regarding this matter ...
Have they? Are you referring to the bible?
Not necessarily as the focus point ... yet it is alluded to ... to some degree ... remembering that not
all that one reads in ‘many religious tales’ are of full Truth or of full lies. They are complexly/simply
‘changed’ to suit the powers- that- be at the time of the rewritings. And in many cases the first writings
... that are greatly influenced by such matters of faith as opposed to TRUTHS.
Hold on, I need to read that back rather than pass it by ... eh ... care to elaborate?
Not particularly ... for one’s heart KNOWS and can see through ... quite clearly ... that which is influenced
by governments and soothsayers and that which TRULY HITS HOME. When one has mastered the art of
the ‘FEELING TRUTH’ to such a degree of clarity ... one is instantaneously able to discern between the
two. That is all we are trying to portray.
Ok ... so where were we?
We are speaking of the happening of THE EVENT. We tell you in earnest that we continually seek to
bring you TRUTH in a manner that can ‘hit home’. For this is the ONLY WAY that you can KNOW of it for
yourselves. Then ... no matter what you come across through various messages sent through from other
realms ... one is able to determine its origin.
Yet we are all ascending at our own pace even now are we not?
Of course. And each one is aware of this ... the changes that have taken place within you ... and continue
to do so. Yet this is on your individual scale ... WHEN THE EVENT OCCURS ... the individual scale will
continue to be in play yet on a much Higher level. It is a little like your game of snakes and ladders ...
in that ... you will find that with one throw of the dice ... you moved to a square that had a ladder and
found yourself so much further up the board than one was a second before.
Remembering that each one is in different positions of the game anyway. So they shall still be in
different positions of the game AFTER The Event, for one cannot be taken to a place where they cannot
resonate comfortably. One cannot go to a Higher position than their Being is able to resonate within.
They would FEEL out of their depth. One will willingly rise to a state of BEing that suits their new suit!
So then, how does that tie in with many of us coming back and forth over/through The Bridge to assist
others across?
Because those destined for that duty shall be assisting those to understand and rise high enough to be
ready to walk across to the NEW LAND.
It is preparation of the soul ... not of the legs!
So when we speak of those bringing others across ... one should consider the fact that ‘instantly’ ... many
who thought they had little to offer and no-one to interact with ... shall find themselves top of the board
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of teachers. For all the knowledge they have gained consciously shall gel with the Knowledge KNOWN
from long ago ... and one shall find themselves in the role of assistance of knowledge bearing/ giving.
Allowing others to ‘Get it’ ... to understand what it is that lies within themselves ... in order to discover
what it is that lies across the veils.
Many of you FEEL that your world is not ready for such an occurrence ... that many souls are not ready.
We say to you ... that firstly ...
MOTHER EARTH IS MORE THAN READY.
SHE IS WAITING PATIENTLY IN SILENCE FOR HER HEART TO BE REVIVED AND TO ONCE AGAIN BEAT WITH THE
RHYTHM OF ALL LIFE ... IN HARMONY WITH ALL THAT IS.
Secondly ... many souls appear not to be ready ... they still sleep ... yet this is not to say that many shall
awake when the almighty alarm clock rings its bell! There shall be many that jump out of bed with a
start ... having awoken from a very deep sleep ... having had a very strange nightmare!!!
IT IS TIME!
IT IS TIME FOR THE SADNESS OF YOUR WORLD TO DISSIPATE AND FOR THE JOY OF YOUR WORLD TO TAKE ITS PLACE.
So that even for the ones that can hear the ringing of the alarm ... yet still refuse to wake up....... and
continue to keep drifting back to sleep..................................................................................................... their
world within itself shall be of a brighter disposition.
NOTHING WILL ESCAPE THIS AWAKENING.............Yet it shall be on many levels.
We are aware of those who are concerned of others and this issue of being left behind.
In certain words chosen carefully ... to assist ... we would say that in a sense.........no one CAN be left
behind................................................................................................................................. for that would bring
judgment into play would it not? Yet we would explain that each one shall rise....yet it shall be according
to one’s positioning on the board.
Will the board game ever end?
Not until each and every one has landed home. Yes, some sooner than others....... yet each has been
given the same opportunities.............................................................................................. even if the
circumstance appeared quite differently.
KNOW THIS OUR FRIENDS ... OUR FAMILY ... WE COME IN LOVE.
WE ARE LOVE.
THAT WHICH IS TO BE BESTOWED UPON YOU IS LOVE. THAT WHICH YOU ARE IS LOVE.
THAT WHICH INTERTWINES WITH YOUR ENERGIES THAT YOU HAVE NOW ... SHALL BRING INTO YOUR SYSTEMS ... A
HIGHER KNOWING OF THIS SAME LOVE.
FOR LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE IS LOVE ... BEING EXPERIENCED ON/IN DIFFERENT LEVELS OF ITSELF ... BY ITSELF ...
THROUGH ITSELF.
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THE EXPERIENCES ONE EXPERIENCES ARE EXPERIENCES TO BE EXPERIENCED!!
You’re having a laugh! Meaning ?
Meaning dearest Blossom ... you ... each one of you came to have an experience ... in order to be an
experience of experience itself ... through which LOVE can experience the different experiences of LOVE
ITSELF ... simple really!
Indeed. Looking forward to experiencing more of the same on Higher levels of itself ! In Love and
many thanks.
P. S. I would just like to share something funny. When I channel I type really quickly and then go back later
to correct all spelling mistakes etc. I had to laugh when I came across the line There shall be many that
jump out of bed with a start ... for in my haste as I channelled it read There shall be many that jump
out of bed with a tart !!!!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 35

19 December 2013
Welcome to you. I would firstly like to open my heart in Love to you ... DONE! ... and secondly, inquire
about the beautiful magenta Pillar of Light that was captured on a photograph recently. ( See blog
post http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com/) This, for me, is so similar to the image you showed to me
way back in 2011 when you first brought it up. Would you please confirm as to whether this is what you
were speaking of ... or something else?
Firstly we send Love in an abundant form to each one of you. We find it necessary to consider that which
we address in terms of accuracy ... and we are bursting forth with our signature in this way. So yes,
indeed we would say that this is the beginning of that which we were speaking of.
Meaning that there will be many more?
As we promised there would be. Yet take into consideration the fact that this ‘image’ was captured in
the blink of an eye. We would foretell that the Pillars when they arrive ... shall remain and travel ... in an
array of rainbow Light ... and as with your fireworks when alighted ... there shall be an outpour of ‘ooh’s
and ah’s!
Well, it certainly would be a delight to actually see them after all this time, that’s for sure! Anything
more you would care to speak of about them?
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We spoke of them greatly way back when ... and nothing has changed regarding the form(at) they are
to undertake. As one glimpses and becomes washed over in their beauty ... one shall also experience
the FEELING of codes rushing through the brain. This of course shall be activating that which has lain
dormant as we have also spoken of.
So, may I be as bold as to ask if these Pillars of Light are part of The Event that you have been speaking of?
Indeed that is correct ... for have we not stated that this is no ordinary affair? It is of a MASTER PLAN and
therefore not something one would expect from any amateur display. We have spoken too, that which
shall take place regarding your awakening. It shall be one thing after another that is presented ... what
a sight for your hearts to indulge upon/in/through.
Thank you. As you probably know, my grandson came into the world this week. Could you speak to us
about reincarnation etc. ‘after’ the Event, as many have asked about that. How will all that work out?
We would say to you that is a very complex discussion. For again it will depend on where any one soul ‘IS’
within their journey. For when The Event has taken place dearest Blossom ... it will not be that one has
arrived at their journey’s end. The soul’s path continues on as it always has and always will. Yet what we
would say is:
THE EVENT IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO HAVE AN INCREDIBLE SHIFT FORWARD/UPWARD WITHIN THE SOUL’S GROWTH.
When you consider all that it has experienced so far ... and all that it has accomplished ... one cannot
help but pride oneself in its evolution of soul expansion through/as/of Love. Yet ... this Event is the
graduation perhaps. The recognition of accomplishment for all works well done.
It is ... we would say ... with words being inadequate once again ... a reward for all that has been
achieved. A BOOST for the system. A revaluation of who one is and how well they have travelled.
Remembering too, that many, many lifetimes have been embarked upon in order to arrive at THIS VERY
MOMENT IN TIME.
Oh, how we desire to express more profoundly ... yet we are unable.
We say that you are to experience a sense of euphoria ... and in that FEELING OF IT ... you shall KNOW
of humility. You shall KNOW of LOVE in its TRUTH and how it FEELS inside the soul self to LOVE ALL AND
EVERYTHING at the same time ... without judgment.
SIMPLY ... KNOWING LOVE IN ITS HIGHEST FORM.
This is what is to come to you dearest souls. And in that moment ... all that is not of LOVE in its purest
form shall be forgotten.
You have KNOWN of this FEELING before ... yet you have been unable to access it. When it returns you
shall remember it instantly and HOME shall come to you ... whereas, for so long our dearest bravest
souls upon Earth ... you have felt that you were so far away from it.
This indeed sounds wonderful ... as you say ... beyond words. I SO want to push you for a time frame ...
because such excitement is building within our chats together and therefore I am ... rightly or wrongly
... assuming that it will not be long now ... yet with all respect ... and from experience ... we could be
doing this all over again the same time next year!
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Indeed the concern for many as to the ‘WHEN’ is a matter which has caused much controversy in our
council conversations. We do our very best to keep you ‘up to date’ without giving the game away ... for
this you know is against the rules.
KNOW in your hearts that this is to take place ... as many of you already do. Hold fast to the FEELING
OF TRUTH that the resonance of these words stir up within. Hold on fast also to the LIGHT that is YOU and
continue to shine it from your BEING as you communicate with others ... For this is the way it is ... and
shall continue to be.
Thank you. We sort of got off track regarding the reincarnation question. Is it too detailed to go into
right now?
It is too detailed to go into at any time ... let alone regarding ‘after.’ Yet we shall do our best to give you
some information to satisfy the appetite.
What we are to say ... some shall find too much to cope with.
Ooh er ... here we go! Hold onto your hats!
For some souls who have travelled far and allowed their BEing to progress to a particular enlightened
stage ... they will have no need to leave their Earthly body ever again. For the body HAS TO accompany
the soul.
Sorry to interrupt ... yet ... now, on Earth ... it doesn’t have to ... as the soul leaves for elsewhere when the
physical body ‘dies’. So are you saying this shall be different?
For some. Yet in future ... for all!
For NOW ... it will depend, as we say, on the souls positioning. So what we are meaning is ... the body
HAS TO accompany the soul as both become Lighter ... for they shall travel together as they continue to
progress.
I have a feeling this will stir up many questions for people ... so can you clarify this a little more? What
you are saying is ‘after’ The Event ... SOME will NEVER leave their physical body again. In other words ...
never die ... and SOME will ... according to the state/place their soul has reached ‘after’ The Event.
This is correct. SOME will still feel the need to leave the physical body and return ... due to belief systems
and also due to ‘their need’ to ‘start over again’ with a clean slate. It is an individual’s choice
... and one chooses according to the understanding of THEIR TRUTH in THEIR TIME.
So for some ... that circumstance shall be viewed and acted out as it already is ... now.
For others however ... they shall remain within their physicality and become ‘At One’ ... Mind, body and
soul in harmony ... and the outer appearances shall ... in time ... reflect the inner Light. That is left purely
to one’s own imagination. Yet if you think of it in terms of ‘One’s Light expanding in brightness through
Love’ ... then picture the image one shall portray and display in honour of that.
Sounds marvellous to me ... So ... no more diets!! Yeeha!!
Yet, are not many discovering the need for more Light food ... and finding that their systems require and
desire only that which is of nutritious feeding to sustain the Lighter body they are ‘blending with’?
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I believe so ... sadly I am not one of them.................YET! I’m working on it.
If we may recap then ... and summarize today’s ‘chat’.........would you not notice that ‘LIFE’ shall continue
on ... in some ways ... very much as it is now ...
DEPENDING ON ONE’S CHOICE TO CHANGE............AFTER THE CHANGE!
For indeed a CHANGE shall take place within all......... yet the decision is to be made as to whether or not
one chooses to change because of the change ... or remain in the same mind set
even though they
have to acknowledge that a CHANGE certainly DID take place. For those who choose to accept and
acknowledge we say ...
Hold on .., let me guess........‘hold on to your hats’?
Immediately correct. For the excitement within the soul shall have one in such ‘High spirits’....... that the
desire to sleep shall be only occasional and done so when absolutely necessary. Yet there will certainly
be more desire to return to the meditative state in order to recoup energies and ‘fly away’ for a time to
places one was not able to do so before.
Now, I could be wrong ... but that last sentence to me........ is one I would like to discuss in the next
channelling..................................................................................... for I FELT that you were inadvertently (Struth, I
sound so intelligent!!)) speaking of transporting ourselves elsewhere?
Correct ... yet indeed Blossom, that is for another time when we are not at the end of a session.
So we take this last opportunity before the dates of your Christmas holidays ... to offer to you our
DEEPEST LOVE.
We SO enjoy these times with you ... and have FELT so much LIGHT and LOVE from you ALL. It has
made us swell with happiness to receive from you ... this LOVE ... as it grows Brighter in each and every
moment from each one.
Dearest SOULS ... WE LOVE YOU. WE HONOUR YOU.
Your work on Earth shall be rewarded in a way that you cannot comprehend ... until the very moment
when ... IT ALL MAKES SENSE.
Does that make sense to you Blossom?
Oh yes. Thank you so very much. It is always such a pleasure to talk with you and we shall keep our eyes
to the skies ... just in case those Pillars of Light decide to make an appearance.
It would be advisable to do so.
Steady now Neddy! That’s the kind of statement that has got you into trouble before!
We then... leave it there ... as we take our leave.
Okay Cool ... Merry Christmas ... TO ONE AND ALL. HO HO HO !!! In Love and Thanks. The audio of this
channel ( Narrated by Joe Pena) http://youtu.be/1cVdc-53sUY
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INDEX
JANUARY
5th (p.2) Where do we go from here? / FOL mission - help us understand who we are / Good, bad and in between
reactions to disappointments Re:12-21-12 / The transformation rests in our "hands" / "Something huge did transpire" /
Analogy - a cake with a new ingredient / Those impatient - choosing another path / FOL does not control the outcome
/ How do we move into a place of peace? / New modes of transportation by February 2013? / How do we bring new
things (i.e. transportation) into existence? / How often do visualise teleporting? / Replace HOPE with KNOWING, and
how to do it
13th (p.7) Energetic differences upon the planet / Things that no longer serve will not Ascend / Media = Doom and
gloom / Replace FAITH with KNOWING, same as with HOPE / Knowing is progressive, but at what pace? / Instantaneous
Knowing would be detrimental / What affect does a "desire to BE that KNOWING" have? / Give thanks for "every breath
you take" / How do we feel about others who trigger us? / Matters that are incomprehensible / FOL reiterate their
purpose, which has not changed
20th (p.11) Are the FOL the "teachers of Teachers"? / Overseers of many worlds / Words are insufficient between
different vibrations / Readers trying to communicate with FOL - Success and failure is not preferential treatment /
Incarnating to assist the Divine Plan - challenging / A "battle to stay cheery" since 2012 / What of the "segregation of
souls"? / "The Change is working its magic" - slowly / Analogy - A jug shaken with sand and water / FOL to Warriors of
Light - carry on during the strain / Feeling the Knowing as One / White Cloud excerpt - regarding shifts
28th (p.15) Changing it up with questions for the FOL / How do other beings look as compared to humans? / What
about spiritual advancement on other worlds? / Oneness with a consciousLESS giant ant / Those from the Highest
level of Love - in "The Game" / Our God self vs our Higher self / Many, many, many levels of existence / Is spiritual
advancement dependent upon technological advancement? / Doubting something happened on 12-21-12
FEBRUARY
5th (p.18) Alignment with Higher aspect - letting go of what no longer serves / Is it essential to "let go"? / The Change
- a release from bonds of darkness / Ever a time when there's no more shifts? / Shifts will become more pleasant / Many
didn't expect this type change / What were we expecting? / "Do you still have your eyes closed"? /
How will the difference within ourselves play a part? / Why did the FOL elaborate on all the unfulfilled promises? /
Does getting "hyped up" raise our vibration? / FOL illustrates our chosen part in the Divine Plan - a dream
13th (p.22) Blossom - Nothing seems to be changing? / Feeling out of sorts vs moving to who one truly is / Middle
man - between old and new / Analogy - washing machine - Is this the last rinse cycle? / Isn't there a sense beyond
removing karma? / The aftermath of the change / Is it anger, or no more tolerance for the old / "No man's land" part of
the journey / "Out of sorts" permanently, or temporarily? / Letting go, of what can't go with you / The means to awaken
others - being you / Additional comments later on - Pope's resignation
MARCH
26th (p.26) FOL residing in Higher energies similar to Earth's energies / Attracting good things quicker - Joy vs
moaning / Awareness of progress by reassessing / Are we noticing The Change? / FOL "nurturing new avenues of
service" / Blossom relays what readers say - is the FOL evading questions? / Blossom to FOL ...Who are you? ... What
form do you take? ... Do you reside in a vast ship? ... Do you eat or sleep? ... Any hobbies? / The advancement of
humanity on Earth / Living out our dreams in this reality - fulfilling our purpose / Our Love Energy like a fairy mist wafts
over those "sleeping"
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APRIL
7th (p.30) Monitoring Earth energies - High + Low = Middle / Overcoming the lower vibrations / Blossom to FOL - You
come down and try life on Earth / Evidence (of change) - Inside vs Outside / Duality rollercoaster deep dive, we can
rise Higher / Is duality too hard? / Blossom's project - "Change Your Attitude Luv" / We volunteered for this - acceptance
is "getting it" / The "old you" will fight back / Analogy - caterpillar feeling at home / FOL = "We Are" - Is that the I AM? /
Density of Earth "stains" one's Being - this will leave a mark / Absent Mother ships does NOT mean defeat
17th (p.34) Could we integrate with FOL in our lifetime? / What percentage of mankind needs to "wake up"? / The
pull of duality - "pulled apart" = out of sorts / What is meant by "cementing (integration) of certain ways into your Being"?
/ The soul being created through experiences / Releasing old stuff, issues, "scars" being in relationship to humans / Any
suggestions to speed up the process? / Serving (Loving) SELF serves the WHOLE / Changes will be more apparent/
transparent / If we could look back and see our progress / The why's of war, famine, hatred / Bomb in America Everything has a purpose / Analogy-Spinning top / Telepathy soon
24th (p.38) How can we connect with FOL, guides, angels? / "No distance between" - energetic flow / No Call
Waiting, put On Hold, or lost connections / Question is NOT, if you're being heard / Clarifying "crossed lines" / The matrix
that connects all / Connection to Higher Self = "with us all" / The intention to connect - for the Highest good? / When the
deepest connection is made / When to meditate? / What type of communication is most valuable? / When can you FEEL
the connection with ALL / Being happy, Knowing self, or in touch with FOL - which is more important? / Our guides are
not "chatter boxes" / One's connection to Spirit is NOT a measure of spirituality / Being HAPPY = in touch with yourself
= in touch with everyone
MAY
3rd (p.41) FOL thanks the readers - all on different levels / Messages appear simple, but layered / Circle of life
continues on throughout eternity - What does that mean? / Why perception can be different, though many similarities /
Why is Self Love essential? / Analogy - repeating a school grade level / How is it "WE ARE LOVE" - Yet we're here to
learn Love? / Analogy - progressive evolution of telephone devices / Blossom - Will I experience true freedom in my
lifetime? / Selfish agendas cannot continue / How the Truth is found
10th (p.45) Galactic Channelings Questions: (1) Re: Bodily symptoms/changes during Ascension - how to treat them?
/ Your body is a temple - go natural / Don't blame everything on Ascension / (2) Will the GFL friends communicate with
certain individuals during dreams or visions? / Blossom asks for a day/night FOL tour for a break / How about a little
more evidence for a boost? / FOL acknowledges separated/low vibration - considering requests
19th (p.49) "Shooting for the stars" - Trusting and Knowing / Trying too hard? - Being yourselves / Analogy - Babbling
brook flowing through us / FOL grateful for Translators / Question from Blossom's Translators: What is the true origin
of the human race? / A new thing - Humans expressing Love individually / More sophisticated being - many trials and
errors / The human experiment - Not all went well - "horribly wrong" / Atlantis a perfect example / Individualising the Love
energy into separate souls - how? / White Cloud's "petals from the same rose" / New laws after Atlantis / Why are we to
have longer necks - Giraffes? / "Seek only what resonates with you" - White Cloud
27th (p.54) If we're moving into 5D, how much of our 3D hologram is 5D?...5D is not a hologram, right? / The entire
cosmos is an illusion / "Your thoughts are real" / Touch in our physical reality - expression of energy / Thinking that
there's no way out, is a choice / What do atrocities teach us? / "How did we get in such a mess in the first place"? / Where
did envy and greed come from? / "What are we creating if nothing actually exists"? / 5D is our New World, our reality...
yet it's not real / In Higher dimensions - self expression of Love is more like a true reality
JUNE
5th (p.58) Question from Blossom's translator...What's the true explanation for the different races and languages on
our planet? / Human voice box - part of the human experiment / What is Light Language? / Should we remove some
words from our vocabulary? / Advanced races introduced language/writing from other systems / "Where is the Divinity in
a village blown to smithereens"? / Seeing things through "ego self" or the grander perspective? / The human experiment
gone wrong - how can it be Divine? / Those losing themselves - the density of "Satan." / Does Satan = "lost in the dark"?
/ FOL learned interesting dynamics of the Truth of duality / Many races - another session
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15th (p.62) Question - "How do we use the knowledge of Love, creation, thought, and free will to break free from
the chains of our present world..."? / A great deal taking place behind the scenes / FOL at a level of "deliciousness" in
view of progress - thrilling / What to say to those who cannot feel the Love? / The game you THINK you are in vs the
game you ARE in / The choice to play whatever game you want / Can we overcome those suppressing our true Light? /
Can we change chemtrails? / The action we can take to dismiss any negative actions / What role does one's belief play
in changing those "asleep"? / Analogy - Being an owner of an island / The effect of new energies / How to overcome
feelings of unworthiness and being incapable / YOU CANNOT NOT be benefited by quiet time and breathing / Why are
we talking about egotistical Light workers? / If our house is in order, leads the world to be in order
JULY
4th (p.66) Is Blossom saying the FOL words are not enough? / Do we understand why the "Big Display" hasn't
happened? / Blossom is asked for a not-so-big display suggestion / How many more years to reduce fear factor? / Does
all fear have to be removed? / How about a more personal "hello" to Blossom and her readers? / How does faithfulness
to ourselves play a part nixing that idea? / Why isn't this world change about an FOL appearance? / Are we ready to
"take on board" all the FOL offers? / Why was it possible for a Big Display back in 2008? / A need for a little excitement
- FOL suggestions / Arrival of our true self surpasses a display / How do we find our true selves?
14th (p.72) Can we please move on to something different? / "Home is where the heart is," then there's Home / FOL
is "more than happy" with communications / There is no "Fast Forwarding"- doesn't work / Re: the pure soul self, why
there are different personalities upon entering a physical body? / Blending aspects of other lives/other souls / Analogy
- baking a cake / How is the mind connected to our heart and "Home"? / Our thoughts are our mind, or the other way
around? / Level of intelligence - NOT indicative of one intent Lighting up the world / FOL speaking through Blossom at
events - is it to be a regular thing?
21st (p.75) Are channeled messages "going out of fashion"? / FOL will continue in spite of advanced humans /
Blossom uncomfortable asking questions - no more? / FOL communicating with FOL, easier than FOL to Blossom / Main
topic of focus - LOVE / Those bored with Love topic assume they "got it" / All comes through Love, changes and answers
/ Do the answers to questions matter? / Does it matter if Planet X will hit earth? / Knowing the future, alters the future
/ Endless possibilities of outcomes / FOL asks, "Do you get it"? - Blossom asks FOL, "Do you get it"? ( life on Earth ) /
Recall your mission - What is our mission? / Like switching TV channels to a preferred program
AUGUST
3rd (p.80) How can we stay in Joy when experiencing physical/emotional pain? / Suffering is a blessing? / Karma is
NOT a debt / Pre-life planning - What is gained by choosing to be ill? And, making joy a challenge? / Where does Joy
come from? / Could there be a challenge to find Joy with hardship? / One's attitude can make a difference / How can
it help to know one's suffering was chosen? / Many ask - "Why do I deserve such misery"? / What part does guilt and
unworthiness play? / What of those suffering, and dying prematurely missing The Event? / Suicide is NOT a crime /
Anticipating a range of reactions to FOL information about those suffering
11th (p.84) A question about Muhammad and Islam / FOL prefer not to discuss religions / In what sense is there no
God? / Truth of enlightened beings distorted / Knowing God = Knowing Love / FOL - "You are the ones you have been
waiting for" / Can we speak about addictions? / Why do some individuals "fall for addictions" and some do not? / Can an
addiction be part of pre-life planning? / FOL - "It doesn't matter" - why is that? / A new "game" to begin SOONER than
you think
SEPTEMBER
12th (p.88) How did FOL feel about coming through - Sydney event? / Speaking words through Blossom an intricate
process / The pupils of Blossom's eyes changed color / FOL and White Cloud seeing through Blossom's eyes / Why
did Blossom's skin appear yellow gold? / Why was the FOL's energy felt to be more feminine? / FOL "dressed" for the
occasion / Sydney was a special event for FOL - jam packed with many Beings / Blossom asks about, disappointed
readers after 12-21-12 / Some tuning in to self, not other conflicting channels...What is the point"? / FOL's purpose
versus their point - THERE IS NO POINT / Contemplating charging ($) to read the FOL channeling? / FOL intelligence
vs deep "layers of Love" / Purchasing the video of the Sydney event
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19th (p.92) Can a shift alter a careLESS attitude? / FOL - human behavior shocks them to the core / If Blossom
was to visit the FOL - and where would that be? / We visit them, and they visit us / Classifying ships as planets and
planets as ships / Mother earth a living entity and vessels are "Living Light" / Vessels programmed by thought / Is the
FOL individuals or consciousness, or both? / Vessels of a different/lower vibration / Beings and vessel morph into same
vibration / Visited by "the Friendships" via White Cloud / Crystal energy sources / Large crystals remain under our
oceans / Crystals programmed - to be reactivated later
29th (p.96) How does the FOL cleanse crystals that power vessels? / FOL - Material things only as needed to
accommodate / How is a meeting with FOL and a visitor made possible? / Are there many meetings with humans? /
Cleaning crystals upon Earth / Big companies and governments ripping off the powerless / All that does not serve will be
discontinued - already in process / Awareness is the proof of the process in progress / Blossom feels expectancy - like
butterflies / "Cannot go wrong, if it feels right" / If you're bogged down with energies / Why bring this up again - "Shine
your shoes"? / No intent to deceive with soothing words ("cajole") - messages to prepare the soul / Qualifying - "VERY
SOON"
OCTOBER
6th (p.100) "Shine your shoes" comment affects readers / The Event - Biggest humanity has known / Ask yourself Am I ready? / FOL - "Soon" is the Truth / Blossom doesn't trust the message within / A date and time not an FOL issue
/ What is close is a relative term / What life will be like after The Event / The after affect = hinges upon ones reaction
/ Analogy - Gestation period/birthing a New World / Again...replace "hope" with Knowing / What we wish to believe is
controlling, is controlling / Blossom sees an image of a vast army / Take Back your power / A change - Commerce/trade
halted / Noting Blossom's words "make believe", "Make...Believe"/ Blossom's blog/more thoughts
14th (p.104) Now 5 years to the day - "Big No Show" event / The Event - many scenarios on the Internet / FOL - no
specific comment on storing supplies / FOL would not use the word "catastrophic," rather euphoric / A pole shift vs
poles moving / Disastrous thoughts misleading / Analogy - It's not a horror movie / What about looting, power outages?
/ Will everyone accept? / Concern for children and pets / Line in a song - "I can feel it coming in the air tonight oh Lord
..." / Doubting intended to bring us down / "Deceiving energies predictions of falsehood playing with emotions..." / "Why
can we not be told, when"? / What does "hold onto your hats" mean? / Exhaustion and aches and pains - What to do?
19th (p.109) Inquiries about Comet Ison / Fear mongering tactics - gloom and doom / FOL implores - STOP THE
FEAR / The topic of LOVE is still boring some / What if we stopped worrying about life? / Imagine - the mass meeting
before incarnating - what should it be like? / WAKE UP PEOPLE! - Seriously / Does worrying make any sense? / Stop
worrying about IF and WHEN - AMEN / 50 years away is not imminent / Four questions from Blossoms friend - Re: the
element of surprise / What about the reaction of the dark souls? / Divine Law - "You reap what you sow"
28th (p.113) Blossom asks, Why do I feel so against asking deep and meaningful questions? / Searching for
Knowledge vs searching within (Knowing) / Without channeling information, what would we do? / Can we let go of the
WHEN question? / If excitement lessens, would it take much longer? / The Event postponed a few times - and why / PreEvent energy unmistakable / Procession or a "parade" of Events / The Seed of Love planted, and when? / How big will
the shift actually be? / How far reaching is The Event? / Highly honored Humanity / The chances of it happening - 2013,
2014, 2015? / Blossom deduces - The Event connected to an FOL Show
NOVEMBER
5th (p.118) Mixed responses to last channeling / Are we acknowledging our individual progress? / Wonderments of
gratitude from within the heart / Yet again, different perceptions of "close now" / FOL - all going well "in full swing" / Be
more specific about the pre-Event feelings? - During and after / Mankind's reaction to The Event cannot be predicted /
"Blast of Knowing," but why not a "Full Blast"? / More specifics on "changing course," but not all things
13th (p.122) Readers relating experiences, feelings of "oneness" / Analogy - fireworks display / Individual degrees of
"oohing and aahing" / If we're on bended knees, how can it be so different? / How can we Feel in preparation that which
we have never experienced? / Is it experiencing "times" of "almost feeling" it? / Recent death and destruction on Earth /
Our concept of TIME will appear different - how? / How has time speeded up for us? / Describing some of the changes
within oneself / Defining the words - "Holy" & "Highest Order" & "Voice of Wisdom"
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21st (p.125) Why has Blossom feeling so tired of late? / The Event now referred to as "The Events" / Will karma and
reincarnation be "over and done"? / Those that choose not to move Higher - where will they be? / Analogy - a radio
frequency - tuned in clear, or not / Will the majority of humans "be on the mark"? / Regarding the residency of souls in a
different frequency - clarification / What is the major role of The Event? / Will the dark ones be granted forgiveness and
no accounting? / Does the FOL have enemies?
27th (p.130) Blossom never imagined being a channel, just an actress / The most Knowing yet to imagine in dreams
what is to come / Concern for loved ones and The Event / Heart attachments are strong on Earth - FOL explains the
detachment / Detaching from an attachment to emotion / FOL understanding what will occur vs knowing affect upon the
whole / Is it like the Biblical Rapture, or Second Coming? / Key factor - human imagination / What does the FOL "strategy
board" say for "E" day? / Some are concerned about the chaos / Be prepared to have your "socks blown off" / Knowing
is growing, we are not "Fruit Loops"
DECEMBER
4th (p.133) What is the buzzing in Blossom's head? / Something going on "knocking" Blossom "about" / Many also
at work during sleep, balancing out energies - Event preparation / Many concerned about being left behind - those not
"getting it" / What it means "being left behind" / Are we "moving up" or "moving off"? / Analogy - rolling double 6's twice
/ If a body explodes/human combustion, it was likely pre-planned / An "unconditional Love" experience / Ask yourselves
- "Have you lived your life well, from the heart"? / What is the intent?
10th (p.137) Variety of opinions (channelings) about The Event and Ascension / Is ISON a comet or a spaceship? It's both! / FOL reveals information when it is appropriate / FOL is minding their own business regarding other channels
/ Overseers will take part in The Event / Blossom's preoccupation with life - The Event does not dominate / For eons,
stories of an Event - Bible inaccuracies / Ascending and progressing individually - play a part at the Event / Analogy Game of Snakes (Chutes) & Ladders / What of those going back and forth over The Bridge? / Mother Earth is ready /
World within those refusing to "wake up" - a brighter disposition / Will the "board game" ever end?
19th (p.141) Link provided to a magenta pillar of light - Is this what the FOL was speaking of? / Future pillar sightings
will be different - more oohs and aahs / Activation codes rushing through one's brain / Are Light Pillars part of The Event?
/ How will reincarnation work after The Event? / The Event = a "graduation" perhaps / FOL- giving the game away is
"against the rules" / Reincarnation info - could be too much to cope with / One's EVENTuality is based upon individual
needs and desires / Blossom says, "no more dieting"! - already lighter foods chosen to accommodate a Lighter Body /
Changes happening - sleep requirements, going to new places in meditative states, and more info to follow
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